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A call for change

National honor
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Knight Commission recommends
tighter control of college sports

MSU 'Breds 3-0 on mainland
after win at Memphis State
—Page 10A
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Smithsonian recognizes work
of Murray artist Joy Thomas
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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MIAMI — A late-night explosion that ripped apart a building
housing a Haitian activist's
office, a restaurant and a furniture outlet could have been
caused by a bomb, police said.
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U.S. fighter pilot shoots down Iraqi warplane
By MARTIN MARRIS
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia — An American jet fighter
today shot down an Iraqi Su-22 warplane that was flying in
violation of the informal Gulf War cease-fire. the U.S. Central
Command said.
It was the first reported air engagement between allied and
Iraqi forces since fighting ceased in the Gulf War three weeks
ago.
In Washington. the White House said the incident did not
mean a resumption of hostilities.
President Bush warned that U.S. forces will not hesitate to
shoot down any other planes that fly. but added: "I don't
think that will happen."
The engagement took place near Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit in central Iraq. less than 100 miles from a key
northern city that Kurdish rebels claimed was being bombarded by Iraqi airCraft today.
The United States has warned Iraq not to use its warplanes
against insurgencies in the north and south. It was not immediately known whether the Iraqi plane shot down today was
moving again.q rebels.

Lt. Cmdr. David Knox, spokesman for the U.S. Central
Command in Riyadh, said the Iraqi jet fighter was one of two
planes that were detected by an American AWACS early
warning plane. The other Iraqi fighter "landed on its own
after the engagement," Knox said.
He said a U.S. Air Force F-15C jet lighter shot down the
Iraqi Su-22 at about 1:50 p.m. (5:50 a.m. EST) near Tikrit,
110 miles north of Baghdad.
"The Iraqi attempt to fly these two fighter aircraft is a violation of terms agreed with Iraqi military officials during talks
at Safwan, Iraq, on March 3," Knox said in a telephone
interview.
In a second round of cease-fire talks on Sunday, allied military commanders met with Iraqi commanders and warned
them they cannot move their warplanes in Iraq for any reason.
U.S. Maj. Gen. Robert B. Johnston warned the Iraqis that
the use of warplanes would be a clear violation of the temporary cease-fire set by Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, the U.S.
commander in the gulf. at the first round of talks two weeks
ago in Safwan. near the Kuwait-Iraq border.
In Washington, White-House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
noted that Schwarzkopf told the Iraqis the allies would shoot
down any Iraqi warplanes that continued to fly.

Coming ashore

hour and residents are encouraged
to recogaize the event at any major
activity going on at 1 p.m. such as
sporting
events, meetings and
Local residents are asked to parshows.
ucipate in National Patriots Day:
Individual citizens are asked to
"Fllgs Across kmeria" Ttll;rsday,
be
— visible" with assemblies or
a "sharing of pride" which will
involye.a host. of patriotic activity. gatherings along Main Street or the
The event is designed to "pro- Court Square with displays of the
vide an opportunity for. 'grass U.S., U.N. and/or coalition flags
roots' Americans to illustrate per- for .ten minutes from 12:55 a.m to
1:05 p.m. sonal support for our men and
women in the armed forces, the --• Other suggested activities
United States of America and our include thirty-minutes of patriotic
appreciation for our coalition all- music for radio stations, church
ies," according to event sponsors. bell ringings and open houses at
area churches "to provide individuEvents are set to kick offination- als with an opportunity for personal
wide at 1 p.m. CST when drivers reflection."
across the U.S. are asked to drive
No organized activity for the
with their lights on for a two-hour event has been planned by the city.
period.
according to Mayor Bill Cherry,
Radio stations across the nation
but groups and individuals are
are also requested to play the encouraged to participate in the
national anthem at the designated suggested activities.
By MARK COOPER

Murray Ledger 1. Times Asst. Editor

SPORTS
KOHALA, Hawaii — The NFL
has .strippecl_ Phoenix of the
1993 Super Bowl over Arizona's failure to enact a paid Killday honoring Martin Luther
King.,

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The end of
the Persian Gulf War is giving
America's depressed housing
industry a needed boost, but
builders caution that the weak
economy and tight credit could
seriously affect their recovery.
Housing starts were up 16.4 percent in February to an annual
rate of 989.000, only the second
monthly rise in a year, the Commerce Department said Tuesday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5, 0.0; below, 318.7, +0.2
Barkley Lake
354.6, -0.1; below, 324.0, +0.1
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Cmdr. Philip Howard Field is the
eighth leader of the United States
Navy Band in Washington, D.C.
A native of Norwalk, Conn.,
Cmdr. Field studied with Napoleon
Ccrminara of the New York Philharmonic and Quinto Maganini,
director of the Norwalk Symphony
Orchestra, before joining the Navy
as a clarinet instrumentalist in
1956.
After graduating from the U.S.
Navy School of Music. then in
Washington. D.C., he performed
with Navy Bands in Yokosuka,
Japan, Norfolk, Va., and Boston,
Mass. He directed unit bands on
the USS Oriskany and USS Kearsarge and then returned to the
School of Music as an instructor.
Upon advancement to Warrant
Officer, he was appointed director

of the Pacific Fleet Band in Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii.
Cmdr. Field served as administrative officer, operationS. officer
and assistant leader of the U.S.
Navy Band, and later as training
officer and executive officer of the
School of Music in Norfolk, Va.
He was leader of the Atlantic Fleet
Band from 1980 to 1984, and then
returned to the School of Music as
commanding officer where he
attained his present rank.
Cmdr. Field holds a bachelor's
degree in music from St. Leo College, Norfolk, Va. campus, and a
master's degree in conducting from
Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill. He studied with John Paynter at Northwestern. A member of
the Pi Kappa Lambda National
Music Honor Society, he is an

accomplished composer and arranger, with over 30 published works
to his credit. •
He is married to the former
Mikiko Sato of Miyagi-Ken. Japan.
All available tickets for Thursday night's performance of the
U.S. Navy Band at Murray State's
Lovett Auditorium have been
picked up. but seating is still available for the 8 p.m. concert. Ticketholders will be seated until 7:50
p.m., when those without tickets
will be allowed in to fill any vacant
Seats.

Admission to the concert is free.
The 8 p.m. performance is sponsored by Murray State University,
the Murray Ledger & Times,
Winchester Printing, Innovative
Printing, WPSD-Paducah and the
Paducah Sun.

A tighter definition of a restaur- permitted to be consumed by patant was warranted due to possible rons within the building, in autoparking and other problems with
mobiles or other vehicles parked on
businesses moving onto the gener- the premises, or... by patrons elseally narrow tracts of land along the where on the site..."
street, according to City Planner
The commission also approved
Don Elias, who presented the com- new parking restrictions for future
mission with several definitions to restaurants to ensure adequate
consider.
parking for both customers and
The approved definition classi- business employees, a long-time
fies restaurant as "any eating estab- problem with some eateries,
lishment designed to permit or according to commissioner Charlie
facilitate the serving of meals, Adams.
sandwiches, ice cream, beverages
The new restrictions require
or other food, served directly to or (Cont'd on page 2)
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Local authorities
looking into bomb
threat Tuesday
A bomb scare at Fisher-Price
forced the plant's evacuation for
approximately eight hours Tuesday
afternoon, according to reports
from the Calloway County Disaster
& Emergency Services.
Authorities received a phone call
around 2:30 p.m. from a young
male who claimed there were two
bombs inside the plant set to go off
at 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. respectively,
according to DES reporter Carolyn
McCuiston.
The plant was immediately evacuated, according to reports.
A two-hour search of the plant
revealed nothing and the plant's
third shift was allowed to begin
work at midnight, McCuiston said.
No other information concerning
the threat is being released due to a
request by Fisher-Price management, according to a report by the
Kentucky State Police.
The incident is still under investigation by the DES, KSP and the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
One of the many duties of the
DES quick response team is terrorist threat situations, McCuiston
said.
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ties as well as the legal imperative
of compliance.
"We need to make the information accessible, so I think our next
step would be for us to offer to do
a program at (the chambers') regular meetings," Welch said.
Fennessee said that some
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Within less than one year, public
accommodations such as restaurants. hotels, theaters and retail
stores may not discriminate on the
basis of disability.
This will mean that many area
businesses will be required to
install items such as ramps, elevators, handicapped accessible bathrooms, water fountains and
telephones.
The Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA), which stipulates that
individuals with disabilities may
not be discriminated against in
areas of employment, public
accommodations, iransportation,
state and local government, and
telecommunications, was the focus
of a public forum held Monday
night at the Douglas Center. The
forum was sponsored by the Murray Human Rights Commission
The guest speakers at the forum
included Dr. William Fennessee,
assistant professor and coordinator
of the Rehabilitation Services Education Program at Murray State
University, and Nancy Rankin,
field representative for the Kentucky Human Rights Commission.
Mark Welch, chairman of publicity for the Murray Human Rights
Commission, said that he was disappointed "from an awareness
standpoint" that no one from the
business community attended the
forum, even though several chambers of commerce were invited.
Since many area businesses must
comply with ADA as early as Jan.
26, 1992,Welch said that the public must be educated about the
rights of individuals with disabili-

12th St. development to be studied

J. •*,
• • •
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By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff

Field directs U.S. Navy Band

By MARK COOPER
Subscribers who have not
Murray Ledger & Tienes Asst. Editor
receised their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Restaurants received a whole
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday • new definition Tuesday night from
through Friday or by 3:30
the Murray Planning Commission,
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
which said it is eager to avoid
call 753-1916 between 5:30
future problems with future eating
and 6 p.m. Monday through
establishments along 12th Street.
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
The street, zoned B-4 for
Saturday. Regular office hours
medium-density business, has been
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
the subject of recent concern by the
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
commission which hopes to find a
12 noon Saturday.
way to keep the business development of the street under control.

•

Forum addresses rights
of disabled individuals

United States Navy Band Cmdr. Philip H. Field, USN, Leader Navy's
premier musical organization, based
in Washington D.C.

Partly cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of :showers tonight.
Lows in the lower 50s. Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph. Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of showers Thursday. Highs
near 70.

"Schwarzkopf said during the cease-fire discussions they
could TM/J.1y fixed-wing aircraft. They did. We shot it down,"
Fitzwater'told reporters. However, he said that the single incident did not represent a resumption of the war against Iraq.
"We're not resuming hostilities. We're not re-engaging,"
he st'd. "We're simply proceeding with the cease-fire as
we
outlined it to the Iraqis."
Air Force Lt. Col. Virginia Pribvla, spokeswoman for Central Command, would not say what fighter wing or unit
the
F15s belonged to.
She said the United States has been flying combat air .patrols over Iraqi territory ever since the cease-fire began.
but
refused to comment on the number of planes involved,
what
areas of Iraq they are flying over, or what weapons they carry.
The planes are believed to carry air-to!air weapons to shoot
down planes and bombs to hit ground targets.
Before the Gulf War began Jan. 17. Iraq was believed
to
have some 700 warplanes. Of those. the Pentagon saps the allies destroyed 97, along with six helicopters.
At the weekend cease-fire talks, the Iraqis requested they
be allowed -to move some of theiriaircraft within Iraq. Secretary of State James A. Baker III said Sunday that the U.S. government had refused that request.

Local area asked to
observe Patriots' Day

Environmental officials have
renewed cautions against eating
several species of fish caught
anywhere in the Ohio River bordering Kentucky because of
dangerous levels of chemical
contaminants.
-
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Gandhi touts non-violent philosophy
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Ligigra & Time. Managing Editor

Arun Gandhi stresses a point during his talk on non-yiolent
social
change at ‘lurray State I_ nisersity Tuesday night.

Computers, aerospace technolo,gy, and medical leaps — our society is advanced, but is it civilized?
No, said Arun Gandhi, speaking
last night at Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom. Gandhi, grandson of India's historic
statesman and civil rights leader
Mahatma Gandhi. is carrying on
his grandfather's pursuit of nonviolent means to effect social
change.
"This is not the way for human
beings to behave," Arun Gandhi
told the audience. "We can't call
ourselves civilized, and depend on
the gun to solve all our problems."
Gandhi echoed his grandfather's
belief that, at times, use of force
may be the only answer to a problem — but later pointed out that all
too often it is simply the easiest
answer. "And that's not the solution," he said.
Arun Gandhi was born and
raised in South Africa and subject
to the bitter racial prejudices there.
He admitted to having felt uncomfortable around both blacks and
wthtes — but that spending a year
with his grandfather at the age of
12 was a turning point in his personal philosophy

Arun Oandhl helped create
India's Center for Social Unity in
1960, a successful effort to provide
self-help models of commerce to
the poor which helped them break
out of the cycle of poverty.
His current goal is to establish
centers for non-violent reform in
the United States and South Africa,
preferably on university campuses
which would incorporate nonviolence into the range of classroom instruction.
But Arun Gandhi's message was
also directed to the individual. He
pointed out that non-violence was
not an idea formulated by his
grandfather, but one taught in all of
the world's major religions and
promoted by philosophers throughout the ages. "This is the underlying message (of all scriptures)."
Gandhi noted. "But we have failed
to accept that message."
Gandhi pointed out that violence
exists in two forms: physical violence, such as warfare and assaults,
and passive violence, which
includes discrimination.- oppression, hate and anger and "which is
the most frightening type of violence. If we want to get rid of the
physical violence, first we have to
get rid of the passive violence."
Doing away with passive violence must first be accomplished

on the individual level, he said,
adding that his grandfather often
pointed out that such passive violence hurts both the target and the
proponent. "Grandfather used to
say, anger is an acid which does
more harm to the vessel in which it
is contained than tbe .object on
which it is poured,' he said.
Mahatma Gandhi's luccessful
use of non-violent means helped.
bring about India's independence
from Great Britain, and Arun
Gandhi was asked if it was Gandhi's leadership, not his philosophy,
which was instrumental in effecting
such a change. "It (non-violence)
needs leadership, on a massive
scale." he admitted, "but you don't
know where the leaders come
from."
He referred to successful - - if
unpublicized — uses of non-violent
demonstrations against Adolph Hitler's Nazi regime during World
War II and to Martin Luther King's
civil rights leadership in America's
recent history as other examples.
"The situation brought about the
leadership," he said.
While the road to non-violence
begins with the individual, it is not
a path nations cannot travel as
well, Gandhi said in response to
whether political powers with
standing armies could successfully

use non-violent methods.
"It is possible," he said\ "The
United States has shown the world
bow to be a military power... the
world needs a policeman, but it
also needs a peacemaker. The
United States has the ability to do
that."
All countries — and all individuals -- need to pursue non-violent
methods before we can truly term
ours as a civilized society, he
stressed. "What I'm here to say to
you is that there is an alternative to
violence. We need to look for that
alternative.Arun Gandhi's appearance at
MSU was sponsored by the University' Center Board. UCB lecture
chairman Eric Messmer was somewhat disappointed at the total (over
100) attendance as well as the
makeup of-the audience. "I really
expected more IDC classes here,"
NIessmer said, referring to the classes which blend history, civics and
philosophy.
Gandhi had just spoken at
Oxford, Miss. on Monday night
and left after the lecture for his
next speaking date, in West Palm
Beach, Fla.
He is also working on a biography — of his grandmother. "Many
people have read about my grandfather,- he said.
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Bush greets Walesa by erasing much of Poland's de
bt

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Bush welcomed Polish President Lech Walesa today with the
news that the United States will
forgive 70 percent of the debt
Poland owes to the U.S.
government
We want your economic transfbrmabon to succeed and your new
dernocracy- to flourish and, we call
on other nations to follow our
example.' Bush told Walesa in an
arrival ceremony on the Vv'hite
House lawn.
Walesa. speaking in Polish
through an interpreter. said the
action reduced "a major part of our
debt burde

t*

"Your personal involvement in
this course has for Poland a historical dimension." he told Bush. "It.
gives a new great possibility."
Walesa closed his remarks with a
few words in English: "God bless
you. Mr. President. God bless
America...
Walesa said Poland "is becoming a -country -of new economic
opportunity." and invited the
•United States to panicipater -Bush
said Secretary Of Commerce Robert
Mosbacher would lead an investrnent mission to Poland this
summer.
The United States and other
Western nations agreed Frk1av •to
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Walesa was conferring today
with Bush, Secretary of State
James A. Baker III and Defense'
Secretary Dick Cheney.
In written responses to questions
submitted by Polish journalists.
published in Pcland today. Bush
expressed support for the country's
"unprecedented economic transition" and said that "we expect it
to succeed."
"Its success is crucial, not only
to Poland but to the other new
democracies in the region," Bush
said in his written answers, pub-

Forum addresses rights...
(Cont'd from page 1)
- "In terms of the people you will
nesses and agencies IN) in.be bringing into those facilities and
:
resist complying with some agencies, it's going to be enough to
costly requirements imposed by reap benefits." Fennessee said.
ADA But from a marketing 'Not just thc people with disabilistrategy. he said that these busines- ties have money': What 'abcKir tbeir
•.• and agencies will benefit eco- friends?"
nomically, inthe long.run,..by makSome businesses may try to
th(*. establishments accessible avoid complying with some ADA
: • with disabilities.
stipulations by saying that corn-

(Cont'd from page 1)
The new definition and parking
....:•.airant owners to allow for one restrictions
along with recomparking spot for every three seats mendaiions made at
the
in„theigusiness or one for each 100 meeting --- will go throug earlier
h a publs(?Jan. foot of gross floor area, ic hearing process before
final
whichever is greater. plus two approval by the . Murra
y City
spots for every three employees.. Council.
Restaurants were allowed in a
That public hearing, however.
B-4 zone only as a conditional use
under old guidelines but. following will likely' wait until after next
changes recommended during the month's commission meeting whtn
it will discuss strip centers along
last commission meeting. will now
be .considared-for _ .the - 1.011Z as --a - 12th Street. according , to, Commis-.
PI an n ed Development Project --•,-1On -Chairman' Bob Dunn.
(PDF') which will allow the cornIn
mission to set guidelines and sion other business. the commisissued preliminary' approval of
requirements for construction proUniversity Heights subdivision
jects along the street.
Vocated on 16th Street Extended.

-DINNER SPECI \LS- ,Aft,,4 pin.
Log k

for Women demonstrated in favor
of ,abortion rights across Pennsylvania Avenue from Blair House,
the guest quarters near the White
House where Walesa is staying.
Walesa, a Roman Catholic, is
opposed to abortion and the Polish
parliament is debating a law that
would make abortion a crime both
for a woman and her physician.
The demonstrators chanted proabortion rights slogans and one carried a sign saying, in both English
and Polish, "Abortion Rights for
all Women."

12th St. development...

753-8355
".1

reduce Poland's debt to their governments. which totals 533.5 billion, by at least '50 percent.' The
U.S. share of the debt is 52.9
billion.
"The United States worked long
and hard to achieve that unprecedented agreement and we encourage other ,creditors to join us
going beyond that 50 percent
level..• Bush-said. "We certainly
shall. We will reduce your indebtedness to a full 70 percent...
About 60 demonstrators organized by the National Organization

POISON PREVENTION
W

•

1

•

•

is

lished. by the Polish news agency'
PAP and the Rzeczpospolita
newspaper.
White House spokesman Bill
liarlo said the responses were
given to the Polish journalists
Tuesday.
Since taking office Dec. 22.
_Walesa has faced pressure to end
restrictions on pay raises at staterun industries. U.S. officials have
expressed fear that such action
would be inflationary.
Poland's total debt is S48.5 billion.

pliance causes "undue burden.- impaired. and ramps
and elevators
ADA states that public establish- for the physically
impaired.
ments must provide "reasonable
Rankin pointed out that in many
accomoda-tion" for individuals with instances where busine
sses protest
disabilities.
.regulations imposed_ by ADA,- the
When defining - reasonable court will have to determine what
accommodation," Fennessee said they can reasonably accommodate.
"That's what many concerned
that it is doing that which is necessary to "get around the disability disability advocates wanted," Fenwithout causing an undue nessee said. "The strength behind
the law to say. 'You're going to
hardship.comply or we're goilig to hurt yOu
He said that "reasonable accom- econom
ically.' There is reason for
modations" might include reader busine
sses to get concerned and do
services for the visually impaired, someth
ing, or be faced with the
interpreter services for the hearing possibility
of legal action."

Two Graves Co.
youths charged
with copper theft
Two Graves County juveniles
were arrested Tuesday in connection with two burglaries last-monthat the Mayfield Water 8: Electric
Company, according to a report
from the Kentucky State Police.
The two juveniles were charged
with third degree byrglary, a class
D felony, police said. One of. the
two suspects was also charged with
theft by unlawful taking over SI(X).
The two were arrested following
an investigation into the theft of a
large quanity of copper from the
company on Feb. 13 and 28, police
said. The copper was recovered
from the Tri-State Industrial Recycling Center of Paducah, according
to police.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Tuesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
6-0-6 (six, zero, six)
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Is Your Home Poison-Proof?

\SE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE

SALE

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

43.99

One Better
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a,ge Sate price effective
through Saturday. March 23

FREE Poison Prevention
Information!

Old Prescription
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Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!
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Census figures show Pennyrile
area lost 426 blacks during 1980s
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Census figures show that the
southern Pennyrile region lost 426
black residents during: the 1980s.
As a result, the black population
of the four-county region, composed of Christian, Trigg, Caldwell
and Todd counties, decreased by 2
percent. Of the four counties, only
Tngg County gained black residents over the past decade.
And while the 1990 census
showed that Christian County had
183 fewer black residents, a drop
of 1 percent, the black population

grew considerably in the county
scat, Hopkinsville.
Hopkinsville's black population
during the past 10 years increased
by 26 percent, from 6,836 to 8,645.
State officials currently arc in
the process of analyzing, by racial
and age groups, figures provided to
them earlier this month by the Census Bureau for use in political
redistricting.
Generally, the census figures
show that Kentuck•y's racial
makeup hasn't changed much in
the last decade.

Ross Insurance Agency
Local high school students were chosen by their
respectke directors to perform with the t .5. Navy Band
Auditorium on the MSL: campus. "National Emble
m," a march by E.E. Begley will be played by the Navy Band this Thursday night at Losett
Henry County High School, Calloway County High
along with nine students, from
School and Murray High School. Pictured in the left
student band members Philip Brown, Lori Helmich
photo
are Murray High School
and Chris Tucker. Calloway County High School hand
Amy Waldrop, Ryker Wilson and Ami Barnett.
members in the right photo are

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

All state candidates pledge
support for tourism industry

ia

re
IS

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
prese—aton
Kentucky Tourism Federation. 'orJonas — Promised to oevelop a master plan
'o,insim %inch is among Me federatio
n's
believing its industry underappregoa:s More lottery money would be spent
or
'ourism advertising and less on lottery promociated, found sympathizers in all 'on
-Trie state's tounsrn promotion shouici
those aspiring to occupy the Capitarget. tour companies. older travelers and 'oregri countries. especial,
tol next year.
) Europe
Baaslor
d a bond issue to rase
Every ,candidate for governor. S,00 !?tilrion— toPropose
renovate all state parks The
state park sys'ern once was tne nation's finest,
Democrat and Republican, on
ionger Pnvate development in state
Tuesday promised a full measure
pay4s s^o.:ict oe encouraged and the Kentucky
Ta • arC ExDOS ',On Center in Louisvill
of support for the industry estie should
be expanded
mated to be Kentucky's third
Poore — Promised to buid three welcome
cemers Tourism marketing would be aimed
largest.
at
Ken...xxiy to.zists. the estimated 100
million
Tourism is "the one industry
Oecole reo we within ar eight-hour dnve of
Kentucky and foreign toJrists. espeoaly Eurothat can fit the whole state like_i. peans
and dapanese
glove," one of the Democrats.'
Wilkinson — P•ased the acim ,nistration
of
Lt. (;o%. Brereton - Jones greets supporters Tuesd
re,
n-soand
. Goir Vila face W,.,nson, for
ay night at the Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler.
nci‘Jas ng
National Guard Armory in rally sponsored by Callo
'Oar sn' advertising budget arid
way Countians said.
'as ng a-endance and reven.ies at the
state
for Jones.
'a ,gro.,nds and l'e Kenst...c.y Horse Park
The promises of support
Hopkins — Sad tne Toursm Cabinet would
included renovation of every state
be steed wi
D'OfeSS'OralS and ,5 not going
•0 De a ^ave" to, pg nca:
park, new welcome centers. more
appotriees The
adven s "g budget wi.• be spent to
money for tourism advertising, a
adre•' se Keni.,c.y, nO' to adoerts
e tne
g ove^^or '
high profile for the state Tourism
forgy
Sache wouid protect the environCabinet and aggressive marketing, ment, *n.cri a"'acts
vs to Kentucky 'He
nev.. businesses."
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
a so prom sec a clerit we clan" for tourism
among
others.
Jones also said that he wanted to
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
Galbraith — Said a ega regJated rnanjua.
Other Democratic candidates at a
^a
rro-c ra•se -^o,
ey 'or the schools
play :a major role in soliciting the
•oacs arc seam care Omer candidates promiAbout 350 -"Calloway_Countians funds to develop the Regional Spe- forum the federation sponsored
se But Kent-cxy 'as - g^ •ates of teen
pregnancy and ad..''
teracy and one o' ne
for' Jones' attended a rally for Lt. cial Events Center for Murray State Tuesday were Lt. Gov. -Brereton
nat,on s owes' 1e expectancies What are we
Jones,
first
lady Martha Wilkinson. go,
Gov. Brereton Jones Tuesday night University. He also said Hwy.
g to .^.i.te 'Ousts nere 'or'
,To see what a
in re word
s
at the National Guant. Armory in
Catyaith, sad
94 w.as not .on.-the proposed Dr. Floyd G. Poore and Gatewood
Vou
-atow
rr.e
'o.
,
cers4
are
ieg.lare
man;uaMurray. na and I
highway improvement plan, hut Galbraith. a Lexington attorney.
every rote, and mole, room in
Ken•,c.4 And you
^a.e 'o spend a parr
Jones is °fie of five candidates that he would give improvements who wants a legal marijuana
on ad vorr'is
"
for the Democratic nominee for of that road his very best effort. industry.
Republ
ican
candid
ates
were
U.S.
Governor of Kentucky.
The Jones campaign. Jones said.
"My attitude is that we nerd
-would not involve mudslinging; a Rep. Larry' Hopkins and attorney
Larry Forgy, both of Lexington.
be fair to every section of Kentuck- technique which he learned at an
The candidates generally agreed
y. Were all in this thing together." early age was not beneficial to
on
some issues the federation had
he said.
anyone.
specifi
ed in advance.
Some objectives Jones said he
"Confession is good for the
They favored the federation's
wanted to accomplish. if elected soul." he said. admitting to a negaincluded developing a regional tive comment made earlier to a suggestion to have the Legislative
West Kentucky airport as well as a Lexington reporter. He apologized Research Commission study' the
k
issue of a uniform opening date for
West Kentucky office for economic for not interv
iewing with the repor- Kentucky schools.
development. staffed by Wekem ter. who
he said had misrepreThe federation's ideal is an
sented him previously. This was a opening date after Labor Day. the
"Getting a regional Western mistak on
my part. because every- last big tourism weekend of sume
Kentucky airport will he a top one
has a right to their own opin- mer. Proponents say it would boost
priority. First we must determine ion."
Jones said.
attendance at the state fair and be a
location and cost. The kind of airAfter speaking with a local boon to hotel-motel and restaurant
port I am talking .about would teache Jones
r.
said, "I'd- like to - operators, Some Kentucky- school
hanille1144.. passengers'and freight. make a predict
ion. In the future. districts open
Au-gust, anticipatcomparable to the site of Leung - teachers will
12 Oz 12 Pack Cans
play one of the big- ing snow days.
ton's:' Jones said.
gest roles in Kentucky. They are
The candidates also said outdoor
As far as the development of truly commit
ted and deserve our advertising could be
Western Kentucky, "Priority num- suppor
12 Can
t," Jones said. "Teachers said restrictions on better. None
4)
ber one will be to help existing .want their
billboards and
papers graded too."
other outdoor signs should be
businesses: Jones said. "and priorThe Democratic primary will dropped or greatly
' relaxed.
ity number one-A will be to attract conclude Tuesda
'
P
y. May 28.
Here a,e highlights of each candidat
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County residents gather to show
support for Jones' bid for Capitol
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Disappointment
suits us well

At the Supreme Court, dog bites man

WASHINGTON - They say it
isn't news when dog bites man, but
A cloak of disappointment was thrown overj.the local area the maxim doesn't always work. At
the Supreme Court last week, a
on Friday night. You could hear it in the voices of Murra
y beloved mutt named
Principle
State Racer fans watching a ten-point loss to Alabama in
the turned on his conservative masters.
first round of the NCAA basketball tournament; you could The conservative
s limped out of
see it on the faces of NISU head coach Steve Newton and
the court with their pants torn and their
Racer players after the season-ending contest.
feelings hurt.
The controversy involved a
It was a disappointing loss — and that disappointment is
light-fingered fellow named Lemsomething we can take pride in. How many other schools
the mie L. Ruffin Jr., a municipal
size of Murray State would dare to expect to defeat the worker
Cleopatra Haslip,
Southeastern Conference champions? How many other Ohio and twonamed
insurance companies
Valley Conference representatives could have headed into named Pacific Mutual and Union
the NCAA's "Big Dance- ith as much confidence as the Fidelity.
When the dust settled, the faithRacers'?
less
We. are disappointed with the point total, but not in the HaslipRuffin was in trouble, Mrs.
(and her lawyer) was in Fat
performance of the program. Over the past four years, Mur- City, Pacifi
c Mutual was out
ray State has dominated the OVC, winning or sharing confer- lion bucks, and Union Fidelity.a milwas
ence championships in each season. That has allowed the feeling no pain. The mutt Principle
Racers to make four straight national post-season tournament had triumphed and injustice had
appearances (three NCAA, one NIT), bringing home national prevailed.
This was the story. In 1981 the
respect for an outstanding athletic program as well as finan
- town of Roosevelt City. a suburban
cial rewards in the monies generated by tournament play. community west of Birmi
ngham.
Only one NCAA tournament team is allowed to end their Ala.. decided to offer its municipal
season without disappointment: only one will close the workers an opportunity' to buy
1990-91 book with a victory. It won't be Murray State. At health and life insurance. Presentthe same time, very few other teams in the tournament can ing himself as a licensed agent for
Pacific Mutual, Lemmie Ruffin
look at their program from top to bottom — from administra
- made a deal. Union Fidelity would
tion to fan loyalty — with as much pride as MSC
may. provide group health coverage;
This year. the Racers won their fourth-straight conference Pacific Mutual ‘.ould offer life
championship. They tied a program record for most wins insurance.
So far. so good. But Union
29), and they performed at a level which sets the standard
Fidelit
y agreed to send its monthly
for future MSC teams to

•

strive for..
All this at a time When local residents needed a refreshing
diversion from war news and economic gloom, at
a time
w hen the university communit‘ was pushi
ng for financial
slpport for the future "home of the Racers.- For this.
th thank andcongratLIIAt every One in the MSC: progr we
am.

Mrs. Haslip. Her credit was
adversely affected. She brought
suit against Pacific Mutural for
damages, and at last we get to the
tale of the mutt Principle and the
wounded conservatives.
The trial jury awarded Mrs.
Haslip $200,000 for out-of-pocket
expenses and damage to her reputation. Then the jury added $840,000
in punitive damages, for a total of
$1,040,000, (If you would meet the
mother of ironies, note that Pacific
didn't even write the health coverage. But Ruffin was its agent, and
the legal theory of "respondeat
superior" applied.)
Last week the Supreme Court
,yoted 7-1 to affirm the judgment.
i(Justice Sandra Day O'Connor dissented; Justice David Souter did
not participate.) The court had been
asked to declare the punitive damages a violation of due process of
law. The aggrieved company
argued that the $840,000 figure had
been fabricatc\d from whim, caprice
and very thin •
indeed this
was so.
The entire business community
rose to the side of Pacific Mutual.
CBS, The Washington Post and the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors filed briefs in support of
Pacific Mutual. Lawyers for the
Church of Scientology and the
Krishna Consciousness group
chimed in. The court heard from

billings to Ruffin at Pacific Nlutual's Birmingham office. The city.
clerk would send a monthly check,
equal to payroll deductions, to Ruffin as agent for the two companies.
In theory. Ruffin would then send
Union a check, less his commission, for the health insurance
coverage.
Alas, the rogue kept the premium payments and sent Union
nothing. Late in 1981, Union sent a
notice of lapsed healaLcoverage to
town workers in the group health
unit. but Union sent the notices in
care of Ruffin. It was not the most
reliable mail service. Sad to say.
Ruffin sat on the notices. He did
not forward them. As a consequence. Mrs. Haslip did not know her
coverage had been canceled. And
in January 1982 she came down
with a kidney infection.
Her hospital bill came to nearly
$4,000. When Union refused to
pay, the hospital referred the
account to a collection agency. The
agency obtained a judgment against

Bethlehem Steel, the Chamber of

Commerce, Price-Waterhouse and

30 others who spoke eloquently of
the injustice of punitive damages.
The high court was not impressed. In the field of jurisprudence,
conservatives have one principle
they cherish above all others. That
principle is the principle of judicial
restraint. Judges, we hold, must not
usurp legislative powers. Conservatives are in love with tradition. we
revere the wisdom of the ages. The
more ancient a custom, the more
fiercely we clutch it to our breast.
Well, ho-ho. The high court's
opinion of March 4 was a veritable
paradigm of judicial restraint. Justice Antonin Scalia, concurring,
went back to Magna Carta in 1215.
You can't get much more ancient
than that. If punitive damages are
to be limited, said the court, it is
up to the state legislatures to fashion the limits.
This is an exercise in federalism,
a constitutional principle that we
also adore, though not too warmly
in this particular instance. The
truth of the matter is that the court
blew us up with our own ammunition. Unbridled punitive damages
are dead wrong. They violate the
judicial concept of "fundamental
fairness." 0 wx, woe! Where are
activist judges when we really need
them?
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—Daniel T. Parker

Letter to the editor
CCP;

Returning Desert Storm soldier
.thanks residents for caring
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i1KC tr tank the people of M.17.0 and Ca:lo%ay Cciunty . for
sutTort I and every soldier who served in Operation Desert Shield and
S.= receive,a. We as professional soldiers w.ere just doing our
a• nd would have done it despite how the Country .felt about
the war. If
;
that way we couldn't call ourselves professionals. We however.
s._-Dorted in such a mannerth-ai we not only believed that the coun4..IN benind abut also that the sacrifices we were making were
for a
that the population of this great country believed in.
Vs re,:e.Yed letters by the crate. care packages by the
semitruck. On
In: I stopped in a;Nayal Air Station where 1 met a woman from
Sne Nad that there were a number of pallets waiting with care
ackades
thC777 that never got to :he area because they'din havc
-1
• .7
Ara7.a I received letters from people in Murray
.s Co:..nty that I didn't know but knetv my family - or tad Seen
paper, The'y dictr..:.have to write 40 mei/ley could have
1: and gone on with their lives. I feel that these people
7
the war. They took time out of their lives to bring a
10
and homesick soldier who was just doing his
a7.,• recognition for his work.
Ine
wrote me I would like to apolope. for• no;_
f'vonyt„
.1=-T.S Thal the 'day s were long and full of
:, •
done. I barely got" letters to my wife and mother. I
car. •L.:
me and accept my heartfelt thanks.
o.perience reinforced my belief that the Murray and Calloway
Cccur.ty area .s :he greatest place in the' world and that when my militar
y
•,I
C:7n to a region that has such caring and patriotic
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7.g a sports-siewing
7•C :n Remedial
couch potato on a quiet Sunday
afternoon. it s become impossible to
A: hes: I cou:d determine. he just
escape from the plight of America's
to he treated -fair.- That much
downtrodden.,
_.
.
-corne
-through: And-in-that regard. •
During halftime of
basketball
could
I
syrnpa
thlie with him. since
same.. the announcer said that they
By Mike
most
people
want
to he.treated
would switch to an interview with one
But
I'm
not
sure whether a judge. a
Royko
Rickey Henderson. who plays basejury.. a professor of ethics, or even a
bah for the Oztl(land As.
Inc subject of the interview, the Tanhandler would agree with Hender- network television on a Sunday afterson's definition of what is fair.
announcer said. would be HealerIt appears that one or two years ago. noon. to bring this injustice to the
;son s unhappiness at earning only S3
Henderson believed that'S3 million a attention of millions of Americans.
S year.
Because we are a compassionate
year
was fair because it made him, at
For the occasion. Henderson wore
nation
, teetering on the brink of being
the time. the highest-paid player in
dark glasses. i dont Scnowif -he wore
kinder
and gentler, many of those
them because the sun was in his eyes. "aser)all. So when he was offered a Americans surely shared Henderson's
fi.)i:r,y
ear contract at that salary. he
or he wanted to look c-ool. or because
frustration at not being treated "fair."
he had been shedding bitter .tears. stimect his name. Or made his X
And they could surely appreciate
However. this is a fast-changing
Before getting into the content of
Hender
son's frustration when he imworld.
Wars are won in a matter of
Henderson's poignant story, a few
plied that he might not play with his
days.
Fortun
es
on
Wall Street are won
a'nout his oratorical sty le.
or lost in hours or Minutes. Arab normal gusto if he isn't properly
sheiks shed wives by...saying "I di- rewarded.
It Just a suggest:oh. but if [lenderThat's understandable. Let's say it
:on should decide to swallow h:s
yorce you. three times.
is
a hot day, the ball is hit, and
pride and continue playing for it
And fast change came into Hendcr ' Henderson is about to run and catch it.
trifling .a sum. he might consider son's life. Because of the
giddiness of But then the thought flashes through
spending some of his money' on a baseball team owners
, other players his mind: "I only get $3 million. Why
Berliti language course and learn to were recently given
contracts
should I run fast after that ball? They
speak Jn understandable form of more lucrative than Hender that are
son's. And do not respect me. They do not love
English. That could be one of the suddenly he is no longer
the highest- me. And I'm barely keeping up with
reasons he and his employers have paid player in baseball.
inflation. So I will just stand here and
been at odds,. Maybe they don't underThat is • why he is unhappy and wave at the ball. 'Bye, ball,
catch you
stand what he is talking about. Or he doesn't think he is being treated
"fair." later."
could consider a local junior 'olicge And that's why he consen
ted to go on
Of course, the interviewer demon7...
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the Murray ledger & I imes is published
afternoon except Sundays, July 4,Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksg iving Dayevery
by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell
Dr
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
55 00 per month, payable in adv are e
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, by carriers
d,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
Buchanan and Puryear, in, 557 00 per yewMayfiel
By mail to other destinations S64.50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper,
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times is • member ofphone
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Associat
ion.
Die Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news onginat
ed by The Murray Ledger &
Times
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Forty years ago
"Bro. Loyd Wilson seen throwing a snowball across the street
yesterday at somebody," from column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams,
Mrs. Orval Austin spoke about
International Study Grants at a
meeting of Murray Branch of
American Association of University Women. Dr. Marcella Wolfson
presided at the meeting.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Howard of
Owensboro and Mrs. L.A. Raines
and John Luther Robertson of
Detroit, Mich., have been the
recent guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Robertson.
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Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
able to vote in the May 23rd primConstruction of industrial-access
Don Lampkins, Wanda McNabb, ary is March
25, according to Calroad off Old Highway 641 North to
Mark Etherton and Jill Shroat, loway Count
y Court Clerk Randall
East Penny Road has started, Murray High Schoo
l
according to City' Planner Steve received superior rating students, Patterson.
s in First
Navy Cdr. James R.ailey, son
Zea.
Regional Speech Tournament and
of
Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Bailey Sr., is
Murray High School Tiger Girls
will now enter the State
pictured being presented Secretary
lost to Marshall County in finals of Tournament.
of Navy Commendation Letter
First Regional High School Girls
Pvt. Jimmy Lee Harrell, son of from Vice
Admiral William E.
Basketball Tournament at Marshall Marguerite Harrell
and Pat Harrell, Rabom, director of Navy's
Special
County High School. High team is serving in supply
headquarters of Projects' Office in ceremonies
scorers were Tonya Alexander for U.S. Army at Covin
at
gton, R.I.
Washington, D.C.
Murray and Shawna Smith for
Births reported include a boy to
Prof. Frank E. Gunter, member
Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Noel and
Molly Ross will present a prog- boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Heisle a of Art Faculty at Murray State Colr, lege, spoke about "An of Renais
ram of folk music while accom- March 13, and a girl to
Mr. and
sance Period" at a meeting of Delta
panying herself on the autoharp at Mrs. Donnie Tipton, March
14.
Department of Murray Woman's
Arts Annex of Calloway County
Thirty years ago
Club.
He was introduced by Ruby
Public Library tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The final day to register to be
Simpson.

WALTER L. APPERS()N, Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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strated his insensitivity when he threw
a totally' unfair and sneaky question at
Rickey. He asked Rickey if. in the
event he had a miserable season.
would it be fair for his employerto ask
him to take a cut imspay?
Henderson said no, that wouldn't be
fair because even if he only hit .220.
he would still be showing up for work
every day, putting on his spikes and
uniform, and swinging the bat and
trying to get a hit. so he would expect
to be given his full S3 million, as the
contract requires..
But he warned that if those insensitive owners refused to be fair and give
him lots more money. he. would be
unhappy' all through spring training
and his unhappiness mild -continuethroughout the summer.
And I find that alarming. How
many other ballplayers are there like
Rickey Henderson. downtrodden.
oppressed young men making only 53
million or $2 million or even a pitiful
SI million? Brooding. their hurt feelings festering, their anger seething?
What will happen if this pent-up
anger explodes? Will this be the long
hot summer when we have noting in
the dugout and the bullpen?
I fear for the future of this nation
And I fear for the sanity of all couch
potatoes if we have to listen to many
more ninnies like Rickey Henderson

Looking Back

Mirrray Ledger & Times

*,

NOT OWE. S(FtCT MASSED RETALIARRY AIR STRIKES IN MID-DECEMBER.

It is fair' to say Rickey's afoul ball

Today is Wednesday, March 20, the 79th day of 1991. There
are 286
days left in the year. Spring arrives at 10:02 p.m. EST.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 20-,-1-852, Harriet Beecher Stoi'e's influential novel
about
slavery. "Uncle Tom's Cabin," was first published.
On this date:
In 1727, physicist. mathematician and astronomer Sir Isaac
Newton
died in London.
In 1942, during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur vowed
.
shall return." having left the Philippines for Australia.
In 1969. Beatle John Lennon married Yoko Ono in Gibraltar.
In 1976, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was convicted of armed
robbery for her part in a San Francisco bank holdup.
One year ago: Namibia became an independent nation as the former
colony marked the end of 75 years of South African rule.
Thought for Today: "Spring has no language but a cry." -- Thoma
s
Wolfe. American author (1900-1938).
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MURRAY TODAY
Spring Book Fair this week

CALENDAR
of
nd
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:S.
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Wednesday, March 20
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.

le
at
ial
ot
a-

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

he
re
it.
's
le
S.

First Christian Church events
include Pastor's Class/4 p.m.:
Children's Choir/5:30 p.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays/6:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:I5 p.m.

FBLA Regional Conference/8
a.m.-6 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
and Business Building/MSU.
Awards/3:30 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium.

g.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Youth'Club/5 p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship/ 5:30 p.m.;
Finance Committee/6:30 p.m.:
Chancel Choir and Administrative
Board/7:30 p.m.

Drawings by Paula Allen-Snead/
BFA degree candidate/displayed
today through March 31/Eagle
Gallery/Doyle Fine Arts Center/
MSU.
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, March 20
•
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The April 1st "April Food Meeting" of Callim
Teachers Association will feature two local prog7a7 • V -

will present information on THEOS (They Help E._
service to this community. Linda Horner, direct,ir
Museum, will discuss .opportunities for vol;,r,1,:_r.
Scout facility on Murray State University carq,,
will be in charge of the CCRTA program. "Rt.:A
who are not presently members of the late HI A •
well as members of the late media organizat., zens. said CCRTA President Wilson Gantt. Tht.:
Center, 630 Ellis Dr., at 1 p.m. for refresnm.::- •
program. For more information contact

Murray Elementary Parent-Teacher Organization is holding its annual Spring Book Fair this week, March 18-22. Parent %olunteers are
shown helping kindergarten children chose books. For more information call Robertson School, 753-5022, or Carter School, 753-5512.

Easter Sunrise service
An Easter Sunrise service will be Sunday. V
house in Park at Murray-Calloway County Par,
sponsored by Murray -Calloway County Min,ste.•
invited to attend.

Ken-Ten Iris Association plans meeting

The Ken-Ten Iris Association
will meet Saturday. March 23, at
2:30 p.m. in the basement of First
St. Leo Catholic Church events
United Methodist Church, Church
include CREED Series/10 a.m.:
Street. Dresden, Tenn.
Young At Heart/12 noon; Activity Senior citizens' activiti
All members and visitors are
es/10
Night/5:30 p.m.; RCIA/7:30 p.m. a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
encouraged to attend. The meeting
will center on upcoming projects
High School Basketball/ Senior citizens' activities/9
a.m.-4 for the year and a program will be'•
presented on taking care of the
p.m.; Business meeting, Klaymata
p.m./Wealcs Community Center.
spring iris bed.
Fellowship and Children's Choirs/
The major thrust of the January
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 Singles Friendship/Paris,
p.m.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Ken-Ten meeting was a slide preBuilding, Paris. lnfo/Kennith sentation by Bill and Joyce Reinke
of Bells. Tenn.
Session meeting/First Presbyterian
Broach, 753-3580.
Some 150 slides were shown of
Church/7:30 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics the various gardens he and his wife
Administrative Board/7
Anonymousr7 p.m./Parish Center. had seen while at a convention in
Oklahoma. Gardens at The Will
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
St. Leo Catholic Church.
Rogers' Museum and of hybridizMethodist Church.
(Cont'd on page 84)
ers Paul Black, Clark Nichols. Perkins, and others shown
With over 80,0()0 varieties of iris
in the world, the Ken-Ten members
by Jeane Dixon
learned the names of over 100 of
them through the slide presenta"Mt RSDA-1. MARCH 21 1991
tion. Many' members plan to add a
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE touch ith v our feelings. ‘)o 55 ill he few of.them to their gardens.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: abje to.decide NA hat to.do. next. Use
Present were 13 members with
Thursday, March 21
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Helen and Robert Biefer visiting
from Martin, Tenn.
President Joyce Reynolds
reported on a grooming school to
be conducted Sunday, April 21, at
2:30 p.m. at Jackson, Tenn. This
school will train entrants how to
groom their flowers and get them
ready for entry in the various iris
show's.
For more information about the
school or the March meeting. contact Joyce Reynolds at
1-901-364-5557 or Sharon Mabe at
1-901-822-4368.

Rape training program

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: ac.toriTimothxDaly
ton. poet Ph v Ili. McGinley. actress
Sabrina LeEleauf. actor !Matthew
Broderick.
. ARIES (March /21 -April 19):
keep a tight rem on v our purse string
todax . Ambitious pursuits emoy
highi, tax(Kahle influences:The pri‘ate moments v ()Li spend xx oh a close
ielid ss ii become cherished memoI les.
t. KirS ,1:P I _20-Ma) 2(0:
liest sour intuition today
it vs ill
lead v ou to people s ho ha x e aluable
resources ‘ou can utilite. Joining
forces v. ill help y ou strike gold! Look
before
leap where romance is
concerned.
GEMINI( N.-1,1 2 I -June 20): Your
powers of persuasion help you put on
an antaiing display and drum up
support. A lox e relationship continues io go IV. . Take nothing for granted.
Romance thri‘ es on acts of kindness.
C.ANCER June 21 -July 221: You
111.;.1.
N feel obligated to do something
\oil would rather not bother \k lih.
yrrar -dery -with good grace. Hu Or
ou can do well! Loved one
makes an interesting request.
LEO( Jul‘,23- Aug. 22 Alone. in

your talents to hest advant-age. Pnv ate financial negotiations look promising. Ax ind rocking the boat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Again. lhandle financial matters in a
careful fashion. Po;tpone non-essential purchases and take measures to
pay sour debts. Your strength hes in
firming'up key relationships.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
super-duper day for friendships.
Spending money on your chums
makes you feel great. Be careful not
to go overboard. At a social function.
you are tops. Go slower in romance.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov . 2 I ): An
excellent day to show your apprecialion tor someone's efforts with a gift
or special favor. Be imagmatixe.
.. Secret financial transactions could
lead to new profits.
.
SAGITTARIUS No\ . 22-Dec
21 ):, Get down to business. A purchase or sale you have had your eve
on can he clinched toda. Private
tace-to-face talks begin to pay. oft.
,Romance s.viars to,ne-w heights. CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19:
A debt deserves prompt consideration. Any frustration you feel todav
should he kept under wraps. This is
no time to ask for a new deal. Plunge
into a spiritual search with ,joyous
abandon.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-1-eb. I X):
Trust your si Xth sense when Making
in'. estments. New profits mean
greater peace of mind. A wonderful
time to repas someone's Is Mdness
\/
1
4 ith a speciaipresent or meal.
PISCES ( Feb. 19-March 20
Follow your instincts toda if a sales
Mein orin estment strikes sour lancv
Doing something unusual could make
our evening superb. Be w illing to
sacrifice for a loved one's happiness.

Parkinson's Support Group
Parkinson's Support Group will meet ,Frca,.,
private dining room of Murray-Calloway Co".
tion call Dixie Hopkins, speech patholog,st

Singles' dance Saturday
The Singles Organizational Society w
Saturday, March 23, from 7 to 11 p.m or.
•
ns Center, Murray State University Cha,14.4 P •
should bring a snack to share and wear gree— •
$3. This is a nonprofit support and social
always single, separated, divorced or widcw.;.-:
P
1 a2mvel-a2,247963-7636, Jeanne, 753-0224. ".1 :•,

55 Alive Driving Course

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

A 55 Alive Driving Course- will be WeC-es-...,
and .28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community Roc''
piesBank. There is no fee for members of Peoc;es ":: 77
but an $8 charge .for anyorfe who is not a merritir
received. Betty Riley will be teacher for the co.irse "Or.- curriculum designed specifically for drivers age 50 3,--.17
the important information received concerning sae:y
upon graduation, one may be eligible for a multi-yea discount. To enroll call Mrs. Riley at 753-5659 or
Rowland at the bank, 753-3231.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 97.0005

Offered by

"
amp

Lionheart
(R)
7:10
Sheila Cohoon ea Ann Williams
Erpenertced In Helping You Choose
•Wallcovenng
room
a:: rooms,
•Pai,nt
•Window Treatments
•ACCCSSOfICS trelectIng and arrangement;
•Furniture Iselemng new or rearrangIng
your own;

Patients are dismissed

915

Local persons recently dismissed from Western
cah, include Florence Griffin and James Schwa--.,

Audubon Society meeting

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

•Floorcovenng
•1.3ed Dressings
•Landscaping rone area or complete ,J
•Iielp-You Prepare Your House To
For Appointment

Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will 1-1“t
p.m. at West Kentucky State School, 5200 Blanc)" e :—
program on 'Jewels in Youth Garden". will be showaccording to Patsy Beasley. society "-ember

Rent ,$aur rativie•rat the nunies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3:114
Open 11:am to 10:pm

p

•

Luke Alan Tedesco born
Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Tedesco of Milwaukee. Ws ?,e
Luke Alan, weighing seven jpounds 12 minces, born orThe mother is the farmer Beth Boston. Grandparert,3•Betty Boston of Murray, Mrs. Teresa Tedesco of Bcsto,dore Tedesco Sr., Booth Bay Harbor, Maine.

YOU'RE INVITED
The Humane Society of Calloway County
invites you to attend a

Murray club special events

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT RECEPTION

Murray Country Club has two special events plar-Ter; A y t
will be served Friday. March 22, from 7:30 to 8:30 p m Rex•er.,
be made by Thursday, March 21, by calling 753-8-116 o'
Easter Sunday, March 31, a brunch wilt be from 11 'a rr'
clubhouse. Reservations should be made by Friday. Ma'c'
n•
these same numbers.

Sunday, March 24 2-4 p.m.

on

Refreshments Will Be ,
c ri.ed
For more information please call 75.3-1(122

_ Stephen Vidmer named

(HMV'S CHILDREN

are loyal. energetic and pragmatic. Although
their stubbortines often exasperates their parents. these Aries will do as thev
are hid once the receixe a logical explanation. Their physical resilience is
.1111.1/111g. Although they are ahead of their peers mtellectuallv . they may lag
behind them in termot emotional maturity. Give these caring youngsters
time to catch up. Los in and generous. these children make close family ties
a top priority.

Stephen Vidmer has been named to the Dean's List for
:re
semester at Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky
ty, Highland Heights. He had an average of 3.300 for the
semester
resides at 4.8 W. Villa Pl., Ft Thomas, Ky 41075.

Carrigan shower Sunday

11,•111 now gel a persorhill•col d.t0 horow opt:!tom /cane Doom bawd on sour own birth date It .4 ed.
..nls 5S cent, per minute tall I4111i 955-'755 •

A household tea shower for Ray and Sue Carrigan of
Hardin will be
Saturday, March 23, from 6 to 8 p.m./at Olive Baptist Church. The
lost all of their household possessions in a house fire. recently fam

1,,order J re,oed and updated.ops • a inane Doon hest...Ulm! hook • •••eesterdas
I,.das and Fele% etHow Asir4.1op Can
Sn lint Sour Mkt. in GO •Plan.- ..end 5545 plus Si 15 wiage and hantirmy ft,
1);•;,,,
mut
‘1„.1. (
.11,41 '-ii Kansas Cols t•i41 f14141 Make ,hrt.1.• p.oable to ,5ntirew•
and•
%led

Eastwood Kindergarten
Eastwood Christian Academy will conduct registration for kindergar
ten
students for the fall term, starting Monday. March 25, and continuin
g
through Friday, March 29. This will be from 830 a.m. to 4 p.m
each day.
This tall the school will otter morning sessions for five-year-olds
and afternoon sessions for four-year-olds, according to Libby
Conley. assistant
school principal. Persons may visit the school from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. during the week of March 25 to 29 to see the kindergar
ten facilities.

Starts Thursday/

NOTHING STAYS THE SAME... WHY SHOULD YOU
The chances of getting a high-pay, hi-tech job, depend more than ever on
TRAINING. It's not a question of whether you are a single parent
homemaker, unemployed, under-employed or changing careers a

One Group Spring

All Heels & Pumps

Flats & Heels

Westies
1/A

11z+ OFF

matter of TRAINING. The opportunity to be successful is available.
Kentucky has public vocational-technical TRAINING in over 50 occupational areas. It's not free, but it's affordable. Financial aid is available, too!
From medical technology to word processing, computer programini.to
aircraft mechanics, we can give
7-••••
you the skills you want and need
to change your future.
I

-T OFF

CPR Certrification Class

Reduced

A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Certification Class will be Saturday, March 23, at 1 p.m. in Educational Area of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher. To register for the class call
Peggy Billington, executive director of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross at 753-1421.

One Group

Easy Street and Charm Step

1.0

I/Cheek Out The Other Values At
boi
6

T trUl

Cabinet for Workforce
Development

•
7 •

New Jack

City (R)

The Last Week
Ends March 21st
Dances with Wolves
(PG13;

Of

(502) 752-702,ec 753-0406 After

•

Rape Victim Services will conducta
•.
Murray beginning April 1 and ending April 29 =5:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Faculty Hall Room 50'
class size will be limited to 30 persons Th.:;,•••
for Rape Victim Services will be gwen
charge for materials. Volunteers provice
accompaniment of victims to hospitals, p0 ction programs: clerical help: assistance w.•- .sp4
1 e4
cia57
2 le0v2ents. To register call Rape V .f.!

YOUR HOROSCOPE

You v. ill enjoy travel offers. new
acquaintances and exciting social
ents. Give your domestic responsi Nines top priority. in June. Child
care arrangements could.,.suddenly
change 'our lI1 hecomes more
stable in August. Although a business offer sounds tempting in Sep-.
'cruller. vim max do.better hy stay ing
put.'Fra el for business nest November. Fresh insights vs ill lead to higher
profits. Family members will applaud
a n imant lc decision you make in December.

•

Retired Employees to hear Kurth

Monday-Saturday 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

hack

FOR A CHANGE. CALL 1-800-223-5632

Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will meet Friday, March 22, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Special guest speaker will be Dr. Ronald Kurth, president of Murray State
University. James Souder, president, urges all members and any interested
retired federal employees or those planning to retire soon to at'a--1

Olympic Plaza 759-4795
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BAKER'S STEW
vy Trudy Baker
t•

Modern conveniences have made
our lives much easier, to the point
that we no longer consider these
machines conveniences but necessities. Point in case, try living
without a washer or dryer for a
week, after years of unconsciously
doing the laundry.
I'm currently without a dishwasher. and after 10 years of
unthinkingly rinsing and stacking.
I'm continually amazed at the number of dishes just two people can
compile in a day. Although I love
my coffemaker. washer, dryer. food
processor, blow dryer and long for
a dishwasher, I would be absolutely lost without my microwave
oven.
My microwave arrived in July of
a year of scorching 100 degree plus
temperatures. In our old house, the
kitchen didn't get iLs fair share of
the air conditioning. The installation of a ceiling fan helped. but on
those_ really hot afternoons, where
going outside was like walking into
a preheated oven, the fan on
-sished the hot air around. The arrival of the microwave was like an
off-season visit from Santa Claus.
and it has been used even-day.
thithout fail, ever since.
The first real 'microwave meal'
enjoyed. my husband fixed. He
kas new "gadgets- and cooking.
so he was anxious to try his hand.
He did the shopping. and then had
to repeatedly ask me where this or
that ingredient was located. I had
my doubts. since what he was asking for didn't sound at all like it
belonged in what he said he was
fixittg. When dinner was served. I
not OW% ate all those - doubtfu:
words, but the best shrimp creole

Lteesc to cooked white sauce and
cook an additional 30 seconds to I
minute. Stir til smooth. •
• • • •
Shrimp Creole
1 med. onion, chopped
3/4 c. chopped green pepepr
1/4 c. chopped celery
3 Tbls. margarine
1-16 oz. can whole tomatoes
1-6 oz. can tomato paste

1. e. water
2 Tbls. flour
2 Ibis. dried parsley flakes
11/2 teas. sugar
I teas. salt
1/2 teas. chili powder
1/8 teas. pepper
1/8 teas. dried thyme leaves
-1/8 teas. red pepper sauce
12 ounces raw shrimp, shelled
and deveined
Combine onion, green pepper.
celery and margarine in 3 qt. casserole, cover and microwave on
HIGH 3-6 minutes until veggies
are tender. Add tomatoes, tomato
paste, water and flour, stirring to
break up tomatoes. Mix in remaining ingredients except shrimp

Cover and cook on HIGH until
mixture is bubbly, 8-10 minutes.
stirring twice during cooking. Stir
in shrimp, cover and__ cook_ on ...
HIGH until shrimp is opaque and
tender. 4-6 minutes. DO N01
OVERCOOK, or shrimp will
become tough. Let stand 2 minutes.
Serve over rice (serves 4i.
• • • •
Chicken Parmesan
I can 7 8 oz,, tomato sauce
I teas: Italian seasoning
1/4 teas. garlic salt
1/3 c. seasoned bread crumbs
1/4 .c. grated Parmesan chccs:
1 teas. dried parsley flakes
2 large boneless. skinless chicken breasts, cut in half

time to "
— e. I

PETS OF I
operated b)
"Tater and
find homes
The Hurnal

pringIj

Food Giant

CHARMIN

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

BATH'
TISSUE

PRICES GOOD WM., MARCH ;

Open 7 a.m. t(

4 ROLL PKG.

(SELF-RISING

./1•111•1••••

ie
SUNFLOWER

CORN MEAL

imt
CO

—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

114

RINSO LAUNDRY

KRAFT

DETERGENT

MIRACLE WHIP

929

Whip„
32 OZ.
BOX
WITH ONE FILL=
SHOPPERS CASH ON
SMART SHOPPER CARD

BAG
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

OT.
JAR
NM ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

32 OZ.
win
SHOPPE3
SMART SI

id

I lb-eook entire dishes
microv•
and sometimes. w !ix
a froten lot000lvave- sonnet'. -g.
but most ten. I use my microwave 'to
one part of a
recipe. There is no better way- to
melt chocolate. heat milk. saute
°mons, bake potatoes or melt huiter. I don't rink I've cooked
whiteAr cheese sauce on the stove
top for over five y-ears it is
ealck and eass. and no l,rno.s'
From

not turn over. Pour sauce over
chicken, sprinkle mozzarella over
chicken, sprinkle with Parmesan
cheese. Micro on medium-high
until mozzarella melts and sauce is
hot, 2 to 5 minutes.
• • • •
Microwave Fudge
3 c. semi-sweet chocolate chips
1 can sweetened condensed milk
1/4 c. margarine
1 c. chopped walnuts
Place all ingredients in 2 qt. casserole, micro at medium until chips
are melted, 3-5 minutes, stirring
once or twice. Stir in nuts and pour
into a well greased square baking
dish, 8x8 inches. Refrigerate until
set and cut into squares.

Storey's

i'Vektapeola*Cd•

B

PEPSI CO
DIET PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE.
7-UP, MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

S

OR

PURE VEGETABLE

HOMEBEST

CRISCO
OIL

I% LIGHT MILK
1/2 GAL.

PAPER
TOWELS

48 OZ.

24 CT.
CASE

9

LSI
Less Pks. Coupes Lie
Your Cost
$4.“

Id:0;

someone who Sa.. s they never. Or
hardly ever. use Ineir microwave
This -is Ifard fO- me to bcile‘:e. and
wonder
to o.re ev.7-4
.s and pans.
Havm,g had my r.-..cmwave or a
number of years now. 17.
7.r
A',e‘
I
as
one day 17.y microwave wt
working. If you are' a microwa.,
.ose. :nese recipes.
not. give them a try and you
probahly become as hooked —
modezpewe as I a7
. _
White Sauce

egg. beaten
1/2 c. shredded mozzarella
cheese
Grated Parmesan thee-se
Mix tomato sauce, Italian seasoning and garlic sauce in glass
2-cup measure. Cover with wax
paper and micro on HIGH 2
minutes. Stir, reduce power to
medium and cook 5 minutes, stir
and set aside. Mix crumbs, 1/4 cup
Parmesan cheese and the parsley
flakes. Dip chicken in beaten egg,
then in crumb mixture, place in 10
inch square casserole dish. Cover
with wax paper and microwave at
medium-high 9-11 minutes, or until
chicken is tender. Rearrange chicken once during cooking time. do

12 PK.
12 OZ. CANS

58c

PEPSI COLA

BONELESS (6

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
400. 7-0P, MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS
PEPS.,
$109
I
TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

teas
o
a 'y,.art dish 0. rnel.:,:d.14
:seconds to
1 rriinut.. Whisk in Four and salt
and gradually aet,d
k. Cook on
high LI thickens, 3-6 minutes. stirring once or twice during cooking
(If your microwave doesn't hase a
turntable turn all .sour dishes during the cooking time.'
For cheese sauce. add 3/4 cup
-

$149

4 LB. $139
BAG

4

CHUCK STEA1
I BONELESS (E

SWISS STEAI
BONELESS

STEW MEAT.

DUNCAN HINES
LAYER IS OZ.

MARGARINE

9c

CAT F001
6 OZ.
CAM
roR 1

rnsktes.

4 LB. BAG

BLUE BONNET

POTATO
CHIPS

Mcror..argarine

FRISK:1Es

DOG FOOD

CAT FOOD

HAND COOKED!
GOODS

.:.ne

ALL AMERICAN

CAT CAFE

M

-_.

SPlir

CAKE
MIXES

1 LB. QTRS.

Bri
c

99c

REG. $1.49

Si

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPERS CARD

Hoinra azvarded
GREEN GIANT

KRAFT

A CORN, PEAS OR
eg CUT GREEN BEANS

2 99,

-.14 OZ.

POTATOES

KRA1FT

VELVEETA &SHELLS

veivthel sb

$159

(hers.

99

14 OZ.

FOR

BI-RITE

CHARCOAL
$189

AU-GRATIN. SCALLOP=
OR BROCCOLI AU-GRATIS

FRENCH BR

10 LB. RAO

5 OZ.
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Charles Mark Hamra M.D. has
bees awarded certification as a
Diplomate of the American
Board .of Urology. Having completed inte-year accredited residency program and having
passed a comprehensive oral and
written examination, he completed a membership process
prior to admittance. Dr. Homra
graduated cum laude from Vanderbilt University in 1980 and
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine in 1984. He
completed a residency in surgery
and general urology with the
University of Louisvilk.affiliated
hospitals. Pc
is currently
in
Yale, Ind.,
and Is
tee with Welborn
Clinic, a multi-specialty 'group.
He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Homra of Murray.
0:-

1 LB. BOX
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ORANGE
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Eastwood Christian Academy
releases honor roll for period
Eastwood Christian Academy
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks. Libby Conley,
assistant principal, submitted the
following names:
All As
Second Grade — Abby friend,
Michael Friend, Rebecca Lee and
Amy Todd.
All As and Bs
First Grade — Cherie Mayall
and Jason Thompson.
Second Grade -I- Clayton Kermil and Elizabeth Kilby.

late chips
nsed milk
2 qt. casmill chips
stirring
and pour
re baking
!rate until

.
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These five animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Major," a male Black Lab mix; "Drowsey," a
female adult cat:
"Tater and Pepper," male and female Dachshund Terrier mix pups; and "Maggie," a spayed female Golden Retriever.
Animals who do not
find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and Ito
4 p.m., Saturday.
The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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Reserved
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TROPICANA

CATSUP

ORANGE JUICE
12 OZ.
FROZEN0,c
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BLUE BONNET
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MARGARINE

C

32 OZ.

27
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IRATE

I LB. QTRS.

WITH ONE num
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ORE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART

.

BONUS PACK

BONELESS CENTER CU

CHUCK

GROGAN
WHOLE HOG

SHOULDER

ROAST

ROAST

.LB.

LB.

JOHNSYULE ALL VARIETIES
LB.
CHESTNUT
BOLOGNA
LB
DELTA PRIDE

SAUSAGE

CATFISH NUGGETS

OHSE COOKED OR

HILLSBIRE

SMOKED TURKEY.. 12 OZ.

SMOKED SAUSAGE

BRYAN PORK

OHSE CHICKEN

TENDERLOIN

FRIED STEAK

LB

LB.
BRYAN BONELESS CENTER CUT
CHOPS
LB.

FIELDS

LB

LB.

BACON

I LB.

BURGER WHOLE
BRYAN BONELESS

COUNTRY
HAM

1/4 LOIN
CHOPS
$369
LB.

CH

Tracy D. Jones has been promoted to the rank of senior airman in
the U.S. Air Force.
Jones is a pavements maintenance specialist at Peterson Air
Force Base, Colo.
A 1987 graduate of Marshall
County High School, he is the son
of Raymond nd Lois M. Jones of
Ri 1, Benton.

SAUSAGE
$179

179

BONELESS (BONUS PACK)
CHUCK STEAK
LB
BONELESS (BONUS PACK)
SWISS STEAK
LB
BONELESS
STEW MEAT
LB

Spec. Eddie L. Williams has
completed a U.S. Army primary
leadership course. He is a fuel and
electrical system mechanic _at
Camp Normandy, Germany.
Williams received training in
supervisory skills, leadership principles, and small unit training techniques essential to a first-line
supervisor in a technical or administrative environment.
A 1965 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he is the son
of Charles J. Williams of Rt. I.
New Concord.
Air Force Capt. Terry W. Cope
has been recalled to active duty in
support of Operation Desert Storm.
Cope, a transport pilot and flight
instructor, has been assigned to
Norton Air Force Base, San Bernardino, Calif.
He is a 1974 graduate of North
Marshall High School, and a 1978
graduate of U.S. Air Force
Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo.
He is the son of Wayne T. Cope of
Rt. 6, Benton.

sEABoARD
SPLIT FRYER
BREAST

Army Maj. William B. Heise, a
National Military Command Center
branch chief, has arrived for duty
at the Pentagon, Washington.
. The major graduated from Murray High School in 1969, and
received a bachelor's degree in
1977 from Murray State
University.
Heise is the son of Edith Heise
of 1511 Johnson Blvd., Murray.

FRYER LEG
QUARTERS

DEL MONTE
PLASTIC SQUEEZE BOITLE

.....; •
I. . .

Service
Notes

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

GOOD WCD., MARCH 20TH THRO TUES., MARCH 26TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

WHIP

Third Grade — Patrick Kilby,
Jamie Harrison and Matthew Todd.
Fifth Grade — Philip Smith.
Ninth Grade — Justin Owens.
Twelfth Grade — Angel Maya!!
and Mary Anne Todd.

Airman Robert D. Bowling Ii
has graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
During his six weeks of training,
he studied Air Force mission, organization and customs and received
special training in human relations.
In addition, Bowling earned credits toward an associate degree
through the Community College oC
the Air Force. He is a 1989 graduate of Gallatin County High
School, Warsaw.
His wife, Shawna, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Heist of
Verona. He is the son of Ann.
Drake of Rt. 6, Murray, and Robert
D. Bowling, Verona.

TRENCH BREAD ....is oz.
Robert D. Bowling II
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Gospel Singers of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church made their monthly
February visit to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Terrace Lodge at 1:30 p.m.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell gave
the devotion and led in prayer.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
for February. Louise Short is director and pianist for the group.
Guest singers at West View were
Juanita Lee and Kindred James,
and at Fern Terrace wre Clayton
Fulton and Cleo Grogan.
Church singers were Sue Campbell, Bobbie Cook, Nancy Futrell,
Fran Garrison, Fay Hughes, Louise
Short, Marlene Waldrop, Rev.
Norvell and Bill Reamer. Jeremy
Byerly was a guest with the group.
Between programs the group had
lunch at Sirloin Stockade.
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Lasater and White wedding planned

Kids! Kids! Kids!

20%

N RUC SFKVICI•

OFF

•

Mr. and Mrs. Joe F. Lasater of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Lana Carol, to Michael
James White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carmack White of Buchanan.
Tenn.
Miss Lasater is a 1982 graduate
of Murray High School and earned
her Bachelor of Science degree in
Accounting from Murray State
University in 1986. She is presently. employed by M. Ronald Christopher. Attorney-At-Law in Murray.
Mr. White is a 1979 graduate of
Henry County High School. Paris.
Tenn., and earned his Bachelor of
Science degree from Murray State
University in 1983. He is presently
employed by American General
Insurance Company of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday. July 5, at 6:30
p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Murray.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ,wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

4141111

STOREWIDE

qr

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

March 20-27
"Wel

Rent a Stork '10 a week
804 Coldwater Road (5-Points)

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

759-4577

•

Maundy Thursday
Holy Communion and Service of Darkness
Thursday, March 28, 7 p.m.
Public Invited

The First Christian Church
Dr. David Roos, Minister

Bette Ki
the Ma
Women'
(;erry V
Marion
of eggs
CWC cI
man. St
Knight
holm wc
luncheor
of the a

Lana Carol Lasater anti
Alichiicl lamcs White to ?tram/

North of the square on Fifth Street

CALENDAR

Saturdai Night
Counlry Buffet
snit - EIPM

fLorit'd tram pee 5.%I

*Inking after (rihurrh

Thursday, March 21

Watffet
noon

- 3PM
• TURKEY & DRESSING
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE

• BAR-B-0ED RIBS
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• KY COUNTRY HAM
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE

••
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-"Silent Runnin2.-:
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Intercolleuiati

\lurray Kiwanis Club -6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
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Carol Poe (i no p

R od co

The power
i'f.•)r',()i) to overcome.
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History of ISentucl.

Hazel Club collects or

4..7 •

Heart.

First Baptist Church
'.1
(
• I , (

twirl Lakes Antique Car Club/7 - _
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffemille.
tit. Leo Catholic Church
•..
45
Murray Business and Pr4essionWORI)
. \1St
al Women/6:30 p.m./Louic2s Stealk
House

KENTUCKY

ti

loung

Band Concert s
•

Murray Civitan Clu .h/7p.m./Flomeplace Restaurnt.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon
Seven Seas Restaurant.

STATE RESORT PARK

of Highway 9-4 and tiS

Iron Industry 'I
p.m .11,17p

Hazel Woman's Club/6:30
p.m./foreign dish supper/home of
Sandra Gallimorc.

. KENLAKE,

Thursday. March 21

•

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
of Foreigi Wars/7
p.m./Willis Center.

Each buffet includes assorted vegtables, an arra
y
ofsdlads & delicious homemade desserts

,ftesitif-ci• at the conjunction

Thursday, %larch 21

- AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
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Jon Wuest
has made her
gift selections fr -Drn

Pier is
Bridal Registry

1111111impqris
1207,1i

hestnut • 753-1831

•

Marla Thompson,.. representing Hazel Woman's ( luh. presents
$36-7.60 collected from residents of Hazel for the American Heart
Association to Julie Smith, right, %ho is on the Board of the American
Heart Association and also the co-chairman of the residential campaign in Calloway County. Mrs. Smith said for each Si collected, 32.1
percent goes for research at nkersity of Kentucky and 1 nisersity of
Louis%ille: 32 percent goes for professional and public education
which pros ides a heart kit for all, of the schools in Calloway County
with one kit per grade per school: 14.1 percent goes
.for community
service -which plates pamphlets in doctors' offices and pros ides local
free blood pressure checkups: 13.2 person goes to pay for fund raising
brochures about the AMA: and 8.6 percent goes for manavyment and
general office work on the local, state and national lest!.
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Caramel-apple bread pudding
recipe released by food editor
an ungreased 8- by 1
1/2-inch-round baking dish toss
together dry bread cubes and dried
apples. Pour the egg mixture evenly over the bread-apple mixture.
Bake in a 350-degree F oven for 40
to 45 minutes or until the bread
pudding tests done. Serve warm
with Caramel-Nut Sauce. Makes 6
to 8. servings.
Caramel-nut sauce: In a small
saucepan melt 1/4 cup margarine or
butter. Stir in 1/2 cup packed
brown sugar and 1 tablespoon light
corn surup. Cook and stir over
medium heat until the mixture
comes to a full boil. Stir in 1/4 cup
whipping cream. Return .to a full
boil. Remove from the heal Stir in
1/4 cup chopped pecans. Serve
warm. Makes about 1 cup.
Nutrition information per serving: 477 cal., 10 g pro., 68 g carb.,
21 g fat, 164 mg chol., 306 mg
sodium.

By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

Remember how great caramel
apples rolled in nuts tasted when
you were a kid? Here are the same
flavors, but now they're easier to
eat.
Caramel-apple Bread Pudding
4 eggs
2 1/4 cups milk
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1/8 teaspoon ground nutmeg
2 cups dry whole-wheat bread
cubes (about 3 slices)
One 6-ounce package dried
apples, snipped
Caramel-Nut Sauce (recipe
follows)
In a large mixing bowl use a rotary beater to beat together eggs,
milk, sugar, cinnamon," vanilla and
nutmeg. Set egg mixture aside. In

Bette Kitt, left, top photo, of Brentwood, Tenn., was guest speaker at
the March "Eggstravaganza" luncheon by Murray Christian
Women's Club at Seven Seas Restaurant. She is shown speaking with
Gerry White, luncheon guest, following the event. In bottom photo,
Marion O'Rourke, center, shows her collection of all types and kinds
of eggs she has collected through the years. At left is Jill Courtney,
CWC chairman, and at right is Melva Cooper, special feature chairman. Steve Littlefield, baritone, sang two selections with Allene
Knight as pianist. They were introduced by Paula Alcott. Vida Trenholm won the door prize. The club will have a "White Elephant"
luncheon on Tuesday, April 16, at 12 noon at Seven Seas. All women
of the area are invited to attend, Courtney said.

' ••

Thursday & Friday

4444e Eel/01z You
He4•
"Where the price and service,

FABRIC

1st Quality Factory Extra's
Extra Heavy Net
$200
Reg. $7.98 yd.
per yd.

makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7;

5 yard minimum
Many colors & matching .bbons.

753-4175

Sat. 9-5:30

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
Special Good
thru March 23 $259
• .4

Neck Sets

Ankle Length
Fleece Skirts

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County • Hospital for
Tuesday, March 19, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Martin baby boy, parents, Glenda
and Larry, At. 5, Box 374, Murray.

Dismissals

Mrs. May Nell McLeod, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Uldine
Evans, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Mrs. Raye Collie, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray:
Huburt Cothran, 1500 Parklane,
Murray; Everett Nanney, 411 South
Eighth St., Murray; Harold Nance, At
8, Box CR12A, Murray:
Miss Melissa Pace, 211 South 11th
St , Murray; Miss Tiffany Lea Kendall,
405 Elm St., Murray; James David
Bowker, ,Rt. 2, Box 268A, Murray;
Miss Christfne Pemwell, At. 5„Box
596, Murray, Mrs. Cornelia Walker, Rt.
3, Box 179, Murray; Mrs. Meledia
Jones, P.O. Box 162, Gilbertsville,
Albert Knight, At 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Mildred Guthrie, Box 23, Hazel; Neil
Shanklin, At. 2, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Shirley Mills, At. 1, Box 291A,
Alm();
Miss Laura Rogers, P.O. Box 57,
New Concord; Roger Johnson, At 1,
Box 275A, Almo; Mrs. Mildred Peak,
902 Wedi Ave_ Mayfield;
Mrs Michelle .Fay Powell and baby
boy, At. 7, Box 420, Benton; Mrs.
Sherry Wagner and baby girl, 1202
Lone Oak Rd., No. 61, Paris, Tenn.
Expiration
Hugh Waldrop. 1701 West Olive St.,
Murray
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We are pleased
to announce that
Angefia GarlandWuest recent bride
of9on Wuest has
selected her decorative access°.
riesfrom our bridal
registry.
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Royal Blue: Red, Navy
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TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St

Vali,•

Leather, Rope & Stretch

Friday Night Buffet

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

MURRAY
TODAY

$200

$15

All Belts Values up to $60

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95
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expiration listed
at local hospital
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Commission calls for changes in athletics
WASHINGTON (AP) — Colleges should adopt a no-pass.
no-play policy and universities should have independent control of all athletic revenues, a private commission says.
The Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics also said that income from income from shoe contracts
for coaches should go to the schools, and players should be
ineligible if they aren't on course to graduate in five years.
College athletes "are brought in, used and then discarded
like so much rubbish on the scrap heap of humanity." said the
Rev. Theodore Hesburgh. president emeritus of the University
of Notre Dame and co-chairman of the 'commission.
The NCAA currently has a satisfactory progress rule based
on a "banking of hours" concept where an athlete must average 12 hours per term or 24 hours per academic year to be
eligible.

• The "banking" concept differs from the commission's
proposal in that it allows an athlete to store up hours through
summer school or during the regular term. This allows athletes to take easy or fewer courses to concentrate on sports
and make up the credits later.
The commission said compliance with its recommendations
should be verified by outside auditors.
Fourteen of the commission's 22 members'are current or
former college presidents. The panel said the academic administrators need to take direct control of their athletic programs, require that student athletes get an education and make
sure that the finances of the athletic programs are controlled
by the university, not the coaches or athletic directors.
"We would love to put the sleaziness of intercollegiate athletics to rest today," said Hesburgh.

The commission will continue to operate for another year to
push its proposals.
"We are not going away," said William C. Friday, former
president of the University of North Carolina and the other
co-chairman of the commission. "This is not a report that will
be put away and gather dust."
While the commission members and the report were brunt
in describing the problems of collegiate athletics, complaining
that many' have come to be governed by TV network contracts
and private fund-raising, no institutions were named.
Hesburgh, when asked to name some of the worst offenders, replied: "That's the easiest one in the world to duck."
And that's just what he did.
At their worst, big-time college athletics appear to have
(Cont'd on page 11A)

Girls tourney
opens today

Phoenix
loses 1993
Super Bowl

By MIKE EMBRY
AP. Sports Writs,

Sheldon Clark hopes to do something no other team in the school's
history has ever accomplished —
win a Girls State Tournament
game.
The Lady Cardinals are no:
strangers to the Sweet 16, having
made six trips between 1975 and
1983. But each time they fell to
defeat in the first round. .
They hope the seventh visit will
be a charm.
"We hope it will be our lucky
number seven." said Sheldon Clark
coach Robin Harmon. who played
on four of the teams in the 1970s
that, made quick exits.
The Lady Cardinals t24-4) open
:he four-day tourney today in
Frankfort's Farnham Dudgeon Center against Laurel County (29-5).
Sheldon Clark's last trip to the
State tourney was in Harmon's first
year as coach.
"I stepped into a good situation
here." said Harmon, who made the.
au -tourney team in 1978. "In 1984
and 1985 we were runner up in the
region. Everybody here is excited
about going back to the state tourharnent..I Tilirk the. whole town is
clearing out to go.
Sheldon Clark should- have a
5, -51) chance of reaching the quar:u.rfinais because it split two
7qular-seaSon games with Laurel
Counts.
'thought it was a good draw
because we've beaten them!' said
Harmon. "But they've beaten us so
kno‘v we can be beat if e
a.in't play OLT best." •
Clay County faces Todd Central
26-5) in the second game Wednesaas. followed by V•Thitesburg
meeting Apollo (25-7; and
Louisville Southern (26-3) taking
on Rowan County (26-7) in -the..
esening session.
The farst round concludes, on 1,
TharsdaS *With Mercy. against ILI-lin East (2S-4) and No. 9 We:
Hopkins (30-3) playing No. 5 Clark
County (29-3) in the afternoon and
Mitrall._ _County
meeting
No. 6 Conner (.3.3-2. and Henry
Clay engaging Central Hardin
129-2) in night games.
The quarterfinals are Friday. fo-lowed by . the semifinals and
,(-a-shampionship on Saturday.

a

Murray State Campus Recreation presented the proceeds from its second annual intramural basketba
ll
all-star game to Need Line Tuesday night. Richard Hoffman (center) of the Murray -Calloway County
Need Line accepts the donations from campus recreation graduate assistants John Bell deft, and
Chris
Padgett (right).

'Bama hopes to move up ladder
By The Associated Press

)99_14

OK, Wimp Sanderson, you're in - •
the Sweet 16. again. Now what?
This first major checkpoint .of
the NCAA tournament has been a
0
frequent stop for coach Sanderson
and Alabarna. who made it -for the
sixth time in the last 10 years. The
problem is. the Crimson Tide
"NDIANAPOILIS
haSn't sk-Oti a tournament game hes st Jr.n • ana onnaatieu,
ond that level in any of the prey:•
_
Dose in Irie 'vl.d,.e.est at Pori...a:.
GUS five trips.
"It's not a case of running
roadblock... Sanderson said. "The
Sarder,r..• .adaer •• •
more you get up :he ladder Lne seerns salid The Tide i.a• been
tougher it gets.'
knoaked oil by rr.c of :re
Next on Alabama's agenda .•
mein:
gn'.''7".
date)wath Arkansas in the SoUtnt-ast • ,visfLti to tnf: Sweet 16. nex'atanz
Regional at Charlotte._ The o.•.!-.er. esentaa,.naLonal char-.,n N)Jrin
hall of that-Thursday. doub-ithcader- - Cart-il;•na
.'"*)',./".• 277' t. O‘Ctt.:
sends Indiana against Kansas.
thi-ou,:n" tne
In Thursday's other Fames.
ernol:on
Hank
undefeated defend:71g champion
. ear.
UNLV plays Utah and Seton Hail
The a••..nrnent gets no ,....is„er
.goes
We:St Reg,s
ional games at Seattle.
11-3 Arkansa‘. ranked NO
:nu
On Friday. it skiT! be North Car- nation, and prLp1rin Ic m.ti.•
olina agaihst Eastern Michigan and the -SEC •7.e.P. se.ason. "W'el i•-.- ase
Oklahoma State against Temple .7. a chance to see what tsall
the East Regional at East Rather- about.' c()ach Nolan Richard son of
ford. N.J.. and Ohio State fac.ng
Ra/orhaaks said
knov.
,hey arc a sery good. athletic
basketnall team.''
Good eriough said Wake Forest
.oac1-1 laase
to beat jUSI
anshods - C. • 7rf'.: "I think
a .esei (-)1• Ire countrs •
tbe,r p.',1sers

HERES-the5-PITCH-:,,
Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1991 Baseball
Registration
Leagues:
T-Ball
Park League
Kentucky League
Little League
Pony League
Colt League
Senior Babe Ruth

and coaching staff," he said.
Richardson watched Alabama
advance against Murray State and
Wake Forest and was impressed1
with the Tide's tun and gun -game.
"They were a more methodical
:earn \.• hen we played them
eforci.- he said. "They played a
more of a chess
••
As for Sanderson, who has been
here before. he was philosophical
about the Arkansas - assignment.
"The main thing." he said, "is we
to move on up the ladder."
The problem is what might be
'...alting on the next rung.
North Carolina never worries
about that. Coach Dean Smith, in
:he $.eet 16 for the 113th straight
y-ear and 17th time in 25 years,
trsiats each segment of the NCAA
tournament as a prep for the .main
So. after skinning the first round
"SyraCuSe - Todfriament," the Tar
Heels move on 1.6 the "Meadowlands Thu' rnament." If that works
out. North.Carolina advances to the
"Indianapolis - Tournament," also
known as the Final Four. And that
could lead to a title game date with
everybody's favorite, UNLV.
Smith wouldn't mind.
"I think Vegas will get beat,
he said. "I don't know by whom
because everybody thinks they
skon't. People 14ho say. Las Vegas
is unbeatable don't understand college basketball."

'Breds enjoy Memphis trip
Staff Report
t.4 ,ray Ledge, & Times Sports

Ages 5-6
Ages 7-8
Ages 9-10
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

11-12
13-14
15-16
16-18

REGISTER SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD

V§, 0..:‘;ome hiti.„i; to Inc MdiTtiall.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds took a 2-0 record to Hawaii, but lost
:our out of five in the Pacific. neforc returning home Tuesday' with a 5-4
victory at Memphis State.
The lBreds jumped out to a 44) lead in the first inning, fueled by a
two-run homer from Danny Alfeldt. Jason Haner was 4-for-5 at the plate.
•aith two doubles/ and a RBI. Shane Wietzel also doubled for Murray.
Murray took advantage -of three -Memphis State errors at shortstop in
Une first inning and six Tiger miscues in the game. Memphis State (17-5)
rallied with two runs in the eight, but Murray's Rick Grogan held off the
Tigers for his second save of -the season.
Kirk Reuter improved to 2-2 on the year with the win.
The 'Breds. now 4-5, visit Ole Miss today before returning home on
Saturday for a three-game set with Morehead State to open Ohio Valley
Conference action.

9 a.m.-1 p.m
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20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With- hardboard *ding
1 i car (12E20)
2 Car (18E20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2' I Car (24E24)
Large 2'tv Car (24E30)

SPORTING GOODS

p • ••

t

Comp;ete•y erected '
-c Jr3 og Por-cte'e 'cam Ptict ore 'at Ca'pente• bv, • All quality matenats
We ooer yo., FREE estrnales refere^ces and tocator of garages
tn your area. and w•tten
wa-a-'y

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

Deluxe Models
Vinyl siding
$2A75
1' 1 Car (12120)
$zan
$3,175
2 Car (1E420)
$3575
S3475
Large 2 Car (22E22)
$3,975
53,675
2', Car (24E24)
$4,075
$4,175
Large 2'.4 Car (24E30)
$4,675
P .,s o" eve ot & freight

YOUR SAISFACTION 5 OOR GOAL

serrgn BUILT GARAGE CO.
Meter, Ky. • (502) 674-5530

4

KOHALA, Hawaii (AP) —
Despite misgivings by many of
them, NFL owners adhered to the
wishes of commissioner Paul
Tagliabue and stripped the 1993
Super Bowl from Phoenix on Tuesday because Arizona does not have
a paid holiday to celebrate the
birthday of Martin Luther King.
But as the result of a phone conversation between Arizona Gov,
Fife Symington and Tagliabue,
which took place last weekend, the
owners tentatively' awarded the
19% game to Arizona, which will
hold a second referendum on the
game in November 1992.
"We wanted it for 1993, but it
was the best deal we could make,"
said Bill Bidwill, owner of the
Phoenix Cardinals.
The game, which had been
awarded to Phoenix a year ago,
will now be in either Pasadena or
San Diego, which presented their
arguments to the owners after the
vote on Phoenix.
All this is the result of a referendum in Arizona in which a King
paid holiday' was turned down by
17,000 votes out of more than a
million cast.
The vote on taking the game
from Phoenix wasn't announced,
although it needed 21 of the 28
Votes.

'

But what has become an emotionally' charged issue, particularly
in Arizona, wasn't that clear cut —
"a difficult and sensitive issue,"
said Joe 5rowne, the NFL's vice
president for communications and
Tagliabue's chief spokesman.
The same situation could be present in 1992, with opponents of the
game using the implied threat by'
the NFL to remove it as a weapon.
But Bidwill said: "I believe the
political situation in Phoenix has
changed dramatically...I think the
'92 vote will pass.'
The conversation between
Tagliabue and Symington took
place by telephone last weekend,
but Bidwill said he didn't know
anything about it until about midway through the 3Y2 -hour discussion Tuesday afternoon.
Many owners who voted to take
the game from Phoenix had severe
misgivings.
"I sympathize with the people in
Phoenix, I really do," said Art
Model!, owner of the Cleveland
Browns and one of the league's
influential owners. "But I don't
see how we had any choice."
The game was awarded to Phoenix on the fifth ballot last year by a
16-12 vote over Los Angeles after
San Diego was eliminated on the
first. Many owners said that Phoenix got the game because they
wanted to help Bidwill establish
himself in Phoenix.
Tagliabue said he expected the
state to have a holiday but Norman
Braman, chairman of the Super
Bowl site selection committee and
owner of the Philadelphia Eagles,
said that if there was no holiday, he
would lead a move to withdraw it.
That move accelerated last
November when voters in Arizona
turned down the holiday, a vote
that proponents blamed on reports
two days before that the NFL
would withdraw the game if the
King holiday wasn't approved. The
next day, both Tagliabue and Braman announced they would move
to change the site of the 1993 contest, a statement applauded by civil
rights groups but resented deeply in
Arizona.
Officials of the Cardinals, who
have had troubles both on and off
the field in their three seasons in
Arizona, were most concerned
about the effect the league's move
would have on the team.
"A lot of that has been transferred to us," said Joe Rhein, the
team's vice-president. "If we can
start winning, I thid a lot of it will
go away, but for the time being,
we'll have to re-establish
ourselves."

Sports
Writer
Ed Schulyer Jr.
AP Boxing Writer

LAS VEGAS — Richard
Steele is a man of the pulpit,
the pit and the ring.
It's the ring that is Steele's
showcase. It is there that he is
boxing's third man — the referee whose decisions can literally'
affect Men's live.
It's there that he sometimes
becomes the man on the spot,
which is what the associate
Baptist minister and casino
blackjack pit boss became
Monday night.
Steele decided Donovan
"Razor" Ruddock could not
continue against Mike Tyson in
the seventh round, although
Ruddock was on his feet and
was not being hit when the
fight was stopped.
His decision touched off an
outcry by spectators, outrage by
members of Ruddock's camp
and a brawl in the ring at the
end of the Fight. Steele ended
up on the ring floor being
kicked and had to be escorted
from the outdoor arena at The
Mirage by six security guards.
His controversial action took
plate one year and a day after
his highly criticized decision
that Meldrick Taylor could not
continue against Julio Cesar
Chavez with two seconds left in
a fight Taylor was leading
according to all three official
scorecards.
Steele didn't second-guess
himself then. He isn't now.
"I don't care how many
rounds a fight happens to be
(Tyson-Ruddock was scheduled
for 12), my job is to help a
fighter in trouble," Steele said
at a news conference.
Tyson landed a series of
puches to the head and FaUddock reeled backward to the .
ropes with 38 seconds left in
the seventh round. Steele turned
his back on Ruddock and, facing Tyson, stopped the fight
just before RuddoCk reached the
ropes.
"When did you ever see a .
referee turn his back on a
fighter when he was hurt?"
Ruddock asked Tuesday.
Steele maintained. the ropes
kept Ruddock from going down.
Ruddock was down in the second and third rounds; although
the second-round knockdown
was a case of Ruddock being
off-balance, but he had rallied
to wobble Tyson in the sixth.
"I definitely did not want
him to get hit coming off the
ropes," Steele said.
When Steele signaled the-fight was over, Ruddock stared
in disbelief and said, "What?"
"He recovered so fast,"
Steele said. "If I hadn't stepped
in, he wouldn't have recovered
so fast."
Steele's gambling job helped
fuel the controversy. He is a
pit boss at the Golden Nugget,
which is owned by Steve Wynn.
who also owns The Mirage.
Wynn has a multi -fight deal
with Don- King, who promotes
all of -Tyson's fights.
It also seemed curious that
Steele, a sought-after referee
who has worked more than 90
matches, was named to do
Monday night's fight..
He had worked a fight in
Japan last week and has just
made the tiring flight home Friday, then he refereed the
Michael Carbajal-Javier Varquez
light flyweight title fight in Las
Vegas Sunday night.
In the days before the fight,
the Ruddock camp protested
Steele's selection by the Nevada
State Athletic Commission based
on what it said was his close
relationship with King.
Murad Muhammad, Ruddock's
promoter, said the state commission said Steele was the only
referee on their staff big enough
to handle a heavyweight fight.
The much smaller Mills Lane,
however, refereed the Larry
Holmes-Carl Williams heavyweight title fight in 1985, and
the much smaller Carlos Padilla
worked the Thrilla in Manilla
between Muhammad Ali and Joe
Frazier in 1975..
Through all the shouting and
finger pointing Steele remained
the calm in the storm.
"What makes me happy," he
said Tuesday while pointing at
Ruddock, "is that the young
man over there is OK.''
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Actions& Reactions Commission
(Cont'd from page 10A)
lost their bearings," the commission report said.
"We sense that public concern
about abuse is growing. The public
appears ready to believe that many
institutions achieve their athletic
goals not through honest effort, but
through equivocation, not by hard
work and sacrifice, but by hook
and crook," it said.
The commission found that
academic and financial problems
'are so deep-rooted and longstanding they must be understood

1

Purchase iktea SetApt

in

to be systemic, They can no longer
be swept under the rug or kept
under control by tinkering around
the edges. Because these problems
are so widespread, nothing short of
a new structure holds much promise for restoring intercollegiate athletics to their proper place in thc

Good service.
g-ood coverage.
good price-

The 199', Mu•ray Stale Uryersity football Pardue vrit be herd Apr' in the Currts Center
Baliroor- or tie MSU campus A reception
begins at 5 p
*Pr the DanaJet set for 530
Tickets are 1250 for adults and $6 10r
childrer
•Fpri reseryat•ons or more i"or-'ator'. contact
Lon Hulett. at 7626'O'

.n
by
the

A university president, it said.
'cannot be a figurehead whose
leadership applies elsewhere in the
university but not in the athletics
department.''

Football
•••

EAST REGIONAL
Regional Sernfinals
At The liteedowlends Arena
East Rutherfor
riord, 22
M.J
March
6
Nortn
32 pCarolna
,fl
r27 5) vs , Eastern Michigan f 26 6-

KOHIL A. liab•au
Ax' Shell of the Los
Angeles Raiders was na-,ed the NFL's coach
of the year by :he Pro F octbal Wrners of Amen•
ca
'^e league s
y black head coach.
led the Rader's to a '2 4 reg,,iar.season record
and a^ AFC West • • e The Paders lost the
conference t • e ga-e 5' 3 7o I3J"alo George
Young, gerera: rrar age, of the New York
Giants. received ••-e NFL s execx.ve of the
year award fro"- 'he S0C^•rg News at Me sat-e
breakfas• a: wt. c^ ',hell was honored

Cd
he
Is.
ok
rter
lot

Tennis
"t in

KEY BISCAYNE Fla
Top seeded Steff
Graf Deal ManJeia Maleeva Fragniere 6-1, 6-3
and No 3 Gabreia Saba'-', Deal fifth-seeded
Zna Garrison 63. 6 2 to advance to the semi,
nals of trw In•ernational Players Charnpronships Gra' viol play Sabat ni in a semifinal
match Thursday In a ipJa-ertinal -nat.
,today.
14 year old Jenn ter Caprnat, will piay 17 year
old Monica Seies Capr a', seeded sub, beat
nirvh seeded Barbara Pauius 6-'. 6 3 to reach
the round of alp, For me second consecutive
mac
'
, delendirg me" s c-arrpon ArvIre Agass needed a 7-5 tnird se' viClovy to whiarce
Agass seeded fourth -box Ma" Gustats
son 6 7 r6 81 62, 7.5 r
m zo.nd -a•ch
Top seeded Ste'ar [doer; pea"
seeded
fr
sira
cpcae
r, ,
6 4 26
4 r a '0.fr"

:;c1
a
iid

KEY BISCAYNE Fta
t,IS flays
cap
:a^ Tor- Gorrnan arrounced r S ,
e.,p 'or me

defending cr a--; or s'-s
am." aga rs'
Me• co at'Me,co C 'y 0 Ma,:,,• 29 3' Brad
Gilbert and Davs Cp 'yoke J rr Courier Cl
piay s rites a,
T1 C' • Leaf.t:_and.lm_P4n
pay doubles

ac-

Track and field
MOSCOW

the

- Serge, Bubka broke ns own

word record and surpassed the 20-loot barrier
in the pole vaurt for the second time it, four
rns hOrnefeitin of Donetsk
Soviet 'friers on reported that Bubka cleared
20 feet. •rii ircn The 'eat came during a Festival of Poie Vauiting organized by &bite to
bring the word's best vaufers 10 NIS flome towh
Of Donetsk 13..bira, 27 became the first man
history to vau •
SAturday
rrieet at
San Seas: a• Sc'

-"a

Baseball
HAINES Cf 7 Fr Fla - Bo Jackson sad he had
no bitterness toward me Karsas_City Royars for
releasing bin' and was cor'dent he would Play
baseball agar Jac•so- bid a^ emoliona
farewell to his - tewh-a'es one day e'er the
ROya!S announced •'ey were g•vrig him his
JnC.OndiliOnat release Decause of a hip injury
sustained in January wrr ie pay-rig trackball for
the Los Angeles Flatters Jackson said he
would spend the s...mme• with his family and
continue
rerab,,itation wOrk. Jackson who
played four seasors tor Kansas City, was
n•eased'tot•Ow4"g'etarninat,on"MOndai
Dr James Andrews
armingnam. Ala Any
earn
n' Jackson tor the $1 waiver price
clairr
during a period eno•ro a' 2 pm 1ST Friday.
but would have To
s S. 1991 salary
of $2375
or

ig
;.d

h.

.ed
1••

Jped
ed

General
ORONO, Unit -

- Fornier Mrnesota Vikings

quarterback Tor--1 Kiarrer nas Deer arrested
and s expe.c•en *a be charged *oh driving

;.d

766
621
597
561
485
359
292

Jane Rogers

State Farm

18
21
21
244

727
721
692
538
469
348
261

'7 •
'7
25
29

MassacnuSses

ENGINE PARTS

GB

TRW Piston
Ring Sets
13f 350 small block

4.--A

Chevy EuT8325X

New SKF
Water Pumps
For most vehicles

Store stock only
With exchange

2299

TRW Camshafts
For 350 small block
Chevy *1M274

TO
49 99

TRW Main
Bearing Sets

Push Rods
For 350 small block

Semi metallic
Pads- $19 99

350 small bloc
Chevy OMS2900P
All Others- $21 88-54594

Chevy *48015
All Others- St 29-5594

One Year Worran4

1688

Semi-metallic
Pads-S16 99
Shoe once wits e. -

TO
19 99

TRW
Hydraulic Lifters

Oil Pumps
f-or 350 small bloc -

F Or 350 small block

Chevy *50029
An Others- $22 88-56694

Chevy *V1.35 *V137

118
ZIN EA

3 Piece
Timing Sets

Duralast
Master
Cylinders
For most vehicles

For 350 small block Chevy
STC499S
All Others- $18 88424 99

Brake Calipers
Store stock only
With exchange

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

Our Best Price

OdyFiF

Ntlerurevis

Lda
,ed

Marine
Deep Cycle
*24MDC 3
Marine

Deep Cycle
*2/MX 3

k. Are

p.rim•

5. 4*
•
•

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 21, 22, 23
7:30 p.m.
•

VISA

West Kentuclw
Expo Center

EVERYDAY
agat
•

Duralast Clutch
Discs and
Pressure Plates
For most vehicles
Store stock only
With exchange
SKF

I

14

C, Deutsch
Precision or

stock only 129

EVERYDAY
TO
37 87

Oil Filters
All Others$P" Off
Purchase a12

limit 3 cases

AN Oil Fitters
Up TO $2 97

Motorcraft

For most vehicles
Store

10W -30. 10Y0 40

Valvotine
30HD-S1 03

TO

se 49

Clutch

Throw Out
Bearings

(Ivy a i.e of V.1'-'.and reCCIVP a F/01.401d M,',
Tackle Box by Tall

EVERYDAY
99

2

FOR

5

20W

50

13
I OT

Mobil Superor
Exxon Supertio EVERYDAY
Motor Oils
All weights in stock

Limit 3 cases

9
aT

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
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EXCe

Armor All
Protectant
20 oz Bonus size

WARRANTY

99'
994
396

•••••.c..•

'
,-.

"

•
•

Wile
EXO.

Bondo
Body Filler
1 gallon

WITH

LIFETIME

Ad prices good Iftru Search 24 1901 We reserve the right to //r7V1 cnionhhe
y allots price Regular Plice INw•ofti
Ad once. nOf good on spinal (litter, No Deol•fs Full 0400,11 of
e
vforfonf,es ,"sfore 1 99 1 AuToZone

•
P

UCH

Pyroil Gas
reatment
12 oz

rem

$$

•

—

MEMEN1/WOIOZ0119

•••••••••••••••••••••••-

•

4988
5988
1988

LC_,
1*

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

High School Rodeo
Sunday, March 24 at 2:30 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call (502)762-3125

••••••••••••••••••••.••
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398.!

Lawn &
Garden Utility
.0 1

• 411F'Y fifer

foe

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

• Ts.

2
Marine
Starting
*24MS 3

1
la

19'9

IMAM

ond

111

1,

ne,

95

,

-aiGrafon_

igh

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

All •s PRICE
UP TO $23 9'

1
Store stock on?',
All others # s S5 Off

88

.as

's
is-

0

Valucratt Brake
Shoes Of Pads EVER YDA'.

EVERYDAY

New beating cod
seal Store stock Only
With eachOnae

WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L TPI. GF GA
ensburgh
38 31 5 81 315 279
NY Mantra
34 28 12 80 272 240
New Jersey
31 31 12 74 258 246
32 33 9 73 237 243
Washnglon
33 34 6 72 235 243
NY islanders
23 41 10 56 210 270
Adams Division
1-Boston
41 23 10 92 270 243
i•Montreal
37 29 10 84 260 234
1-Hartford
31 34 10 72 222 250
-vauftalo
27 29 17 71 262 255
Orstisc
14 48 12 40 211 332
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE Norrie Dumb,
W L T Pis OF GA
aChiCag0
45 22 6 96 257 142
1-St Louis
41 22 11 93 298 240
v-Cietrot
33 34 8 74 260 274
i-Minnesola
26 34 14 66 239 244
Toronto
21 44 9 51 221 300
Smythe Division
v -Calgary
43 24
93 316 238
v•Los Angsies
42 23
93 313 23.3
i-Edmonton
35 34 5 75 253 251
Vancouver
26 41 9 61 233 302
Winnipeg
25 40 11 61 251 276
v-cincneil playoff birth
•
Tuesday'a Games
8ostor 1. Hartford 1. he
Edmonton 7. Quebec 6, OT
St Louis 2, Washington 1
*Ay Jersey 5 Pit•Wrgh 4
Wednesday's Glenn
Montreal at Buffalo. 6 35 p m.
Toronto at Los Angeles, 935 pm
Calgary at Vancouver 935 pm

Duralast Brake
Shoes or Pods EvEeyo

EVERYDAY

One Year Warranty

Valucratt
Water Pumps

Sponsored by
MSU
Rodeo
Club

Cl

tj

All Others- 511 ee-wt 94

RODEO

ID

a' Si•-a 25 •

WARRANTY

INTERCOLLEGIATE

.s

''•

•..

Ea

CT.
ynn,

pop p.m& 0.0 •••••

Second Roi.nd
Monday Marc, •1
Providence 85 West v-3 no
Oklaronw 89 Cinonnai 8' -7
Stantord 80 Wisconsin 72
So..thern Inas 72 So,troesi
Arkansas Stale 58 kilemcn,1 Stara
Coiorado 83 Wyorisng 75
Tuesday, March 19
Massachusetts 78 TorVlaie 74
Siena 63 Sot"' '_aroiona 58
• • • •
Chvemerfinais
Wednesday. March 25
Okani5na .'1314 al •'yv G6,1:0 '
Thursday March 21
Stanford
7 .3. r
Fn.<
2n'
Arkansas Stare '21 Eli a' TThicii..e",

Larry Krouse Insurance
/05 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

Lite inwrance Garoarrr Hare(rice 94corniapr oleos

9
1014
13
18
26
304

Pct
656
656
631
375
329
329
277

•• t."„ar

NIT basketball

Ohio State f27-31 vs St Johns (22-81
640 pin
Duke f28-71 vs Connectooft ,20 lei
30 rnfnutes
01 It
Regional Championehip
afier C°"‘C' A t 2a"
Srivendorne
Pontiac. Mich.
Sunday March 24

305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)
753-9627

NHL standings

days at a meet

)wn.
ecgh

Tempts i23.9) is Oklahoma State
124-71 30
mnutes alle, comp of first game
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 24
At The Meadowtande Arena
East Rutherford, NJ.
.
401P10- OklanOma State winner vs North
Caroana-Easten Michigan wine. 12
40 pm
• • • •
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Regional sernfinal•
At It,. Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte NC
Thursday, Merril 21
Arkansas 133-31 is Atacama (23-9) 640 p
;ndiana (29-41 vs tarsal 124-7), 30 minutes after
comp of first gams
Regional Championship
At The Charlotte C011•114.4011
Charlotte, NC
Seturdry, Mere,' 23
r.dana Kansas winner is Aliansas
-Aiaoama
vennte 3 40 p m
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Regional einnitinale
At The Silverdome
Fri
Pdoanytisciala
rcihch22

•
•

Pct
GB
731
554 12
500 154
359 244
321 27
303 28,

Like a good neight),
State Farm is thprs.

„Juke-Connecticut fanner el Onio Stars"'
winner 3 pin
WEST REGIONAL
Regional semifinals
At Tn. Kingdoms
Swine
Thursday, March 21
Ariona (286, vs Sewn Hal"248
'
Jhif_V 132 0, vs Juin [30-1i 30 :
row
comc.
fst game
Regional Championship
At The Kingdoms
Slow
Saturday, March 23
A-nna
••',re, is ;fir
•
6-03

NCAA Tournament

NBA standings
EASTEFIN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diatom',
• L
-Boston
49 18
Ptsladepnia
36 29
Nevi York
33 33
Washriglon
23 41
Nem Jemmy
21 44
Marn
20 46
Central Division
x-Criicago
19 15
i-Detrorl
41 26
lArwauhee
40 27
Atlanta
37 29
Indiana
32 34
Cleveland
21 41
Charlotte
19 46
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I
1.5,an Antoci.°
4222
K-Utan
42 22
Houston
41 24
Dallas
24 40
lArineeOta
21 43
Orlando
21 43
Denver
18 47
Pacific Division
'-LA Laura
48 18
x-Portland
47 18
s-Phoon.
45 20
Golden State
35 30
&mew
30 34
LA Clippers
23 43
Sacramento
18 46
if:Inched PaY0ft berm
Tuesdey's Games
NO* Yon 97, Charlotte 79
Atlanta 104. Boston 92
Houston 99 -1Annsecits 65
MweAes 101, Man 1113
Sari Artorer904 Saeramento 101
Golden State 136 Portland 129
_A Lakes 119 LA Uppers 135
Wedneedaye Games
Washington at Boston. 730 p
Marrs at Indiana, 730 pm,
IlAnnesola at New Jersey. 7.30 pm.
Cleveland at Now York, 7 10 p.m
Detroit at Phiadepnia. II pm
Atlanta at Chicago 830 Pm
Phoenix at Dahlia 8 30 rn
Utah at Denver, 9 30 p
'LA Laker' at Searle, 10 pm
Portland at LA Mows. 10 30 pm

•

That's
State Farm
insurance."

Who do you
call for
affordable
protection that
right for you?

while intoxic.ated for the thieJ "me in the last 11
years Orono cny attorney Bryan Crawford said
that he was reviewing police reports
and
expects to issue a formal complaint by the end
Of this week or early next week. Kramer,
36,
was stopped at 1_45 a m after police clocked
him dnving 16 mph above the 10
mph speed
Irma, according to police Lt Mark Moran

MSU football

PAGE 11A

SCOREBOARD

•
•
•

Life Insurance
Calloway Countian.s who participated and qualified in the
local
Area Senior Games howling tournament at Corvette Lanes Purchase
(from left):
(front row) Frank Miller, Elizahth Rowland, Millie Miller
,
Robert
Hopkins and Le.s Parrish of Corvette Lanes. (middle row)
Evelyn Tapp, Sue
Smith. kfary Harris, Martha White and tournament chairp
erson Mary
Greer (hack row Oliver Parrish, Billy Joe Chadwick and
Lois Smith
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Ground Daily - Certified

GROUND CHUCK
POTATOES

4 Roll Pkg.

Charmin

BATH TISSUE

In add
Murray h

59

3 Lbs. Or More
Field Kentuckian

Boneless Ham

Lb.

Jim Adams

Sliced Bacon

$2.59

12 Oz. Pkg.
4

—

\\•••11,0

vr

$1.19
s I Onion Sets

__

10-14 Lb. Average
IGA Butter Basted W/Timer

Family Pack Young N Tender

TURKEYS

FRYER BREAST

39
e
:
4 f

Lb.
Reelfoot Select Trim

Boneless Ham

Lb.

Reelfoot Red Label

Sliced Bologna
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Why Pay More 64 Oz. Bottle
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JUICE COCKTAIL

99'
Why Pay More 100 Ct. Size

Tea Bags
,-,4011111111r- i .ovi, Avi

79c

ill

_c3
j
.

I/UP II% MP
2 Liter Bottle

American Ace Super Roast
II Oz. Bag

COKE, DIET COKE

COFFEE

$109
Why Pay More 42 Oz. Can

Shortening,

99c

Why Pay More 18 Oz. Box

Corn Flakes

994

Sunshine Krispy Lb. Box

CRACKERS

$129
Why Pay Mon 4 lab. Bag

Sugar
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FederaLStale Marin Sews Service March 19,
1991
Kentucky Purchase Ars llos Market Report Includes
4
BuyingStalbons R&e4i Ac1414,FAL 170 Marrows&
(;ilts
.9I IN lower, Sows .541.10 lower.

a")

Dan McNutt, AAI
Reonisivirc
s1.1.•.1.
In•uranc•
. cornpon14.•

Hugh Waldrop. 78, of 1701 West
Olive St., Murray, died Tuesday at
6:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired employee of Kentucky
Highway Department, he was a
member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
Born Aug. 4, 1912, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
John Ed Waldrop and Donnie Hurt
Waldrop.
One brother, Burr Waldrop, also
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

State Auto Insurance
A Mond ?Ix car OIV•PO or

Free Seminar
Re‘()cable Li% ing Trust
Learn How To Avoid...
1. Probate Court
2. Attorney Fees
3. Conservatorship
4. Public Disclosure
5. "Spend Down"
Minimize Estate Takes

March 19, 7 pan.
Executive Inn, Paducah
Arkansas Room

March 21, 7 pan.
Holiday Inn, Murray
Rill McCormick,
Vice President
Secure Planners, Inc.
P.O. Box 575 Eddyville Ky.
502-388-7948 502-441-6581

407 Maple St.

Margaret Mae (Mug) Swift Waldrop; two daughters, Mr,. Jan Rayburn and husbana, Bill, Murray,
and Mrs. Judy' Overbey and husband, Bob. Calvert City; four
grandchildren, Jennifer Rayburn
and Allen Rayburn, Murray, Mrs.
Leesa Webster, Moyock, N.C., and
Mrs. Robyn Culman, Princeton.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 3 pin. at Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale will officiate.
Friends. may' call at the funeral
home after.. 6 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

at Hickory' Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Burial will follow in
Shelton Chapel Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may' call after 1 p.m.
Thursday at Mason's Memorial
Chapel until 10 a.m. Friday when
the body will be taken to the
church. A wake will be from 6 to 8
p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.

015% Cash Discount •PCS • Medimet • BC-BS
*Free Delivery
•Computerized Records
•Medical Claims Service *Paid State Aid
Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
109 S. 4th St.
Harold G. Doran Jr., president of Peoples Bank of Murray, makes the
announcement of the bank being designated a "Blue Ribbon Bank" by
Veribanc Inc., an independent research firm that assesses over 30,000
federally-insured banks, thrifts and credit unions in the nation.

753-1462

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Parts

Jessie Quinn Bufkin, 9 months. Phillip and Melissa
Broach Bufkin.
Rt. 1, Hazel. died Tuesday at 6 one sister, Cacey
Bufkin, and one
a.m. at his home. He was born June brother. Jeffrey Bufkin,
all of Rt. 1.
3, 1990.
.hazel.
He is survived by his parents.
Graveside rites will he Thursday
t 10 a.m. at Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller FunerThe funeral for Mrs. Addle Best al Home of Murray from
6 to 8
was today at 9:30 a.m. in the p.m. tonight (Wednes
day).
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. John Dale officiated.
Burial will follow in a cemetery
Alpha Epsilon Rho
at Doniphan, Mo.
will make donation
Mrs. Best, 89. of West View
Nursing Home, Murray, died Montoward ,replica
day at 9:20 p.m. at Murray Calloway County. Hospital.
Members of Alpha Epsilon Rho.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
national broadcasting society az
the
Getella Redus, Murray; one son,
Morgan Best. Palm Beach, Fla.: Murray State University will make
two sisters-, Mrs. Effie Smith, tne first contribution. toward the
Doniphan, Mo., and Mrs. Lcssie :onstruction of a working replica
McCamey, Pocahontas. Ark.; three of the Nathan B. Stubblefield wireless telephone.
grandcfaughters, Jewel D. Kennon,
The money will be used to buy
Meray, and Sonya Comelus and parts and pay incidental expense
s
Rhonda Sprague, Palm Beach, Fla.; for the project, which has been
three great-grandchildren.
ongoing for six months, said Dr.
Bob Lochte, chapter advisor, in a
published report.

David York

Mrs. Addie Best

Chealori
Raymond Cooley

Chealon Raymond Cooley:brother of MrS.-Molene Grogan of
Rt. 6, Murray, died Tuesday at a
hospital in Aurora. Ohio. where he
resided.
He was 74 years of age. being
born in May 1916.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Moody Cooley; one daughter, three sons, eight grandchildren,
three great-grandchildren, and his
sister, Mrs. Grogan.
The funeral will be Friday at 11
a.m. in Aurora, Ohio.

Auto Rental
Daily &Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

Beltone introduces
the most powerful
tiny hearing aid ever,
the new Opera Max.
Hylton(' s nett Opera Nla s is the 'mist
in)t%erttil tin.% hearing instrument
tofu. N utt toil mil.% be amt.It; cni„.\
better hearing n ith this tiin, attrauti‘e,
Itigh-pertnrinance
heaving
went.
init t.iLit todi it
()Iwrii \Id% ran
and understand coin ersation again.
hritlg iii this
/,‘
C011pOil(luring Oil!'
1as intrnductinii arid
get a MEL Bellow electronic hearing el ahlation.
her, Opera fax is tilt available front ant
lieltnne
Ifearing lid Centers.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
the wit Bellone Oprra!

641 South

753-2617

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

s TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE
There is a legal phrase:"Time an emergency. A tooth replaced
is of the essence", which means within 30 minutes has a 90%
there is no fooling around with chance of being saved, but as
dates ir a contract. If your time elapses the success rate
youngster accidentally gets a drops considerably.
tooth knocked out and you'd like
To improve the chances of a
to give the dentist half a chance successful replantation of a
to successfully replant it - "time knocked-out tooth, rinse it in
is also of the essence''. Take the tap water (don't scrub it), retypical case where a child gets place it in its socket and have
his front tooth knocked out the patient hold it in place with
playing ball. If treatment is not his tongue on the way to the
administered soon it will-be too dentist.
late with little or no chance of
saving that tooth. Always recover the tooth even if it has
been chipped or broken..
Prepared as a public service
The proper reaction would be
to promote better dental health.
to take the injuTed person im- • From the office of Joe Mason,
mediately to the dentist. This is
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

BETTER IIE %RING BRE IKTEIROE (Ai!

Saif$50 on

753-4451

HOLLAND DRUGS

Jessie Quinn Bufkin

R.C. Whittemore
R.C. Whittemore, 76, Rt. 1.
Boaz. died Tuesday at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He had been owner and operator
of R.C. Whittemore and Sons Auto
Salvage at Boaz for 49 years. He
was a member of Hickory' Cumberland Presbyterian Church where he
served as elder and had been moderator of Purchase Presbytery' since
1986.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
011ie_13. Whittemore; three daughters, Mary Whittemore and Sander
Yarber, Boaz, and Wanda Stubblefield, Mayfield; nine sons, Claborn
A. Whittemore. Fredericks, Md..
Rastus C. Whittemore Jr., Paducah,
Charles Whittemore, Mayfield.
Melvin Whittemore, Columbus.
S.C.. and Freddie, Jasper, Robert.
James and Kenneth Whittemore, all
of Boaz; three sisters, Antha Perry',
Detroit. Mich., Dollie Hobbs.
Boaz, and Angeline Goodwin.
Paducah; 14 grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTf

or

Mrs. Mary Glover McKeel

Hugh Waldrop

1111064100
141.06.4150
543 saa1.511
145.116.411.40
130.411-41

and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. It
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us a
call

GM
—

Jimmy, New Concord, and Ms.
Sherry White, Rockwood, Tenn.;
five grandchildren, Mrs. Kim Jenkins and husband, Kenny. and Mrs.
Karen Story and husband, Greg,
Puryear, Tenn., Jimmy Cole Jr.,
New Concord, Tim White, Murray,
and Keith White, Kingston. Tenn.:
four great-grandchildren, Autumn
Story, Isaiah Story. Mallorie Jenkins and Blake Jenkins; one sister,
Mrs. Shirley McDougal and husband, R.J., Rt. 1, Almo; two
brothers, Jack Glover and wife,
Norma, Rt. 1, Almo, and John
Wayne Glover. Murray.

'4111.49$
Sia
101.14640.4111
—$47_54146.511

Our Customers Are Very Important People

OBITUARIES
Services for Mrs. Mary Glover
McKeel will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Lester
Butler will officiate. Music will be
by Mrs. Freda Jones, soloist, and
Miss Susan Jones, pianist.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. McKeel, 69, of 310 South
10th St., Murray, died Monday at
9:45 p.m. at her home.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. June Cole and husband,
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Peoples Bank designated
as a 'Blue Ribbon Bank'
Veribanc, Inc. a nationally rec- of the most financially sound banks
ognized bank research firm whose
in America, in the book Is Your
data is supplied regularly to Money Money Safe?, published in June of
Magazine and The New York
1990.
Times announced that Peoples
As of September 30, 1990, PeoBank of Murray once again meets ples
Bank of Murray reported
Veribanc's highest "Blue Ribbon
assets of $171.2 million and a
Bank" criteria for financial safety
primary -capital to assets ratio of
and strength.
11.9 percent, which reaches subThe recognition applies to Veri- stantially above the applicable
Fedbanc's most recent analysis period, eral requirement of 5.5 percent.
the third quarter of 1990.
In fact, the bank's primary capiKitty T. Heller, Veribanc's presi- tal ratio significantly exceeds
the
dent, announced that Peoples Bank average of all banks in the
state
of
of Murray has been a Blue .Ribbon Kentucky, 8.9 percent,
and the
Bank every quarter for the past nationwide banking
industry avereight years. As a result of its con- age of 7.9 percent. These
results
sistent performance, Peoples Bank are especially notewor
thy when
of Murray is the only bank in Ken- considered long with
Veribanc's
tucky, out of the 333 banks head- other high standards
for Blue Rib-`
quartered in the state to have bon Banks.
earned this distinction.
Blue Ribbon standards include
Moreover, Peoples Bank of Murray is one of only 37 banks out of loan quality, liquidity and profitathe nation's 12,896 banks to have bility, to name a few.
met Veribanc's stringent Blue RibPeoples Bank of Murray probon Bank standards every -quarter vides a complete range of banking
since the designation was estab- services from its three offices in
Murray. The bank is independently
liShed eight years ago.
owned and is a member of the FedIn addition, Peoples Bank of eral Deposit
Insurance Corporation
Murray has been included in a list
(FDIC).

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1991
CS 1-3 2311454 104

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Bring in Illi% (Import

for ,550 off a mill Brit(nu, 01111..1
a binaural
BELTONE HEARING AID SERVICE
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY 42071
9000 AM - 4:30 PM
Call to schedule your appointment today
I.S100 for

efione561.,

Wierray Ledger 8r Times

502-759-9809
Expires: 4-5-91
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McCracken County absenteeism
heading north. A spokesman for
as below normal Tuesday. after
Fulton County schools said absenreaching ten percent last week,
teeism was high in that system
two
weeks ago, but not high enough to according to spokesman Jerry
Cruse,- va-th- -the- highest absences
close..
Absenteeism in Hickman County existing in the elementary schools
increased to 12 percent last week. because of a combination of flu
However, Ballard County Superin- and chicken pox.
Paducah schools also were runtendent Bob Buchanan said
his ning close to the normal rate of 94
absentee rate is running
about percent attendance this week after
normal.
dropping to 86 percent two weeks

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20. 1991

Carlisle County bitten by flu bug
Carlisle County has been bitten
by the flu bug. causing the cancellation of school for the rest of the
week.

Stock Market
Report
•••

School Superintendent Robert
Watson said 227 students, 26.5 percent of the enrollment were absent
Tuesday morning and more were
sent home during the day. .

Schools were closed to stop'the
flu from spreading and because
state funding is based on daily
attendance.
The epidemic appears to be

Industrial XYerage ................3.22
Pres ious Close
2867.82 5
Products
61' 'a
(,‘ir
X.T.C.-Class 1 ........4W 4B 41' 4.,k
34) 8 unc.
5 AT&T .
i Bank of Murray ..............6..3
.......... /
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.... ..... 29'
Chrysler
14”
CSX Corp.
361:.
3 4)
Dean Foods
45.1:
Dollar Gen. S
Store HP 413 1W at
Exxon
504 .'s•\
) Ford ...................... .._ 33' s unc. '
\ General Moors ....
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„' Good? ea r
21' a
i
, I.11.‘1.
Ingersoll Rand
41
1 544
::•:-...11.
1 /
,'1 K %1art
( K. Utilities
'0'• ., s ,
;.1 Kroger
21 unc '
( L 8. G Energies .........40'• -;
; McDonalds
14' a V JCPenne$
cl'• .' s
i Quaker ()as .. ........... ..57
'
s -1: !
1,3 .3 a
Sears
Snap-On Tools......... _30'. -,•,
c
e Texaco
62': s
! . Time-14 arner
108 4 -' •
sT
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Vkal.Mart
1- ...f
( N.004worth
CIA: YitIIII..
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Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
vii
tvoa

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Clifty Farms Whole

1/4 Sliced

ountry Ham
Centc.r

Cut

Pork
Chops

969

$239

Williams 1 Lb
Hot or Mild

1

24 oz

;etas Boneiess
Kentuckian
1/2 or Whole

Country Style

$039

$1I 99
Lb
U.S. Choice

•J S Choice Boneless Sirloin

Sirloin Tip Steak Round Steak
1
89
'
3
7
9
BBQ
Sandwich
I Lt

Tip Roast
Sweet $259

Kraft

Bunny Giant

Sauce

Bread

Hyde Park

Pickles

Boneless 1.9C .c

18 oz

24 o?, Loaf

99'

11014
-

Chicken Breast Ribeye Steak
'I 29
Spare
1 79 Hams
b
49L9
Ribs $

:3 Choice Boneless

99?

Beef
Stew

estment
• 15

U.S. Choice

Lb

Morton House

••z•

Boneless & Skinless

Pork Loin
Sausage
$ 89

Slicea Free

Grou3-4nd
Be
ef
Lb Pkg.

-

99'

Double Q Pink

Whole Milk
$ 1 99

Self-Rising or Plain

oCer

Biue Bonnet

Bathroom Tissue
kg

C

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid
Red Cross Bite Size

Macaroni

.‘2'

$ 1 09

on
7 oz 3/99

Red Cross Reg or Thin

Spaghetti

69'
139
2/1"

1 Lc
A-merican Ace Super Roo:*

Coffee

11 5 cz

Dixie Crystal

Powdered Sugar

$2

Pimert Chme
269

Lb

Owens Best
Deli Baked
•

*.?!......‘v, • ,/ • ,:rii ..:!,,.
•

f •

.

,: . . ,
: 1„,• •,,, ..
•

Corn

15 0/
-Hyde Park Single Roil

Sweet Peas

14 oz

Tomato Juice
Stokely f S: or Cut

3/$1'9

Green Beans

14

Hungry Jack 5 oz.

Paper Towels

Biscuits

Wesson Veg or

Bush s Showboat

Corn Oil

Pork & Beans 15

3/$119

89'
oz 3/$1'9
39'
oz 3/99'
46 oz

Pitoduce
BBQ Beef
59

3 Lb Bag
Yellow

10 Lb Bag
Russet

Onions

Potatoes
1 69

8
9
c
$3
Lb

California
1 Lb

Swiss Cheese
$q89

Lb

z $1 39

:tokely C S Golden

Bab )/

Ham
$399

.

$309

vraft Velveeta

Owen s Best

Cheese
89

2/89'

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 12

glen
Emge
American

Margarine

99c

Shells & Cheese

Lb

16 oz

99'

79'
Flay 0 Rich

.
1.• '-.4.4 *4 '''.
•
'
4
\ 4 - •'
9%-.:0:•
r'••••
•
,r. -..
.
.... - '.
..

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

0-e./e4

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Owens Best Family Pack

HILLARD
LYONS

140-Ge

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The R'yht
To L mit 6L.,ant 'es

1

.-a

z
wimirst ,

()-64€

r

<

Calloway County Schools have
suffered from 10 to 12 percent
absenteeism during the last few
weeks mainly due to flu, according
to assistant superintendent Jimmy
Nix, but schools remain open at
this time.
Murray officials reported no
major absenteeism due to flu.

Prices Good
March 20 thru
March 26

Prices as ot 10:00 AM
y
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ago, spokesman Lyman Brown
said.
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Carrots
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West Kentucky artist receives recognition from Smithsonian

Joy Thomas, an artist from Murray, has been recognized by the
National Portrait Gallery of the

Smithsonian Institution of
Washington, D.C. where she was
recently invited to place a ponfo-

ho. She has had several solo exhibitions and has been the recipient of
numerous awards, including an
international Holbein Award in
1989. Her work was chosen by the
state of Kentucky for the 1990 Cultural Exhibit held in Quito, the capital of Equador.
Recently, Thomas was one of
three Kentucky delegates in the
1991 National Portrait Seminar, a
three-day study conference for figure painters held in Atlanta, Georgia, March 7-10. More than 300
portrait artists, artists' representatives and gallery directors convened at the Stouffer-Waverly
Hotel, representing 36 states, the
District of Columbia, Canada,
Mexico and Yugoslavia.
"Although the largest out-ofstate delegations to the seminar
were New York and California,"
said Thomas. "I met a number of
professional artists who are producing museum-quality paintings
throughout the nation. It's no secret
to collectors that many of today's
most promising painters do not live
on the West Coast or in New York
City!"
Ms. Thomas has completed por-

trait commissions for collections in
Boston, Atlanta, Nashville and Chicago, as well as in her own region.
Her husband, Fred L. Thomas, is
her manager. Fred is a Graves Co.
native from Fancy Farm.

•
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"ANDREA" — This painting was
one of three by Joy Thomas featured in the concourse of the
1991 National Portrait Seminar
in Atlanta.

Thomas lives with her husband
and their three home-schooled
children in a rambling farmhouse
on their 30-acre farm. The Thomas
Studio is located just a few steps
from the house in Calloway County. In addition to her painting schedule, she tends her gardens, horses,
dairy goats, chickens and many
other farm chores with her family.
Receiving such a enthusiastic
response on a national level does
not faze the West Kentucky artist.
"Many people have asked if I plan
to move to a larger metropolitan
area," Thomas said. "Though I may
travel to study with other artists,
complete commissions or visit

museums... nothing compares with
my rural home. Many of my best
paintings hang in homes throughout this region." Thomas concluLs
by proclaiming, "Anyway, it
spring in Kentucky and time to
work the garden!"
It seems that Thomas isn't plan•
fling to occupy a loft in New York
City for a while. She prefers
work with solid footing on Kentucky soil.., at least until the gardening is done.

Read the
want ads daily

REASONABLE PRICES
AM SO MUCH MORE!
What's Your Blood Pressure?
One out of six adults

West Kentucky artist Joy Thomas is pictured with nationally-known
portrait painter John Howard Sanden, who maintains a studio in the
legendary Carnegie Hall of New York City. John Howard Sanden
served as chairman of the National Portrait Seminar.

NOW OPEN!
Veterinary
Medical
Center
Jeannine Buchanan, DVM
Patty Howard, Marcia Key, Susan Thorn
(Triendly Service and Quality Care For Your Pe0

Iv
%V
AP .....

Pictured left to right are Kate Neilson. agent; Beverly B. NcNeil, president, Portrait Brokers of America; Marshall Bouldin III, Mississippi
painter; NI. Stephen Doherty, editor, American 'Artist Magazine; Joy
Thomas. Kentucky painter; and Nina Botsford, representathe with
Portrait Brokers of America.

has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor can do it
together.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer
A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE OF

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

753-7011

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

715 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

24 Hour Service Available

We Reserve The
Right To Limit

759-1144

623 South 4th

Quantities

Accept rood Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday

Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello
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COMPARE MY RATES Five chosen to chair
Calloway campaign
for candidate Poore
Purdom, Thurman &
On
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home '-Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AA!
753-4451

Democratic candidate Dr. Floyd G.
Poore has appointed Mildred Ward.
Randall Patterson, Dwain McIntosh.
Marvin Harris and Zee Enix as Calloway County co-chairmen for his
gubernatorial campaign.
'Dr. Poore warns to rollback taxes
in Kentucky. and that was only one of

McNutt

407 Maple St.

Read the Classified Daily

LOWEST
MORTGAGE
RATES IN
YEARS!

many selling points for me," said
Enix, "I'm also impressed with his
knowledge of Kentucky, his independent spirit, and his determination to
improve the quality of life for all who
live here.
"Dr Poore is compasssionate. honest. and hard-working - all the qualities required to make an excellent
governor." Patterson added.
Besides rolling back part of Kentucky's .taxes which burden working
men and women, Dr. Poore will also
bring affordable health care costs to
all Kentuckians. and ban out-of-state
garbage from entering Kentucky..
Furthermore, he would request a
monthly audit of the Kentucky Lottery which would he provided to the
media • for publication.
"Dr. Poore has a working knowledge of how state government should
function, and we're proud to represent
him in Calloway. County." said Wa7(.I

S4d

Pictured front row, from left, are NIrs.
Margie Poore, NIilly Ward,
Martha Finix. hack row, from left)
Randall Patterson. Dr. Floyd G.
Poore and lee Enix.

WKMS-FM gearing up for spring

Home Loan Zone.

Friends of 91.3. WKNIS-FM
pledge to support its programming
every fall and spring. This year's
spring fundraiser is "The Pledging
O'The Green." with an 800 Charming Friends goal — the same goal
achieved by Friends of WKNIS in
September, 1990.
Over 400 Friends had already
made spring pledges to 91.3
WKMS-FM. the National Public
Radio affiliate which broadcasts
from the College of Fine Arts and
Communication of Murray State
University, before the fundraiser
officially began.

Come by and take advantage of our low mortgage rates!
When you refinance your loan you may:
• REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS

• BORROW ON THE EQUITY OF YOUR HOME
Please check with your tax advisor to determine if certain tax
advantages apply

COME BY OR CALL TODAY BEFORE THE RATES INCREASE!
Mack Workman

cr The umberland B

-

A Federal Savings Bank

4' it)

-th Street. NlAYFIELD iS2, 247-2616 •
1-(600).346-89864

OLD GALLERY

The "Pledging O'The Green"
started on Saturday. March 16.
with WKNIS staff and special
friends beginning on-air fundraising 'efforts to reach their goal. Volunteer Friend, v.
he answering
phones in the WKNIS studios on
the sixth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine A7ts Building from Saturday
until Soo. Vrien,ls. have pledged.
Long Distanee Management of
Paducah has donated a toll-free
pledge line to tl.e. station for the
fundraiser. Listeners in Kentucky
and
may ca:: in toil-free at
1-S00-599-47.:7. in Tennessee.
Missouri and Ind:ana.. liste-ners
must still call J-5112-762-4737. Listeners :7 \l,.77..1: should pledge at
762-4'and :ax pledges can be
:7
502-762-6335. Fax
s•iou:d r)i2 identified as "for

fund-raiser

bute more to meet the cost of
coverage.
Friends of WKMS receive LisGuides bi -monthly. For
further> information, call (502
762-4359.

Lookofsky will
attend event

Kathryn Ann Lookofsky, a 16
year-old junior at Mayfield High
School will be attending the sixth
annual Washington Journalism
Conference today through Sunday
in Washington, D.C.
The daughter of Jane Tibbs and
Joe Ross Lookofsky of Mayfield.
Lookofsky was chosen as one of
nearly- 300 U.S. high school students attending the national
Titt: ..fg.cs of Trends comprise. conference.
Participants will learn firsthand
a„ r•;
d,i•tutions of underabout
the news industry from veterAriters. a c,...,arIcr of the wKNis
an correspondents and editors and
*.cr.C.174
Pledges pay for
meet with officials to discuss
‘k
especialnatio
nal service, civil rights, educathe
Ptiriic Radio nev.s
tion and the environment.
ming Wilion and An
They will also be briefed on
This .ear. inter
national affairs at the State
Nati, !la'
R.1dio .cities for
Department and the embassies of
affH:a!,,,i • ; WK NIS are increasKuwait. Jordan, Nicaragua, Saudi
g
.•..ent. The Persian Arabia.
South Africa and
Public Radio Personality Cokie (;i1 ;f V• ar al1/40 --ought greater
Venez
uela.
Roberts is shown in her home
ijte.
ationat "Public
Another highlight is greetings
with -her basset hound. Abner.
:
aad member from -Rep. Scott
Klug or Wisconand her tabby. Tabasco.
...ng asked to contri- sin, a
former TV news anchor:

• CONSOLIDATE 1ST AND 2ND MORTGAGES

ea
S:24/2100

liwy. 641 South of Benton: 1 Block
from Wal-Mart in the South
Gate Shopping Center.

Gigantic Diarn+nd Sale!
Layaway Until Mother's
Day - May 12

Mothers Rings...3 Stone
I Mothers Rings In 14 Kt.
Mounting
Reg $29800
'
WITH COUPON
!sr
,

Sicres

Ladies

Ladies Sparxii-;
7 Diamond
Cluster On A Narrow Band
Peg $29600
WITH COUPON

'119

Solid Gold 18 Inch
Diamond
Cut Rope Chain
Reg $11900
WITH COUPON
$4300
Solid Gold Kissing Ram
Earrings
Reg $6900

Ladies' 5mm 14 Kt. Ball
Earrings
Rog. $29.00

-

— WITH COUPON
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i— Ladies' Solid Gold
Diamond Cut Dome
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$9400
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WITH COUPON

Solid Gold Diamond
Cut Rope Necklace
Reg $349.00
WITH COUPON

r

1

Ladies' Solid Gold
Open Nugget Rings
Reg. $99.00
WITH COUPON
„

'119°°

14 Kt Diamond
Buttercup Earrings
Rog. $26.00

Rog. $149.00

WITH COUPON
JL
'ilia
) $69

WITH COUPON

00

Ladies' 8 Ct Oval
Or Pear
Shaped Pink Ice

——

Ladies' 7 Diamond
1 4 Ct.
On Nugget Band

Rig $199.00

Ladies' 7 Diamond
Big Top Clusters
Rig. $1119.00

Reg $299.00

-,\WITH COUPON
\
-11Z, $8900

WITH COUPON

WITH COUPON

139°°

'330°
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Gent's 1 Ct Ky.
Clusters
n.g. $tilo.00

Gent's & Ladies' 5mm
Solid
Gold Wedding Bands

ENTIRE STOCK OF SPRING
&
SUMMER DRESSES, JUMP
SUITS
& PARTY PANTS!
JUNIOR, MISS

Gent's Solid Gold
Nugget Rings

ES & HALFSI

ZES.
50% Off Is Off Behr's Low Price. Sec
ond Item Must Be
Of E. I
V.1
•
t

Rog. $129.00

Rog. $1149.00

WITH COUPON
ct. sago

Ida my Stries- $1 5
0°°

Ladies' 7 Diamond
Cluster
On Wipe Band

2,WITH COUPON
, -'

WITH COUPON
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Ladies 8 CI Oval
Be Topaz
Surrounded By Diamonds
Reg $2239 00
WITH COUPON

Rog. $79.00
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Ladies 14 Kt Engraved
Flexible Bangle Bracelet
Reg. $399.00

Wry Tries

Authentic Panda Coir
In 1487 Mounting

-1

‘If

Ladies 12 Ct. Diamond
Clusters
Or Wide Bands
Reg $549.00
1.041 WITH COUPON

209

--• $6900

00

WITH COUPON
, $9900

Ladies Solid Gold ' HELD OVER Ladies' 1 Ct
Nugget
Watertail Diamond CIUSIerS
Seiko Watches
Reg $89900
Reg $56900
WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON
Many Styles
•
$
00
$39900
Cat. Sake rei T.

Gent's Solid Gold
Nugget Rings
Reg $16900

WITH COUPON
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WITH COUPON

$1900

'139"
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Reg, $11900

• $8900

$1
I

WITH COUPON

Solid Gold Panda
Replica Rings

Topaz
With Filigree Mountng
Peg. $198 00
WITH COUPON

Ladies Dazzling 1 4 Ct. -1
Marquise
Sr‘aped Diamond Cluster
Reg $29800
WITH COUPON

Ladies' 21 Ct Pink
Ice Rings
Reg. via.cio

'99" —5—

13 Ct. Ultra Blue -1

.

Solid Gold Nugget
Bracelets
/
1
4ttltReg $18900

A)WITH COUPON

gf-e•ik
"4

'499°'

Am Wane I.

WITH COUPON

'450°

Central Shopping Center - Murray

$36°°

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

MI Lail

753-7991
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Salute to farmers

Low wheat prices may discourage
larger plantings this season

Wilkinson declares March 21 National
Agriculture Day for Kentucky farmers
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FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace
G. Wilkinson has designated March
21 as National Agriculture Day in
Kentucky. The state celebration is
part of a national program held by
the Agriculture Council pf
America.
Kentucky Agriculture Cori:hissioner Charles L. Hamilton
described the event as a special
opportunity to recognize the importance of agriculture.
In Kentucky, agriculture has a
farm-gate value of $3 billion. This
is direct agriculture revenue which
turns over another six times for a
total economical worth of S17
billion.
Nearly one-fourth of all the jobs
in Kentucky exist because of agriculture. In fact, the production of
the state's 93,000 farms helps keep
an additional 375,000 Kentuckians
working at related jobs such as processing, transporting and retailing
food products.
Agriculture provides a greater
total income than any other combination of activities in the Commonwealth and is also important
nationwide. Kentucky claims the
following statistics:
*first in the states in burley
production;
*produces almost half of the
dark tobacco nationwide;
*usually has the highest tobacco
production yields;
*usually ranks in the 'top 12
states in corn production and the
top 14 in soybeans; -

*forage now ranks as the second
most valuable state crop after
tobacco;
has the highest number of cattle
east of the Mississippi
*has the fourth greatest number
of farms;

"We've made it so easy, so convenient and so reasonably priced
that sometimes people forget what
a production miracle our food and
fiber system really is. Considering
agriculture's importance to us all, I

*is the leading dairy state in the
southeast and 16th nationally; and
*is the nation's leader in the
export of live animals.

Pennyrile cattlemen using
brands just like old West
By LAMAR BRYAN

American agriculture not only
provides the food and fiber every
)
re;son needs to survive, but it also
vides them very cheaply compared to the rest of the world.
In the United States. we spend
only 16 percent of our income on
food. In other countries, the
amount is significantly higher. The,
Japanese spend 22 percent of their
income on food. Italians spend 30
percent, and the Rus,sians spend 31
percent.
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PREPARING
TO SEED

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Singing cowboy Gene Autry never
yodeled about the open ranges of
Kentucky, but some cattlemen in
the Southern Pennyrile use brands
much like Westerners.
During the golden age of cowA design registered to Todd
boys
in the late 1800s, brands were
County resident H.T. Dye looks
the
only
method of determining
like two half circles, with the right
owners
hip
of millions of cattle
half dropped lower than the left
grazing on vst public range land
one.
in the West. Cattle rounded up by
Dye calls the brand "quienthe
thousands would be sorted
sabe," a Spanish word that roughly
according to their markings burnt
translates as, "Who knows?'
onto their hides.
"It's a little Mexican brand," he
said, "that I took up in Texas when
Cowboys who couldn't read or
I was about 23 years old."
write were able to, nevertheless,
Dye said the brand was origi- effortlessly distinguished betwee
nated when "somebody asked a hundreds of different brandn
cowboy what their brand was and symbols.
he said, 'Quiensaba,' which meant
he didn't know. So that was the
One rancher was quoted by a
handle of the brand."
historian as saying that a cowboy
In Christian County, a brand probably could understand the
registered to Ben S. Wood III is Constitution if it were written with
called the "Blue Lantern" — a a branding iron on the side of a
small letter "b" backed next to an COW.
"L" set at a slant.
While western states still require
The brand was named after the
Blue Lantern Tea Room, a restaur- branding of cattle, most Kentucant open for business during the kians forgo the practice in fayor of
using ear tags.
Prohibition.
"Supposedly during the sumBranding isn't necessary in a
mertime, they had little blue jacko'-lanterns hanging up from tree to state where livestock graze on pritree out in the front yard," Wood vate land rather than open range,
said. "That's where the name, Blue according to Dye, who moved to
Kentucky in 1952.
Lantern Farm, cpine from."
There are more than 600 cattle
"There's no comparison
brands registered with the Kentuckbetween branding here and out
y Department of Agriculture.
Most brands are simply initials West," he said.
"You don't hardly need brands
representing either the name of a
ranch or the person who owns the here. It's mostly if your cattle get
cattle, according to Mary Brad- mixed up with your neighbor's."
- Nonetheless, brands are still the
shaw, branch manager of the Agriculture Department's Animal preferred method of solving legal
disputes over ownership, according
Health Division.
.o
Ms. Bradshaw.
But a few cattlemen submit more
"With the (slumping) economic
elaborate designs for registration,
such as Charles Ward's "Brushy conditions, cattle thefts are up."
she said. "So we do encourage use
Fork" in Fleming County — a
pitchfork with extra markings on of brands to protect livestock."
Rustling apparently is another
the handle.
thing
the Bluegrass State shares in
"Some of the most unusual
ones," Ms. Bradshaw said, "are common with the West.

NATIONAL

Attention Wheat Farmer!

. .„

i

it ,...:-

Schwensen referred to the current Uruguay Round of trade talks
under the auspices of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
An objective — so far elusive —
has been to eliminate or reduce
trade -distorting practices among
the member nations.
Among such targets are the
export subsidies used by the European Community and the United
States to compete in certain international markets.

1

"We can't do enough unilaterally here in the United States to turn
the world wheat situation around,''
Schwensen said. "There's too
much wheat in the world. It's
going to take some multinational
effort."
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filters

FaDurin
rmg March
Sale
Now through May 31, your
local FFA chapter earns money everytime you buy a
CARQUEST heavy duty farm
filter. So when you stock up
on CARQUEST filters for the
coming season be sure to
save the CARQUEST fitter
box top containing the CARQUEST part number. Your
local FFA chapter will earn
25 for each CARQUEST filter box top they collect and
redeem
through
CARQUEST.
Only CARQUEST protects
your equipment and helps
FFA members continue the
proud tradition of farming.
Stop by and stock up today'

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut

753-8311
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WASHINGTON — Low wheat
prices may discourage larger plantings in some countries this spring,
but there is so much grain already
on hand that few observers expect
a quick rebound.
"It's going to take some bad
weather here and overseas to put
any life back into the wheat market," said Carl Schwensen, executive vice president of the National
Association of Wheat Growers.
The Agriculture Department
won't issue its first official forecast
of 1991-92 world wheat production
for another two months. That will
include winter wheat planted last
fall and other varieties sown this
spring.
"Winter wheat crops in the
Northern Hemisphere generally
appear to be in good condition,"
says the department's Economic
Research Service.
But USDA analysts add that
yields for the global 1991-92 crop
probably will be lower and that
plantings in several major wheatproducing countries are expected to
decline because of low wheat
prices this season.
Schwensen said in an interview
Friday that a major factor in the
market will be the condition of the
crop inV Soviet Union. As yet.
he said, "we don't really know the
condition" or extent of winter
wheat plantings for the 1991
harvest.
"We expect there's a good deal
of disorganization, economically
and politically, within the country," Schwensen said. "So we
don't know how the spring crop is
going to go, either."
USDA said winter grain in the
Soviet Union "is likely to be
down" this year, partly because of
wet condition at planting time last
fall. But the weather was said to be
mild through January in most
Soviet winter wheat areas.
Schwensen agreed with the tentative USDA assessment that plantings for the 1991-92 marketing season will decline in some countries,
but he noted that acreages — will
continue to be large" overall.
"Collectively, the world's major
producers have the ability to oversupply the world market," he said.
"And until we get some trade
reform, I think we'll continue to

encourage everyone in the Commonwealth to take a few moments
on March 21 to reflect on the
achievements of agriculture and
agricultural workers," Commissioner Hamilton said.

shaped like the state of Kentucky
or one shaped like a thunderbird."
Dating back to the ancient Egyptian culture thousands of years ago,
the practice of branding livestock
probably was brought to America
by Spanish conquistadors.

Kentucky New Era Writer

have some stress in the marketplace, and stress on wheat farmers
world w ide."

By DON KENDALL
Associated Press Farm Writer

Appreciation Days
Special Stor
e and Auto Center Hours

Save On The High Cost
Of Buying & Maintaining
Expensive Equipment,.
,
,.._

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

12 Noon - 6 p.m.

Saturday (3-23) Sunday (3-24)

All Merchandise In Stock
Reduced

ta...,.A.L______

And

Trenchers

I

Tillers

10%

Let Hutson Ag float across your fields. High
yields start with a good fertilizer program. Your
friends at Hutson Ag would like to help service
you during this busy season.
C

.
.-. . ,

Murray
753-1933

Rapid Credit Available
Bring Major Credit Card

00/0 Financing
Pressure Washers

HUTSON AG
SERVICE

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Hazel
498-8142

200 1. Mein S.

Mvrr.y

75111101

Til June 1991

On Mint Appliance - Camcorder - TV - Stereo
(Sunday Only) 7 a m to 10 p.m. Call 1-800-366-3000
Mention Appreciation Day 10% Discount
For merchandise not in stock

John Deere Tractor

Many other
items available.
Call us
for details!

SEARS APPLIANCE STORE

We Have Expanded... More In Stock Merchandise

Bel-Air Shopping Center •Murray, Ky.
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Kentucky burley tobacco growers have gr
ea

Burley tobacco growers in Ken:ky sold more leaf and got a higher
verage price for it this season. acording to an agricultural economist
at the University of Kentucky.
"The Kentucky average sale price
S175.38 per hundredweight was
'- earl S8 higher than the 1989-90
seasonal average of S167.40," said

Will Snell. an Extension specialis:
with the UK College of Aviculture.
"Kentucky generally markets about
70 percent of the net sales in the
eight-state burley belt," Snell said.
"Preliminary figures indicate that net
sales totaled just over 590 million
pounds-a 19 percent increase -in
the burley belt. The average market

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 310 calves 1 compared to
.ast week. Slaughter steers and
heifers untested. Cows steady, bulls
2-3 higher. calves and vealers
untested. Feeder steers and heifers
N:eady avith quality not as attra
ctive
as last week.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility
46.00-54.00. cutter and boning utility 1-3 45.00-48.50. several dairv
bras 50.25-55.00. cutter 1--2
41.75-53.75. Slaughter bulls: yield
grade 1-2 1350-1850 lb. indicating
-7-79 carcass .boning percent
59.00-62.50, yield grade 2
:275-1350 lb. indicating 75-76 perera 54.50-55.25,,
-feeders: steers: medium and
:arge No. 1 205-235 lb.
02.00-134.00. 300-400 lb.
00.00-130.00 most 106.00-120.00.
a!)0-500 lb. 100.00-114.00.
-600 lb. 96.00-100.00. 600-700
‘5.00-92 00. 800-900 lb. partly

faten 70.00, medium No. 2 300-500
lb. 84.00-99.00, 500-600 IN,
81.00-93.00. large No. 2 295 lb.
85.00, 570 lb. 77.00, small No. I
325-395 lb. 90.00-91.00. 400-500
lb. 86.00-94.00, 500-600 lb
82.00-85.00, 600-765 lb.
73.00-83.00.
Heifers: medium and large No. 1
200-300 lb. 100.00-115.00.
300-400 lb. 90.00-107.00. mos:
90.00-97.00, 400-500 lb.
88.00-98.00. 500-600 lb.
86.00-96.00. 670-767 lb.
83.00-87.00. medium ••;k). 7
300-500 lb.- 60.00-85.00. 500-6170
lb. 73.00-82.00. small No. 1330
lb. 80.00 525 lb. 81.00.
Stock cows and calves: median-.
No. 1-2 600-690 with 100-250
Calves at side.
Stock cows: medium No.
480-560.
Stock bulls: medium No.
720-775 lb. 83.00,-86.00.

t year in 1990

in the belt was 5175.19. an
incaeaae of S8 above the previous
season's average."
The higher market prices and sales
volume mean a substantial increase in
tobacco receipts. according to Snell,
-The value of tobacco production in
Kentucka has exceeded S700 million
for the first time since 1984." he said

-This represents about 45 percent of highe
r pnce supports will put upward
the total crop value in the state." press
ure on market prices for the
Snell believes the higher prices and
1991-92 season," he said. "However.
sales volume this. season and
con- 1991-92 prices will depe
nd upon the
tinued strong international demand
prixiuctioriresponse to the 20 percent
provide hurlea growers with some quota
increase. Although barn space
optimism aa the) begin production of • and
labor supplies may limit producthe 1991 crop.
tion increase, we will likely see
-Strong. demand for burley and.
harlea production increase 10'to 15
percent in 1991:As a result. the value
of tobacco production likely will
exceed 5800 million.Snell said tight hurley supplies are
one reason the 1990-91 season was
audcessful.
'Demand in recent years has ex
L ceded 600 million pounds, hut we've
been producing 400 and 500 million
pound crops.- he explained. "So
strong domestic and intemational'deaaind have been depleting stored
atocks. Aa a result. we saw a 20
percent increase in the 1991 quota.Burlea. tobacco exports have increased steadily in recent years. and
reached a record high 169 million

Nance appointed
JPACA loan officer
for Murray office
The Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association is pleased
to announce the employment of
Don, Nance as a loan officer for the
Murray office effective March 1.
1991.
The Jackson Purchase ACA provides short. intermediate and longterm credit with related services
such as credit life' and crop insurance to the eight counties of the
Purchase.
Nance v. ill join the present Murray ..office -staff which consists of
Branch Manager Bob Hargrove and.
Branch Assistant Anita McCallon.
The Murray office services the
agricultural credit and rural home
need. :1-i, Calloway and Marshal]

New technology in artificial
wetlands looks promising
New technology in artificial wetlands - using cattails. algae and moss High School and receiYed his B.S. shows potential to benefit farmers
degree from Murray State Univer- concerned about the effects of farm
sita. Nance and his wife. Pam. and home waste waters on their land.
-Recently a new technology to treat
reside at 1901 B. Wiswell Road in
municipal and industrial waste-water
Niarray. Ky.
has emerged." said A. D. KarathanaNance's agricultural hattkgrouna
and experience provide an excel- sis. a researcher in soil morphology at
lent opportunity to serve the rural the t niyersity of Kentucky College of
and agricultura] needs of the corn- :agriculture.
his technology has the potential
raana\ He will he in a formal
to benefit small flows of waste water
Ira : • _ : CS• at :he beginning
his en::
a, 'arway! by natural biochemical processes." he
to
.:•
"h-tfie sad, -The ayatems MIMIC natural
wetind ecological sy sterns and the
borrower:7
VLI'•-.7711
sa.stems punfa
Don Nance

Nan.:C 'A as raised in Calloway
County and is the son of Maxine
Nance and the late Eugene Nance.
Nance attended Calloway Count v

rOZ,

ihe -constructed waste waters"
cost only one-tenth to one-half that of
conventional treatment, he said. Their
efficiency and nearly non-existent
maintenance adds to their appeal. In
fact. more than 200 experimental
systems already are established in the
Appalachian region.
How do the artificial wetlands
work? K arathanasis said after the cattails.
moss, algae and certain other plant
species have been established, the
vegetation obstructs the flow' of water
to he treated. That reduces the velocity and increases the residenceanne
(time the waste water remains ih the
constructed wetlands.)

Soil-judging teams to battle
in national contest at MSU

Prices Good March 20 thru April 6

It's spring savings time at Southern States! Sh
on everything you need for your farm, lawn,op for
and

14 ft. Tubular
Steel Farm Gate

pounds (farm sales weight) for
the
1989-90 marketing year, according to
Verner Grise. a tobacco economis
t
with the USDA Economic Resea
rch
Service. "We're projecting about
the
same volume for the 1990-91 marke
ting year," Grisc said.
Tight supplies also contributed to
a
large increase in the percentage
of
mixed grades sold this season. Snell
added.
-"Twenty-nine percent of marke
tings were classified as mixed
grades.
compared to 16-percent last !,,•ear.
'; he
said. "Given the tight supply marke
t,
we had limited price
variability
among grades. most sold for about
the
same price. As a result, there was
less
reward (premium prices) for
high
qualita in the marketplace."
Snell also pointed out that no
burley tobacco was placed under
government loan for the 1990-91
season. Just over 272,000 poun
ds
went into the hurley cooperatives
during the 1989-90 season.

Soil-judging -teanta• iepreserit1n4"
colleges and universitica from host. :he Murray State team is not
across the country will compete a: eligible to compete.
Murray State University the first
Leona Henry, a - Clarksville.
week in April in the National Inter- Tenn..: senior, is president of
the
collegiate Soil Judging !Comes:.
Murray State Agronomy' Club and
.Teams from seven regions in thc student coordinator of the contest.
U.S. will be involved in the event Other club officers are: Joey Peysponsored ba. the American Society' ton. Manitou senior. vice president:
of Agronorn .- (ASA). an organiza- Rodney , Gallimorc. Hazel sopho. bora of more than 12.000 members. more, treasurer; and Traci Bratcher,
Livermore- senior. secretary.
The Agronomy Club at. Murray
State wall be the host for the
Among schools in the competicompetition
tion v.i!I be the University of Tennessee. University of Kentucky,
_ Students. will. participate- a canNorth Carolina Statc_, Virginia
tests in photography. Speah. qui/ Tech. Calif
ornia Polytechnic. New
.how Is and soil Jaciging. As the
Mexico State. University of Mary-

Studded "T"Posts
(w/anchor & clips)

.uble-,ceided
braced
ostruction I
•7; sharp edges
lead fr.-..- 7- ::7".•

15 112 ga. Motto
High Tensile
Barbed Wire

land, Cornell. South Dakota State
.
Oregon State, University of Arkansas, Ohio State, University of
Wisconsin-Plattesville, Purdue,
Oklahoma State, - Texas A&M,
Montana State and Kansas State.
Teams from each of the schools
will spend almost a week in the
area studying the region's soils
prior to the contest on Friday, April
5. A Thursday evening banquet is
scheduled.
Dr. John Mikulcik, professor of
agriculture and local coordinator.
pointed out that soils and crops
provide the primary basis for all of
agriculture.
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Spring flinging

Twenty nominated for communications awards

ir the
ing to
101111St
earch
ut the
arket-

Twenty writers and broadcasters
who serve Kentucky audiences
have been nominated for Kentucky
Farm Bureau's 1991 communications awards.
The nominees, employed by
newspapers, radio and television
stations in or near Kentucky, will
vie for 5300 cash awards and
plaques. Farm Bureau has been
giving the awards, one to a writer
and one to a broadcaster, annually
since 1960.
Judging will be based on nominee's contributions to rural-urban
understanding, as well as the overall quality of their reporting on
agriculture or farm-related topics.
The awards will be presented later
this year.
Nominees for the writers' award
are: Gerald Lush, editor, Hardin
County Independent, Elizabethtown; Kevin Osbourn, farm writer,
Lexington Herald-Leader, Lexington; Sharon Burton, Farmer's
Pride, Columbia; Mark Cooper.
farm writer, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Murray; Laura Skillman.
farm reporter, Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro.
Mary Ruth Tafoya, reporter. The
Herald-News, Hardinsburg; Tammic Holt, assistant news editor.
The Cynthiana Democrat, Cynthiana; Roger Givens, publisher, The
Butler County Banner, Morgantown; Philip W. Case, Spectrum
editor, The State Journal, Frankfort; and Linda Epling, editor; Cow
Country News, Lexington.
Broadcasters nominated for the
award include: Melanie Bullard.
report& and anchor, WAVE-TV,
Louisville; Ron Boone, news director, WASE, Elizabethtown; Chris
Gardner, news director, WFMW/
WKTG, Madisonville; Randy'
Yohe, East Kentucky reporter.
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Darren Clark. left, assists Darrell Clark
with
used a homemade spray rig pulled f) a corn field spraying during warm weather Tuesday. The pair
four-wheel ATV for the work mer
the wet ground.

Farmers should anticipate risks
Farmers who thought their yields
A ere loy. - and returns too - during the
drought years of the mid- 1980s may
find yields and returns even lower
come the next drought.

In a research project that assessed
risk corn .farmers face in droughts.
agricultural economists with the-University of Kentucky College of Agriculture found that the lower yields of
the mid-1980s were rather minor
compared with those caused by
droughts of the past 100 years.

-Essentially, we found that while
1916, 1936. 1934. 1936. and
yields were lower than normal in the
than in the mid-190s." Skees
mid-1980s droughts. several other
weather years during the centur
The researchers manipulated the
would give lower yields and greater earlier data to
acco
risk.- said Jerry Ske,es. agricultural in corn production mmodate changes
. so that they could
economist.
compare the influence of weather.
To assess the impact of drought. the alone on risk
for each year back to
researchers compared rainfall and 1895.
temperature over the past 95 years and
'Our intent was
computed a risk figure attributable to rrui..11 risk farme -to find out how
rs would face under
drought for corn producers.
e,:remc. hut plausible. weather con-The risk farmers faced was sub- dition.- Skees said.
stantially worse for conditions in
Skees said that farmers may want to.
rethink their strategies for managing
risk associated with bad weather.
-Common.strategies to deal with
the probl.em include investment in
riig- ation. diversification in crops and
I:ve-sax:k" and purchase of crop insurance.- Skees said.

Food spending increases
but so do marketing costs

WASHINGTON (AP) - No
A new report prepared by a colmatter how much the brit share of league of Elitzak.
Denis Dunham.
consumer food spending increases noted that retail food
from year to year, Agriculture - including store prices overall
-bought groceries
Department economists say market- and meals eaten
Qui - rose 5..8
ing costs still lead by a 3-1 margin. percent in 1990, the
same increase
They estimate consumers last as in .1989.
year spent about 5444.5 billion on
USDA forecasts that consumer
food that originated on U.S. farms. food prices
will rise-thii -year by 2
That was a 5 percent increase from percent to 5
percent.
$442.9 billion in 1989.
In analyzing where the consumer
The marketing share for food food dollar goes, Dunham's report
processing, wholesaling, transpor- noted that the farmer's 24 percent
tation and retailing was S338.1 bil- share of expenditures is"-a weightlion, up 6 percent from $319.1 bil- ed average of the 30-- percent farm
share of spending for food conlion in 1989
sume
d at home and a much lower,
Meanwhile, the "farm value" of
16
perce
nt share of spending for
food sold to consumers in 1990
rose 2.5 percent to $106.4 billion ,food consumed away from home."
Further, it said, about S9 billion
from the 1989 level of S103.8,
of the $19 billion increase in last
Food spending, the middleman year's food marketing was due to
costs and the farm values all have larger labor costs.
Put another way, the report said,
been at record levels in recent
for
each $I spent on farm -produced
years, and the figures illustrate a
food in 1990, 24 cents went to the
point:. the farmer's share of the
consumer food dollar has not farmer and 76 cents vo those
changed in the last four years and between the farmer and the
consumer.
is not likely to in 1991.
That breaks down as: labor, 35
When farm 'values are stacked
cents
; packaging, 8 cents; inter-city
against total food spending. they
trans
porta
tion, 4.5 cents; depreciaaverage about 24 percent in each
year since 1987, when farmers got tion, 4.5 cents; advertising, 4 cents:
fuel and electricity, 3.5 cents:
a 25 percent share.•
Howard Elitzak of the depart- before-tax profits, 3 cents; rent, 3
ment's Economic Research Service cents; net interest, 2.5 cents;
said in a recent telephone interview repairs, 1.5 cents and other costs.
that no projections were available 6.5 cents.
for 1991 but noted the farm share
has been "rather stable" for some
time.
Elitzak said he knew of
"nothing to indicate there will be a
dramatic change" in the farm share
of the consumer food dollar this
year.

Mark .Paschall_ of Calloway
County is the winner in the White
Corn Production Contest sponsored
by the Kentucky .Young Farmer
Association. Paschall is a member
of thc Calloway County Young
Farmer Association.
Paschall raised 54 acres with a
plant population of 24,500. The
crop had a yield of 162.05 bushel/
acre with an average moisture content of 22.2 percent. His cost per
acre was $295.83. The corn was
sold for S3.35.

Mathes, reporter, WKYT-TV, Lexington; Kenneth Amspaugh, farm
director, WMTC, Vancleve; Jimmy
Burks, newscaster, TV 43, Hopkinsville; and Mary Alice Black,
owner and manager, WLBQ,
Morgantown.

1985 Chevrolet C-70
161/2' Grain Bed
5 Speed/2 Speed

$11 900
-Several Others Available-

TTB, Inc.

Paschall captures first place in White
Corn Production Contest recently

3 Miles South, U.S. 641 - Murray
Jack Foley

Paschall's yield was the highest
in the contest.
Other finalists in the contest
were: Steven Hill, Christian County; Richard White, Union County
and Lonny Epley, Logan County.

753-1372
Ben Nix

Here's your
chance to drive a
MAGNUM without
leaving home.

The awards for the contest are
sponsored by Hopkinsville Milling
Company. The Calloway County
YFA is a part of the Calloway
County High School Agriculture
Department and Johnnie Stockdalc
is the YFA advisor.

Petroleum Products
for all your
farming needs.

"Where Our Service Comes First"

Gould Oil Co.

Hazel, Ky.

••••

492-8885

UNOCAL

7141) 1,1 10\1_ AI !ratio,

If you'd like
to see the
difference a
MAGNUM tractor makes, try
one out in your
field. We have
models available for demonstration this fall. lust give
us a call.
MAGNUM tractors
have set new standards tor
durability; reliability and
performance. They still have
the best war&nty* in the
industry-5 years or 5000
hours. And MAGNUM resale
values are higher than ever.
To make MAGNUM

"
4
'Firestone

Communication
systems to be topic
of class Thursday
Mobile Communication Systems
will be the topic for an adult and
young farmer class at the Calloway
County High School Agriculture
Department, Thursday, March 21.
Area farmers and business men
are invited to hear a discussion on
new technology in communication
systems that are currently available. Several area representatives
will be present to discuss their
equipment and services.
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m.
on Thursday night, March 21 at the
CCHS Agriculture Department. For
more infOrmation you may call
Johnnie Stockdalc, Young and
Adult Farmer Instructor.

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Virginia; Jack M. Crowther, farm
director, WLEX-TV. Lexington,
and owner, Farm Service Network;
Louisville.
Jeff Nalley, farm director,
WBKR, Owensboro; Emily

farmers market
Come See Us For Your
Farm Equipment's Tire
And Service Needs.
We Have A Service
Truck On Call!

SPACE TIRE
753-1331
1406 Main
Murray

ASK ABOUT OUR
FIRESTONE
CONVENIENT FARM
TIRE FINANCING!'

E

The
Leader
in the
Held.

tractors even
more attractive,
we're offering
special buyer
incentives this
fall. Ask us about
low-rate financing, waiver-of-financing or
cash discounts in lieu of
special financing. Offers
too good to ignore.
Rut the real test is in
your field. Take a MAGNUM
tractor out for a test run.
(:all us today

•

•.
•

luding tires whit hare «wered bs
their own martutak turers' warranties
A
$211111dedur.tihle applies to eat h repair
after the f
year

McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.

503 Walnut Street Murray • 1939 N 8th St Paduc
ah
1502) 753-3062
1502) 444-0110
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Weekly Feature

•

THRIFTY SAVE

Pepsi Products

Jif 28 oz.

J1P

2 Liter

•f".
)

Peanut
Butter

4 .09

i•-•••-%

1FTY SAVE
:Maxwel
House

THRI
.4•11. 0144.1•61 ••••11n
•••

[VAt
.
l'NkINN1

Maxwell House 13 oz. Can or
12 oz. French Roast

hortening

Coffee

1
.
9
9
1
.
6
9
9

I

MAWARMW

Crisco 3 lbs.

Ma

12 Pack Cans

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

1.

99

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLEC

24 Pack Cans

6.09

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

\()% Available -it our
Supermarket

,
w -rtIng rht

tu 4Ifr.

Duncan Hines 18 oz.

DL/XI

cmI

48 oz. Vegetable or Corn

Cake Mix
89'

Frosting
Nabisco Big Bisc 15 oz.

Pringles 6.5 oz

Shredded Wheat

Potato Chips

Piggly Wiggly 8 oz

Tomato Sauce
Maxwell House 13 oz French Roast
8.

Decaf Coffee
Maxwell House 12 oz

Instant Coffee

Mat-O-Meal 18 oz

4/1.00
3.39
4.49

Sugar Puffs
Piggly Wiggly 46 oz.

Tomato Juice
Van Camp 16 oz.

Pork 'N Beans

Smuckers Strawberry, Apricot,

Preserve

69c

2.39
1.19
1.89
99°
2/1.00

Vienna Fingers

Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE

From now on, your groceries will be handled
by a stockhold
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified employee
now owns a
company through participating ir our E.S.O.
P. (Emplc
Ownership Plan). As owners, well give you the perso
nal serv
desire. Our attitude Is positive about the
future of our

Canned Fruit

1.99

Sunshine Hydrox or 20 oz.

641 South-Murray
753-9616

Libby's 16 oz. Fruit Cocktail,
Mixed Fruit, Pear Halves

Crisco Oil

Duncan Hines 11 oz Sheet Cake

Prices Good Thru March 2(

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

1.3S

14" Reynolds Heavy Duty

Dole 20 oz.

79c
99°
89°
1.59
6/1.00

Pineapple
Piggly Wiggly 2 Lb.

Grape Jelly..
Piggly Wiggly 1 Lb.

Crackers
Blue Ribbon 10

oz

Microwave Popcorn
Vess 12 oz

Sodas

Aluminum Foil
20 Lb. Rose's Ration

Dog Food
Purex 64 oz

•

Liquid Detergent
Libby's 29 oz

Peaches

...

Piggly Wiggly 3 Lb.

Shortening

•
Hi Dri

Alpo 14 oz. Can

Towels

Dog Food

2189C

•

White Cloud 4 Roll Pkg.

Kleenex 175 ct

Facial Tissue
Fitti 24-26 Count

L

Diapers
Hersheys 26 oz

Chocolate Syrup

:_

Cat Food

Sweet Sue N oz.

00
89c
1.09

Chicken 'N Dumplings

1.29,

Rinso 32 oz

Detergent
China Lite 50 ct.

Foam Plates

40-50

46 (II••
a

0o

Blue Bonnet Spread 3 Lb.

•

Pizzas

Prairie Farms 8 oz.

Trimlite Yogurt.
Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese
Pillsbury 4.5

OZ.

Biscuits

Dining Lite 9 oz.

Entrees
Gorton 7.6 oz.

Fish Sticks
Prairie Farms 12 Gal

Ice Cream or Sherbert

Orange Roughy

lb.

C
59

Lb

Ore Ida 2 Lb.

Crinkle Cuts

lb.

"Great Grilled" Fillets

Bananas

89°

1.59
3/1.00
1.69
4/1.00

lb.

Dole's Finest

Tropicana 64 oz

Orange Juice .

Crab Meat
Flounder Fillets

Fresh Produce

Orange Juice

1.39

"Ready To Eat" Imitation

2/5.99

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 12 oz. Froz
en

Margarine

.s

Deli Made 12" Single Topping
Ham, Beef, Pepperoni, Sausage

Frozen
t

Shri

4111.

411

2/3/81.9c

Alpo 6 oz. Can

at
89°
4.99
1.79

Bath Tissue

.
• di
40

1.59
1.49
1.79
1.89

Regency Banana Cream

Pudding & Pie Filling
Red or Gold 3 Lb. Bag

Delicious Apples
U.S.A. D'Anjou

Pears
Garden Fresh

Yellow Squash

16 oz

1.19
1.69
69°
99°

lb.
lb

Sweet, Crisp 2 lb

Carrots
Fresh

Spinach
Fresh Turnip or

Greens
Garden Fresh Bui

Green °nil

A Sweet Deal From
.•

• ' •-•••
• ••• •

•

FREE SUGAR

SVGA k

"5 Lb. Martha White

• (Up to 5 lbs.)
2.19 Retail Price
When You Buy 5 Lb. Martha White Flour
and 5 Lb. Martha White Corn Meal

5 Lb. Martha White

Flour

Corn Meal

0 9r
.

Rola* are* VOW
nsurhorie Ivo kr Ow boo Wu* au,.coups' pan
9 amnia rl outsuaid
coRgdima• Mei
FollemPir Pa" Colin IMMO upon mount V.41 espol,
pr•Pilsftd
Iliersiospesi is •••A Cash Mtn t 100 ant
Sone ie Mures Weis Feeds. In,
S
O•pt. No MK I Foram Om* WM,Tam 7110411
UMW 01.10 Caliatr Per Purchase Cillirtis
00100
Feeds. Inc
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Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

Whole Strawberries

Piggly Wiggly 2 Ct.

Pie Shells
Piggly Wiggly 8 oz.

Whipped Top in

I.
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Grade 'A' Dozen

ing

Large
Eggs

Margarine

9c

Whole Boston Butt Style

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Lb

FREE!
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
ch qualified employee now owns a part of the
ticipating ic our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
ners, well give you the personal service that you
positive about the future of our company.

tuckers Strawberry, Apricot, Peach 18
oz

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

King Cotton Plump 'N Tender

Preserves

umboLb.Franks

1.39

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Lean & Tender Center Cut

Sliced Bacon
Lb

Pork Lb.Steak

99°

1.19

Wire4
"
84K
,
g

89'
2.99
2.49
99'
1.49

r 3 Lb

ling

Field 12 oz.

Pro Leaguers

r 6G

r

Mr. Turkey Bun Size

Turkey Franks
Oscar Mayer Sliced

Bologna

Pork Sausage

1.99
1.79
1.99
1.09

lb

King Cotton Cajun

Smoke Sausage

lb

Smoke Sausage

lb

Butterball

Whole Sliced

Ham/Ham & Cheese.lb. 2.99

Boston Butt

Small & Lean

lb

Pork Cutlets

lb. 1.99
2.99

Pork Chops

lb. 1.99

Spare Ribs
Lean & Tender

lb.
Quarter Pork Loin - Cut Into Chops
Boneless

lb. 1.39

Pork Steak

40-50 Ct.
"Grill Ready" Ground

Shrimp

eat
er Fillets

lb.

Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Ribeye Steak

d" Fillets

Roughy

lb.

Field Kentuckian Half Ham

5.99

Boneless Ham

2.29
lb. 5.99
2.89

lb.

Lb.

Cheese Spread
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Steak

Carrots

J.

Fresh

Spinach

'7

Fresh Turnip or Mustard

Greens

89°
lb 99°
1.00
3/99/
°

2 lbs

Garden Fresh Bunch

Green Onions

Top in

1.19
79°
69°
-erg:

lb.

Chicken Quick...i
El Monterey 10 pk.

Burritos
Lo-Ann All Varieties

Egg Rolls

Fresh Baked 16 oz. Loaf

Turkey Breast
"Makes The Meal" Eckrich Virginia

Baked Ham

lb.

Bryan

Roast Beef

lb

Swift Premium P&P, Olive or Jalepeno Loaf

Lunch Meat

lb

"Cheese Lovers Special"
Swiss

Cheese

Piggly Wiggly 16 oz Frozen

2.89
3.49
2.59

Bakery

2.99

Sweet, Crisp 2 lb. Bag

8 oz.

1.69
79°
2.39

lb

St. Clair 7 oz. Economy Pimento

29

Limit 3 Ns. or 10 l-bs•
Tyson All Varieties 101 2 oz.

Swift Sliced or Shaved

99c

2 Ct.

1.99

4.#

Deli

Tomatoes

trawberries

Leg Quarters
Lb

Catfish Steaks

lb.

Salad Size 22 oz. -pkg.

16 oz.

Crab Meat
Frozen

h Produce

19
i9
9°
9°

"Great To Grill" Fryer

1•
IBISI Lb.
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

5.99

Louis Kemp Imitation All Varieties 8 oz.

Beef Patties

5.99„

Eat" Inatatioit

I

lb.

Oscar Mayer Sliced Chopped

Pumell "Old Folks"

1.19
1.19
2.49

UNION

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Heavy Duty

z

[

WESTERN

4

ES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU
,erles

)etergent

99°

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

es Good Thru March 26

Ration

Pork Roast

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ly wiggly

im Foil

••••

White Bread

99c

•
Lb

3.99
4.99
2.99
3.99

•

"Perfect For Two" 8 oz. Loaf

59°
1.29
99°
99°

Mini French Bread
"Stuff With Anything" 6 ct.

Pita Pocket Bread
"Make Your Own Sub" 4

ct.

Hoagie Rolls
6 Count

Wheat Rolls

•

"
' *
•
•

."::.••

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166
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Winner

Marine: Congressman used death for gain

,

tr.TIN-GTON. -lry. (AP) -- - A
-oarimo assigned to assist the fami‘ ot a Lexington Marine killed in
nc Porsian Gulf War says U.S.
Rtp- I arry Hopkins used the death
or n,iiiticai purposes. but Hopkins

•

said he was just trying to help the
- family.
Capt. Reginald Underwood died
Feb. 27 when an Iraqi surface-toair missile struck his Harrier jet.
Hopkins, who Is seeking the

Republican nomination for governor in the May primary, was
quoted last week as saying initial
reports that Underwood died when
his jet crashed might have been
incorrect. He said there were

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
pretty. eggs.
aft: !elk he a ns.
,.!Ic Ae,,

At the Christian Church (Disciples
ot Christi membership requires only
that N. oil profess Your belief that JesUs
is the Christ, the Son of the living God
and that you aL.cept Ihm as your
personal Savior.
But you don't have to join to worship
v. ith us. We welcome you to join us in
worship and communion on Faster
Sunda v and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just sweets, it s
s ett realization

: Laster in
i.hroto•ii • .1" the
••f, iiil;yinL:
ief that

*t.4 t e

Jen ...i(•,•.,r1 I It mar.e
on I- aster
: -•••••
Sundav in the

"sketchy" reports that Underwood
had bailed out.
"The information released by
Congressman Hopkins is a collage
of rumor. innuendo and hopes that
were floating around the Washington community and have no relevance A hatsoever to the Reg
Underwood caw," Capt. Bob Doyle said Tuesday before leaving
Lexington for his home in New
Jersey. "I have no idea why he
revealed that information.
When a congressman releases
information. even when he says it's
unconfirmed he's giving it a cerdegreie of Validity.Doyle said Hopkins "absolutely" used Underwood's death for
political .pin.
Hopkins. inter,
.Joked after a candidates .forum in Lexington Tuesdo.. said he was onk. attempting to.
help the family.
"My Trotwations were to try and
help the family totally and nothing
eke w hatsooer.- Hopkins said. ''l
wa.in Lio.c contact with his
• mother. only trving to help them.
Ine w cc ri a private time of grief
and sho. J !-).1Vt: been left that
v. ay.'•
Ciorkins attrihuted his inform,:
lion to
ki.areoin
iterc were several
sources. I certainly didn't want to
pass on anything. n.anther one. that
in an% way and in
an\ v.av that would 'le harmful to
the tan) n their hcreavernent and •
.ertaInv 5, Reg Underwood. who
my daughter knew. He'd been in
my house. That's ridiculous."
Hopkins did not express an.v
regrets Tue•dav about the wa.v he
s•t :ation

2;
25.

3C
31

32
33
34

12

Susan Lax, Calloway County High School. won second place in journalism: feature writing at the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase state
finals. Lax on a $1,200 scholarship. Presenting the award is Lexington Mayor Scotty Basler, founder and chairman of the Board of the
Sweet 16 Academic Showcase.

HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Army Pfc. Marvin Barner, like
President Bush and Mikhail Gorbachev. now can say he made the
cover of Time magazine.
The Hopkinsville native was
among nine U.S. servicemen pictured on the cover of the March 11
issue. which depicts the late February liberation of Kuwait City.
Hoisting an American flag.
Army soldiers and Marines care
shown in a joyous celebration that
signaled victory and the end of the
Persian Gulf war.
Barrier's mother, Bettye Shelton.
,he learned only Friday that
was L.Iptured, in what

75:;•-72S3

i)1( (.4 1 - 1-1- Last November•
had two kidney stones Since then
I ve experienced mild pain in the
rigtit side of my -.abdomen X-rays. art
upper aq•Iower GI series and fiberoptic irtok at my targe intestines were
normal X-ravs revealed mild inflammation and slight scarring of one kid:
ney could exceSS fiber be causing my
problem"
DEAR READER I m more inclined to blame the effects of the kidney stones than your intestinal tract
for your continuing pain When kidney
stones form and - are passed down the
ureter the tube leading from the kidney to the bladder they cause irritation and inflammation, as well as excru(-iating pain Although the -effects
of the stones ordinarily disappear
once the acute affliction is over. scar

139DY
970 Chestnut St.
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CAT
141
POOSCH
WITH A
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FOR

BALL
CLUB
,
%MPS 7

this is a
styles &

GAR

Will be held at the Kirtsey
Ball Part Saturday, March
23 from 9 am.-Noon. There
are leagues for boys and
girls ages 5-18.

Vs. •

.
" .201 11111P-.

tor-.0414.
Arcs''ILoar

snot"

THE.

Tryouts will be held Saturday, April 6 for all leagues.
Players must attend.

4.61
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For more
information
call
Kerry Stone
489-2308

Sale Hours:
Wed.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri & Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

,• •
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NO APPUCAT1ONS WILL BE ACCEPTED
AFTER TRYOUTS ON APRIL 6

•

•

52

tissue can sometimes app.•.11
ureter This can lead to partial blo( k
age a swollen kidney and persisting
discomfort
In my opinion ,.611 should he eviihed by
Ologist who will
p• r
form either an INT 4a special kidney
X-ray) or cystoscopy a pn•0•1111.1n during which the
jn
strumentlo,examine the'iming of tn..
bladder At the same tune the ur.,i),
gist may perform a retri•gr Ade st
In examination of both ureter io
check for obstruction With this tech
nique. (he specialist can determine
whether there •is persistent swelling.
scar.:tissue and 'a' blocked kidney
which would require additional treatment such as surgery
Excess dietary fiber can occasionally cause abdominal pains if
results in large. dry stools that .irf( dif f irult to expel llov.eyer. .n •.))ur case
your doctor,has .appurentiv consid
ered and rejected) this possibility.
-Therefore I think it's appropriate to
.direct_ _ attenttun. to .
.uri.o.r-r:v •
system
Of course, the pain may he aused
by other ailments too such as c.i II stones, disorders of the ovaries And
- yes, appendicitis S. if the iir ,iogist
,prOrMirIce•-:
return to your family d,,ctor for addi
tional testing such as .in abdominal
(7 scan, a blood count and gallbladder ultrasound 'examination
-To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy .4 myillf•alth
Report - Kidne. Disorders
Other
readers who would like a f opt should
send $I 25 with their names a-nd id
dresses to Iii Box 91369 Cleveland
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title

sizes toW
aterbed
choose
fron,)•

*With Approved credit & $399 Purchase

r

47

Mrs. Shelton said when she
looked at the magazine's cover. it
didn't take her long to spot her son.
lie was in the ha(-- k of the phot.•graph, his mouth open wide as he
cheered and whooped it up with the
other

(Severa/

CHESTNUT HILLS • MURRAY

11.

••

39

"He wanted me to go out and
find a copy. I went all: over IL ,nkinsville. and - I finally' did
one."

OODCritFTE
GALLERIES

i_accIest se‘ectl
ok .
*akettieds l°
4-stake area

#•"•.'•/ 1'
•'
•
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perhaps will -become one of the
war's most famous photographs.
"Marvin telephoned me from
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia, and told me
all about it. He was so c.
she explained.

4110/.

merchandise,
oms one °
Son' a od

":;•/".,./

Yes

• DRESSERS
...EVERTHIN
IN STOCK

,
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WEEKENDr
'
14
KIRKSEY

BIG
DAYS

•
1

111
27

DR
. GOTF
by Peter Gott. .14.D

or it -

cover what is missing_durir_jg our

Doss

18

•

- IS Your BEDROOM 'MISSING SOMETHING?
Dis
sO

15

Barner among those on Time cover

Check Us Out

The First Christian.Church
Daid !torts, Minister
North of the square on Fifth Street
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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1 Fathers
4 Surfeit
8 Palo
12 TV's Carney
13 Matures
14 Nourish
15 Vehicle
16 Strengthened
18 Commonplace
20 Nevada city
21 Greek letter
22 - Pete's
sake 23 Italy's
capital
27 Insect
29 Armed
conflict
30 Viper
31 Chaldean
city
32 Proposition
.33 Towel word
34 Teutonic
deity

3 oundary
37 Decay
38 Paid notices
39 Vegetable
40 Tiny
41 Near
42 Decorate
44 Bar legally
47 Mounted
bullfighters
51 The self
52 Filament
53 Level
54 NeuL.qtefix
55 Short jacket
56 Nerve
network
57 Blue Hen St
DOWN

.
r
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ORDINANCE NO. 91-942
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANC
E NUMBER
751, AS AMENDED AND AS RESTATED
IN ORDINANCE
NO. 88-883, ALL OF WHICH ARE CODI
FIED AS CHAPTERS•52.09 AND 53.02 OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY CODE
OF ORDINANCES,AS AMENDED RELATIVE
TO WATER
AND SEWER RATES FOR CUSTOMER
1 Agreement
S INSIDE AND
7 Chemical
2 Sandarac
OUTSIDE THE CITY OF MURRAY COR
need
PORATE LIMITS.
compound
tree
WHEREAS,the Murray Public Works Committee
11 Unusual
8 To have
has recommended that certain
3 Colored band
chang
es be made in the water and sewer rates.
17 Preposition
enough for
4 Secure
and
WHEREAS..the City Council for the City of
19 Note of scale
9 Hawaiian
5 Time gone by
Murray. Kentucky, concurs with
22
Novelt
y
said
wreat
h
recom
menda
6 Fright
tions,
24 Hypothetical
10 Golfer's
NOW THEREFORE BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL
force
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
25 Reward
, AS FOLLOWS:
Sectio
n 1. §53.02 WATER RATES AND TAP-ON
26 Goes astray
FEES
"No, no, no! That regular rock!
Paragraph (A) is hereby amended to read
27 _Incandescent
Me need Phillips!"
as follows:
•
tamp
(A) A rate of $0.90 per 11000 gallons shall
be charged for water
28 Great Lake
used by the city for commercial purposes.
29 Intellect
"COMMERICAL
PURPOSES" is defined as all water used by
30 River island
the city other than
by Abigail Van Buren
water used through fire hydrants. In all bill charg
AIME
32 Small-sized
es the amount of
heron _
such charges shall be subject to a minimum charg
e of $6.00 for the
33 Garden toot
DEAR MHO!: I would like to refirst
2,000 gallons of water used or supplied.
2 ‘Vastebaskets are emptied on a
36 Myself
m
spond to a recOnt letter you received
Section 2. §53.02 WATER RATES AND
regular basis and not by me'.
37 Take away
TAP-ON FEES
from "Down and Almost Out." whose
3. No storage of anything under Paragraph (C) is hereby amended to read as follows:
38 Be present
12-an
d
17-year
-old children's rooms the beds. Capta
(C)All other water customers of the City water
40 Broader
in's beds with drawand sewer systems
have begun to look like the local
41 Conjunction
shall pay for water according to
ers underneath are wonderful for
the following schedule:
landfill. My advice may be too late stora
43 Sun god
WATER RATE SCHEDULE/INSIDE CITY
ge, and nothing gets dusty.
CUSTOMERS
for her.hut it may help parents whose
44-Anglo-Saxon
4. Absolutely. positively. no food
slave ,
children are younger:
Rate Per
or drink in the bedrooms. No excepAIM
45 S-shaped
Thousand
Gallo
.
DEA
ns
Per
R
tions!
,
Mont
DOW
-i
We
h
N
-have
AND
molding
a
ALM
kitch
OST
en
for eating.
Gallons
OUT: Where have you been for the
As for hairspray on the walls and
46 Body of water
so
last 10 or 12 years? I presume you've ceilings. I guess you'll have to
47 Article
Minimum Rate
tell
6.00
48 Grain
been living in the same house as your children to work on better
For the First
aim.
2,000
49 River, to
3.00
your children: right? I have a 12- or else they should scrub it off.
For
the Next
2.000
Enrique
1.75
year-old and a teen-ager. From the
My
teenager
is
For
neat
the
Next
as
a
pin,
50 Soak. aspax
2,000
1.60
time they could - understand. these totally organized. My younger child
For the Next
2,000
1.45
were the ground rules:
is not as .neat and needs; More re- • .
For the Next
2,000
1.30
1. No clothes,un the fllgir or draped minders. but when I see that his
For the Next
50,000
over chairs. Clothes go in the close
1.05
All Over
t room is starting to get out ofcontrol,
60,000
Clues for toda'... crossword puzzle
or a drawer. If they are soiled, they he has to work on it. If it ever gets to
.90
Extension #702
.
WATER RATE SCHEDULE/OUTSIDE
CITY CUSTOMERS
go into the hamper.
the point that I -know it is beyond
him, then I help him get out from
Rate Per
BLONDIE
under. I don't do it for him. My motto:
Thousand
Gallons Per Month
"Put it away.gi ve.it away or throw it
Gallons
away." We Use three bags: -one for
DO I SMELL HAM AND EGGS
Mini
mum
Rate
OR IS THAT A BOTTLE OP
hand-me-downs for relatives,one for
10.50
SOMETHING
For the First
charity and one for garbage. Every2,000
5.25
For
the,
Next
thing else is put back in its place.
2,000
3.06
For
the Next
Don't let your kids ruin your
2,000
2.80
For the Next
house. Take control right now and
2,000
2.54
Fr
the
Next
try to turn those had habits around.
2,000
2.27
For the Next
Someone else is going to have to live
50,000
1.84
with your kids one day. 60,000
1.58
SectiA
rinli(
3.)%A
er new paragraph shall be inserted following
CHICAGO
§53.02(C) and all
•
following paragraphs shall be re-lettered
in accordance therewith. The new
DEAR CHICAGO: Beautiful! paragraph §53.02(D) shall- read as follows:
Your kids are lucky, and so are
Water District customers shall be charged at
a rate of S1.25 per
those who are going to live with
• 1,000 gallons of water.
CALVIN and HOBBES
them one day.
Section 4. §53.02(H)(formerly §53.02(G))is
hereby amended to read as follows:
(H)The foregoing rates and charges for the use
of and services
,
Ti)
DEAR ABBY: I am so disgusted
'JP
rendered by the Murray Water and Sewer Syste
AND NM 714. EXTRA TIME.,
m
as
BRAC
established by
MG
with
my
h
pshond.idoulknow v4lat
I
paragraphs A. B. C
CaitA n\l'c.N
.
, and D of this section shall become effective
ASWkithiEtiT Wask TA 01144R 341. DRoPs
to do! This is a second marriage for
7E_
SII,•17:•1' MORNING"
from and after March 7. 1991. The foregoing rates
AC) BE 3E7ECZ 912EPMZED
and charges for
both of us And we've been married
'
-LJ
ISt(1: 5.•.4.
the use of and services rendered by the Murra
CLASS
•
y Water and Sewer
only a year. He's 49 and I'm 42.
Dro.T•
Syste
m as established by Paragrph E of this section
I Iti;cw, TAY
My problem is. I found out reshall become
effective for all tap-ons connected after Decem
BIZSAKFAsT
cently- that the guys he works with
ber 5, 1988.
Sectio
n
VS'
5,
§52.0
9
RATES AND CHARGES Paragraphs B,C,and Dare
on third shift are . watching porno
,
YE. NAVE.
hereby
MOVieS.! Then I found some porno >amended to read as follows:
RUNES
(B)
(1)
Sewer
rate schedule for inside city customers.
tapes he had hidden in acloset. When
I confronted him about them, he SEWER RATE SCHEDULE 1
became furious! Abby. he seems to
BT
TOTAL
get more turned on by these movies INSIDE CUSTOMERS
BM mu CHARGE
than he does by me. We hardly ever
MINIMUM BILL
6.00
make love anymore.I threw the tapes FOR THE FIRST 2.000 ga.
per mu. per M ga. 1.10 1.90 3.00
away, and now I don't know if! can
FOR THE NEXT 2.000 ga. per mo.
per M gi. 1.10 1.09 2.19
CATHY
ever trust him again. I do love.him. FOR THE NEXT 2.000
ga. per mo. per M ga. 1.10 0.88 1.98
and
this
hurts me terribly. What do FOR THc NEXT 2.000 ga.
HI. I'M ROD. I'VE GOT THE
per mo. per M ga. 1.10 0.68 1.78
rM CARL. rivi-INTO
you suggest?
-FOR THE NEXT 2,000 ga. per mo.
111. Is'M CAIN. I WANT
i'005CHE WITH A NOW, ThE PAt. • fai6S VOL& FEELI
per M ga. 1.10 0.48 1.58
NGS A1,1
BERNI
E.
HUR
T
AND
DISGUSTED FOR THE NEXT 50,000 ga. per
WITH A VIEW NOV,/ ALL I NEED
iWl reDNEY SACK.
cEELINGS. OUR FEfl.A.IGS
mo. per M ga. 1.10 0.25 1.35
IS A CLA55V LAN LIKE ,
ALL OVER
/,01)!
YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT OUR
60.000 ga. per mo. per M ga. 1.10 0.08
DEAR HURT:You need more
1.18
(C) (2) Sewer rate schedule for outside city
F
FEELIN
A1`4
GS ABOUT
help
than
customers
I
can
r!
give you in a
nr716letter. If you want your second SEWER RATE SCHEDULE 2
DOT
10TAL
marriage to succeed; please OUTSIDE-CUSTOMERS SE510E RATE awn
consult a marriage counselor- MINIMUM BILL
10.50
both ofyou.If he refuses to go,go FOR THE FIRST 2,000 ga. per mo. per
M ga. 1.92 3.33 5.25
alone. The survival of your mar- FOR THE NEXT 2.000 ga.1 per mo.
per M ga. 1.92 1.91 3.83
riage depends upon it.
FOR THE NEXT 2,000 ga. per mo.
per M ga. 1.92 1.54 3.46
FOR THE NEXT 2,000 ga. per mo. per
PUBLIC SERVICE
M ga. 1.92 1.19 3.11
FOR THE NEXT 2,000 ga. per mo. per
M ga. 1.92 0.84, 2.76
FOR THE NEXT 50.000 ga. per mo.
per M ga. 1.92 0.44 2.36
ALL -OVER
60.000 ga. per mo. per M ga. 1.92
0.14 2.06
(D)The rates for Private,single family
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
dwelling set forth in this
section are hereby increased to $14.34 inside
the city and $25.08
to an Australian,
outside the city.
Scandinavian, European,
Section 6. §52.09(H) is hereby amended
to read as follows:
(G)The foregoing rates and charges for
South American or
the use of and services
rendered by the Murray Water and Sewer
WISHING- I
Japanese High School
System as estblished by
1-1AVIsr1 WASHED
Paragraphs A. B.C.D.and E of this sectio
n shall become effective
Exch
ange Student.
THE WINDOWfrom and after March 7, 1991.
SILL- 1.
Section 7. All ordinances or portions
of ordinances of the City of Murray.
Kentucky.in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent ofsuch conflict and
to such extent only
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READ
ING ON THE 14 DAY OF MARCH.1991
William N. Cherry, Mayor
ATTEST:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

DIAL-A-WORD

• i/

1-900-454-3535

Mr*

BECOME A
HOST FAMILY...

ORDINANCE NO. 91-943
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO.711
(CODIFIED AS CHAPTER 50 OF THE CITY OF MURRAY
CODE OF
ORDINANCES)TO CHANGE CERTAIN RATES WHIC
H ARE
SET FORTH IN SAID ORDINANCE.
WHEREAS,the Murray Public Works Committee has recom
mended thatcertain
changes be made in the rate charged for various deposi
ts, and
WHEREAS, the City Council for the City of Murray, Kentu
cky, concurs with
said recommendation,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED BY THE
CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS- FOLL
OWS:
'Section 1, §50.02 (A) is hereby amended to read as
follows:
(A) A deposit or suitable guarantee equal to twice the avera
ge
monthly bill will be required of all commercial and indust
rial
customers before service is initiated. A minimum gas deposi
t for
mobile homes, rental dwellings, and apailtments will be $50.0
0. A
minimum water deposit for mobile homes, rental dwellings,
and
apartments will be $50.00. There will be no deposit requir
ed for
home owners for water or gas service.
Sactk 2. §50.03 is hereby amended to increase the
service charge for checks
returned by bank for nonpayment from $5 to $15.
Section 3. 150.03 and §50.06 are hereby amended
by adding the following
paragraph to each section:
A fee of $25 shall be charged for after-work hours turn on of water
or gas service.
Section 4,Any portion of Ordinance No.711. as amended (Codi
fied as Chapter
50 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Murray). which may
be in conflict with
this ordinance is hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict and
to such extent
only.In all other respects Ordinance Number 711,as amended,
is hereby reaffirmed.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING ON 'THE 14
DAY OF MARCH,
1991:

GARFIELD
OK Air', 140W THERE'S
NOT H ING 10 PO

MARC FROM GERMANY
-I have been studying about
the Inited States and I am
lookipigforward to a wonderlid new learning experience.
enjoy volleyball. soccer and
world history"

PEANUTS
irojELL I GUESS
I 1 HIS MEANS WE
WON'T BE PLAYING
MUCH MORE TODAY,
WILL WE?

I KNOW HOW
DISAPPOINTED I
YOU ALL ARE
BUT PERHAPS I
TOMORROW THE
SUN WILL SHINE
AGAIN AND...

AISE brings people together
from around the world.iVen
your heart and your home to a
foreign student who wants to
spend a year studying and
sharing in America.

WHY DOESN'T SOMEBODY 60
OUT THERE,AND TRY TO
HEAR WHAT HE'S 54YIN6?

1

CALL TOLL FREE...

1-800-SIBLING
American Intercultural
Student Exchange
3-10

William N. Cherry. Mayor

Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

k NON Paufii 111X EXEMPT
115 LATIONAL FOUNDATION
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ORDINANCE No. 91-941
ESTABLISHING THE
MURRAY TREE BOARD
AN ORDINANCE REGULATING THE PLANTING,MAINTENANC
E AND
REMOVAL OF TREES IN THE PUBLIC STREETS, PARK
WAYS AND
OTHER CITY OWNED PROPERTY: ESTABLISHING A
CITY TREE
BOARD FOR PRESCRIBING REGULATIONS RELAT
ING TO THE
PLANTING, MAINTENANCE AND REMOVAL OF TREES
IN PUBLIC
PLACES; AND PRESCRIBING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS
OF ITS
PROVISIONS.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY:
Section 1. - Purpose: the purpose and intent of this Ordinan
ce is to encourage the
preservation and protection of trees within the City. of Murray because
of the unique
benefits they provide the community in preventing erosion,
storm drainage,
flooding, and siltation of streams; in providing shade and
cooling effects, and in
preventing air, noise and visual pollution; in providing a haven
for community
wildlife, and providing citizens with psychological relief
from increasing
complexities of manmade urban environment. It is not intende
d to be punitive nor to
cause hardship upon those individuals and concerns exercisi
ng reasonable care and
diligence to protect these trees. The objective of the Ordinan
ce is to ostablisho
comprehensive tree program along major arterials and on
all publicly owned
property to make Murray a healthier and more beautiful commun
ity in which to live
Section 2. - Definitions: Tree - Any wood plant which
meets any one of the
tollow mg criteria:
a , Has a trunk four (4 inches or more in diameter at one 11 foot
above the ground
or
Is of a horticultural variety oroshighly ornamental such as a dogwoo
d. redbud.
crab apple, sourwood,flowering cherry or peach. souther magnoli
n
a, holly etc and
has a trunk diameter of three inches or more at one foot ;those
the ground, or has
auained a capable stature of flowering and reproducing.
Section 3. - Application and Exemption: This Ordinance
shall apply to all real
estate property and rights-of-way owned or controlled by
the City of Murray with
the following exceptions:
, a)It shall not apply to the mmming of upper tree limbs for the
required maintenanee
of overhead utility lines.
It shall not apply to priv itely owned residential, industri
al or commercial
property. except as specifically herein set. forth.
Section 4. - Creation and Establishment of a City
Tree Board: There is herebc
created and established a City Tree Board for the City of Murray
. Ks-muck!, which
shall consist of seven (7 members who shall he appoint
ed hy the Mayor with the
approval of the City Council One of the ses en member
s shall represent the
('c:rum:mit) Improvement Voluntee-isCommitiee.-one shad
he a City Councilman.
and the remaining fly e shall be interested and concern
ed members of the
community The City Planner, a representative of
the Murray City Street
Department, and a representativ e of the Murray' Electric
System shall serv e. in an
ex officio capacity
Section 5. - Term of Office: The Term of the sev en persons
appointed
the M a:. or
he for three(3 ) year terms with the terms staggered by the
elect:on on alternate
years In the event that a vacancy shall occur during the term
of any member, his
successor shall he appointed for the unexpired portion
of the term All members
shall serve without pay. Meetings v. ill be held on a regular hasis,
with no: less than
six meetings per calendar year
Section 6. - Duties and Responsibility of City Tree Board:
I: '-hay he the
7...'sponsibilit!. of the Board to study. ins estate and develop
arid or ...pdate annually
and administer a written plan for the care. :•7L'st.'T'•.3::r..
prun.re. p.anting.
replanting. remov al or disposition of tree and shriiks in parks.
al . - 7:g ity streeLs, and
in other public areas The Board shall letermthe the typek
and species
tree
si.ilahle for planting. as well as those prohlb!ted. and the
conditi, ns under whiath
s...h trees shall be planted alr
.mg streets. parks ..i7.1t2Leri ,aricf public ;laces .s trur
V. hen completed, the plan shall he presented
to the City
•.!er•
appr:•v al Upon acceptance hy the City Council of
such p:an; the
constitute the official comprehensive city tree plan for
the City of Mu•-r.is
Kentucky The Board, when requested by the City
Council. shall consider.
ins est:gate arid make findings, reports arid recommendation
s upon any special
matter pf question coming wittur the scope of its work
The comprehensive city tree plan mas, include but
iS not limited to designation of the
-types and species of trees suitable for planting in public
area. and necessary and
suitable protective.barriers to be placed around trees
to prevent damage thereto: any
regulations concerning draining OT dumpmg around
trees in public areas: any
regulauons concerning the construction of improve
ments around or near to trees in
public areas or any other regulations which the
City Tree Board deems necessary for
the care .and preservation of trees along streets
and in_ othei public areas
'Section 7. - Dead or Diseased Tree Remosal on
Prisate Property: The City shall
have the right to cause the removal of any dead or
diseased trees on private property
wohin the City, when such trees constitute a hazard
to !ifd- and property. or harbor
FinsecLs CT disease which constitute a potential threat
to other trees within the city
The City Tree Board will notify in writing the
owners of suCh. trees Removal shall
be done by said owners at their own expense within sixty
f,f days after the date
service of notice. In the event of faliure of owners
to..comp7+41.441.1Cilach-pitos
the City shall have the authority to rernoce such trees
and charge the c(st of rem, a.
on the -owners' property- :mit notice
Section 8.- Interference with City Tree Board:I
t shall be unlawfi'dlforany persor
to prevent, -delay or interfere with the City Tree
Board, or any of its agents or
servants, while engaging in and about the planting
. cultivating, mulching. prUning,
spraying or memos me of any street trees. park
trees or trees on private ground, as
authorized by this Ordinance
Section 9. - Review by City Council: The (77',‘
Council shall have the right to
, review'. dm:conflict.. aCts-and dectsion•s--of• the city
T•rte Board.
.maY'
appeal from any ruling or order of the Cif'. Tree Boardto the City Council who may
hear -the matter and make- the final decision.
Section 10- Penalty: Any person i.iolating any pr
,Y;sion cf this Ordinance shall bs.
upon conviction or as plea of gdilty. sub;ect
fthe not lto exceed S.:`
Section 11. Effectise Date: Thai this Ordinance snail
be in full force and effect fr: ,r1
ar.d after its approval, adoption and publication
as required by :a w•
APPROVED ON SECOND READING ON
THE 14 DAY OF NI ARCH, 1991.
VI-TEST:
.lo Crass. City Clerk
‘
Bill
PP(h
errs.
R(‘
ry.
ED NIay or
City rif Murray, Kentucky

AVON Representatives
needed Door to door unnecessary Delayed billing
for kit Free gift with ad
Assist
Mg r
1-800-866 2243 or
737-5632

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close

to
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 peranontle.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

CUSTOMER
worker needed
time Apply at
Chicken 205
Murray

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

Service
days partKy Fried
N 12th

EASTSIDE BP pickup ap
plication before 12 noon
only No phone calls 119
Main Murray
EXCELLENT INCOME ,
Easy work, Assemble
simple prciducts at home
1-504 641 7778 Eat 2329
24 hours
FEDERAL government is
hiring $16 500-$62 000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details 901)642-(

WARDS Leather and
Jewelry 2 miles west of
Hazel on stateiine road 893
west (Turn west at caution HOLLAND Motor Sales
light edge of Hazel Solid need lot assistant Minor
gold jewelry Diamond repair skills preferred $170
rings at lowest prices Blue per week 753-4461 for
topaz ring with diamond interview
regular $300 sale $149
18' Herringbone chain HiDSP11 tL JOBS Start
$3995 Gold nugget pen- St" 80/11r, sour area No exp
dant $25 Heart rings netessars For info call
$19 95 Turquose and 1 900 990 v199 exf 634
sterling sover jewelry ham Sprn 7 (lass 512 96
Slyer panda rings $5 00 phone fee
All punch embroidery sup- KIRKSEY
UNITED
pies avapabie Leather
METHODIST CHURCH
belts $1 2 name engraved would like solicit bids for
to
tree Snake sk,n belts lawn ,rriowi
ng
Call
$19 95 Leather billfolds 489 2341 or 753-1568
$5 90 Leather and snake
sk,n accessories h#t KUWAIT SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED $3500 & up
bands boot straps buck
per hour Tax Free Both
les cigarette cases finger
less glo.es vests fringed Skilled and unskilled For
,acke•s
Rogers info Call 615-779-5505
*esti-- •
Post Eat K•275
Acme
•
• 151 LPN'S Reads for
a change"
oual•ry toots a'
• ces.
HomeCare We are corm
P.1^a^ tdC1s .$•;_- 95
mined to the care of patients
deers« ^ Coots $89 95
.,t a:I ages in their home
Sweats-,•ts
long and ensirontrien.t Traditio
nal
srcr1 s (.4-.)ve starthg at
nursing in a non traditional
$4 50 Ch d•ens $3,00 '.ening
ham up to 5,132 per
Focttia,, erskeys.,53 5'.; See
•hd: Various openings as ailou• 0,50 ay of mounted able
fi,r flexible nursing pro•
snakes Shop •
for fcssionals
the rewards
et,c•mous sa.,n1s on
,n :me care working **fie TJes gar- 7pm or cal, to • sir
.kr• I ttl iii,mconc,in sour
v 5,1 ssi, r
..ay a way aria Call 1a•ha for
more
a.a ,atie
gtado
int•innailin I-SOO-1143
at,oh g •ts - 4.92-6580
is ersal
ur,,ing Services
MANAGER wanted Reg Iona' 'eta tire store char
sr....-2ks a professional and
cr.•••,7,-,ab:e individual to
.-ige and over see tire
•.-. 'Management es▪ •••--:.e. a must 'Tire ex
•
'Le a plus 'Must work
ar•, a tr. the public Health
• • 1_ acation program.
•
aiovvance and sala t:ased or experience
S‘rno resJme or apply in
pe•so, No phone calls
St.,- a The inc co
:71.chey '406 Main St
M..•raj Ky 42071

does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening.

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

\LRSI\G HOME
SLIMCE
A vailatsle'Thru Age 5.1

‘71
.
1rEarATE-'OPEN
NEED a job/ A
-cae f7 tie future/
•
oua Sy if 'You do
ycur
or high
p.oma 'You are
tl-e ages at 16 &
- • v'o.: ye an E 0 E This
s f.-rded by the
Pri.!ate
JTPA
P A Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
Sam '1 30a -^

;.•

l•••'
InterrnrdiareCustodial Carr W
Mei:1-.4re s new guiAr•
lines for confinerntr.•
Nursing H
ance 0 more
thinever f•ur free int..r

Gn

calf:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

VCR Service

Situation
Wanted

MATCHING couch:chair
$200 microwave and cart
$1 7 5
7 59 - 1 9 1 4 or
762-6457 Ask for Scott or
Media

I WILL keep and care for a
ady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Exper
ienced and good refer
ences 492 8510

5111.4.10N5IRE$
LIoNAIRES PAS;G•
BURN'S cANIA Is BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe ,1 Pharmacy

MAGS Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

Have ‘1op

NI Travel

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mercury has heavy duty oil
barrels for sale Good for
trash burning $6 DO each

Se' nicin2
Grav6 &

Callowal
Fulton Co.

TANDY TL2 1000 computer with modem printer, all
accessories 436-2025

NEED ho,,secleahet 7
489-2908
WILL babysit in .East
area Have references
759-9668

YOUNG couple with 8yr
old child desires to relocate
to this area Interested
adult- care and estate are
taking Honest depend
able with references Tern.
porary -live-in is a possit-I
ity Please call collect
205 882 6913

ore •-•

:
1.1r

••

••••••

• • ...

... • #(.•"74'
.
7-4"

c-

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

VCR Roped Now Offered

MARSHALL
COUNTY OUTLET

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

CA:Intact Video Elite
618-520388
130
For Sate
Trade

Or

1 ACRE near
tusviile
F a Sell Or trade for equa
‘1ANAGER
value Mu•ray area
rc•Ft..,nstbilay
52 apartments in Murras
753-0790
rr,anager to live
Aparrnent fumishc.1
▪ pan of compensation
to include renting
•
lppropriate paper,
ANTIQUES by the piece o
•
processing mainte
coliections Cal: 753 9433
nance NJ...pests, etc Exper
ATTc-ii.cTiVE ante"-ale iere preferred but not at.- after 5pm
5 10" ta•• "70 es L;gnt c,lotely necessarl. Send CASH for mobile home
visume and references to tires $7 $12
brown r.ar blue eyes ate
each We A,
etc educated excelent
PO Box 430-RM, Un- remove 527
2932
job beautiful home Ann ion Cii,. TN 38261
MOTORIZED treadmi:
searching for Mat special
435-4336
someone' to walk hand•in
hand with into the sunset
USED and antique turn.
and live happiiy thereafter
nets under management
lure, glass. tools ou [ts
Oh yeah this is for rear
now riser SII0 Billion
901•642 6290
Phone I and photo with
reply to Dan 5835 E Avon
4,
St Inverness Fl 32652

•

ii/eneP

Yard
Sale
Thursday
March 21
8 a.m. - ?

020
Noboe

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE

AA.

00* A5

••

1-800-334-1203
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'BONUS INCOME '91"
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J's cards
and gifts, P 0 Box 430780
South &ham FL 33143

4p

1g Metropolitan Lffe
AND AFFTUATED
55551 worm, =plow
0)957 54suale114.lammern
c.•

New Y.NY

•

12 Place Se'tingc
Wedgewood china
Cavendish pattern Never
used Retail $148ea sell
ing all for 5700 759 9307
after 5pm

6ft 3" BALDWIN grand
piano Ebony completely
restored $8400 Very nice
437 4432
UPRiGHT Knabe brand
curly maple piano
436-5540 after 6pm

34 HP pump for deep well
$100 436 5005
BASEBALL card collection
early 60s 80 s Reason
able 759-1954
COOK 1 year old storage
building 1012 $1169
753 4614

CLAYTON 1991. 14 wide
Lots of options Only
$9995- Gateway Mobile
HOmes 527-1427
USED 14 wide remodeled
and ready to go $5995
Gateway Mobile Home
527 1427
280

*

1 and 2BR apartments in
county No pets 753-8848
before 8pm
2BR 1 bath duplex in Northwood $285imo 2br 2 bath
duplex All appliances furnished $350/mo 759-4406
2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753-2905

•,_'t,

• . •• .
.
• s•
•• :
i
,
F•

2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkinsvIlle

Fed Savings Building

753-4199
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Al
pie]
apt
75
nigf

DUI
he aRid
753

FUF
etfic
and
rent
man
753-

NEVI
Gas
coil
$39.5

NEV
plian
ownl
Ridgi

TAKI
sect<
apart
TOOT.
Hart
502-4

4BR :
Least
753-0

Sul
gas
off(
bit,i
can
Res
trai
sch
perl
sup
Sev
be
sid(

SL
Loi
i ng
Su

tin
Ex

For
Ch,
80(
54:]

28R 2 bath, central heat/
air WO hookup Stove,
refrigerator, water furnished Reference and deposit required No pets
753 3949

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

130

-.

381
liv ii
Cei
frit
491

1•••••11•11M•

Apartments
For Rent

per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

GENERATION III vacuum
with shampooer by Kirby
Under warranty $700
753-9475

,;•

38
431

320

• In our area, costs average over 1113,000

Vacuum
Cleaners

•

28
p1(
cle
plo
Co

MOBILE home lots for rent
in the country Water turn
ished 6 miles north of Mur
ray 753 5786

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

Farm
Equipment
74 x?•4 WILLIAMS pool table 1' solid state 10P
NEW Holland 357 feedmill,
753-0405 days 753-7266 auto hay
feed Exc cond
after 6pm
759-1330

. .

po
aft

Mobilo
Home Lots For Rent

• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

170

2 GREAT prom dresses
Size 6 Call Shannon
753-5675, 753-4217

28

24x60 ALL American 3br 2
bath Only $13,900 Free
delivery at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427

"YOU" par most nursing home cost.
Medicare pays less than '2%

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
bon Call 1 800 443 7740

2 FORMAL prom dresses
1 aqua 1 black metallic 1
wedding gown Will sell
cheap Size 7 753-5474
after 3pm

24t1 PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted, insulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

Antiques

15tt AC disc harrow, dual
wheels excellent condition 492-8425

1988 14.80 CLAYTON mo
bile home 3br 2 bath on
nice lot 3mi east of Murray 753 0218 or 753 5592

2E
A;
$2

.101=M11•••

Egj

165

•
•

WOOD for Sale 753 9745

QUEEN size waterbed $60
king size waterbed with
headboard 5120 753-4985
after 5pm

•
• •
.
5

1988 14x80 PACER mobile
home 3br 2 bath new con
dition Available furnished
or unfurnished Assume
payments at $276 mo
759-4121 after 4pm

•

• ..•• •

I-

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Mobile
Homes For Rent
MOWER blades Ove• 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30'
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
blade $6 99 Snapper
electric or gas Walking dis
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
lance to college 753-5209
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hardware Downtown Paris Tn

l9cuft REFRIGERATOR
rostfree side by side
753 4167 after 12 00pm

-••••••••-ewrow•traaw •••••-;"
•

•

•-••

0

Executive Inn
1-ir.d out what Met can do far
you Rafting tricarne up to
$800 per week Best trauma
in the industry Complete
benefits package
Call John Bakes. 5024435358 to reserve your plaoe ar
schedule an unerview.

Help

• ..55-4."....romp,aware/••••••••••••
•• r

•• "

I

e

'
AN!!

Career Seminar
Thurs., March 21, 1991
711 p.m.

wer0..d

Btu& World of Saud

r

LOST 7mo old long
haired femaltf•cat Colors
brown/khaki white on face
under beily and paws
Super friendly and very at
fecoonate If found plea.se
call 753-7051

WE* CAREER

220 S. 12th St.

• ••••
•'

1.1

STAP• *144E* YEAR

Girt Scout Cookies, little
girl clothes size 6 & 7
(name brand) lou of
other items

•

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.

Lost
And Found

14x70 NORRIS home and
lot Will sell separate 3
miles East of Murray
753-5786

PINE bedroom suite Triple
dresser bed chest 2 night
stands excellent condition
753-6803

050

321 N. MAIN
BENTON. KY 42025
502-527-2545

.

Lease For Less at
CIV/A111 TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Trot Pct.:, el
'I?
ef..12: $214.06 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pus Tar Tifa & Ltens,
48 lao Closed End laas.

WANTED
TO BUY

Ironing Board
With Pad
Reg. 16.99 Now'?
Petrus Twin Baby
Stroller
Reg, 129.99
Our Pride '5?

INVITATION
TO
BID: ES-271-9I
OPENING
DATE
April 4. 1991 2:00
P.M.. E.S T.
PROJECT: Repair clit
Resurface
Tennis
Court. Murray State
University. Murray,
KY
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
AND BID DOCUMENTS CALL(502)
564-3050.

- •

rm.- •

Twin Bed
Complete With Mattress

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753 9808 474 8086

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
'3 PIECE bedroom furni- Send for free price list and
ture dresser with mirror, 'Collection A 15 different
S coins, 'Collections B
chest,tull size bed. 1 floral
couch shades of green and 21 different foreign coins.
cranberry, 1 off white living $695 each. $1295 both
room couch Call 753-3895 Post paid 2-wk satsfac
tion guaranteed Free gift
after 4pm
with every inquiry Christo
COUCH chair earth tone pher s Coins. 1605 West
plaid $75 753 8478 after Main Murray Kentucky
4pm
42071 We buy coins and
COUCH matching chair appraise estates
753-4161
and rocker Good cordi
ton $100 753 2094
TANNING beds for sale
FAC"I()BY DIRECT FIR- Wolff and others New and
NITLRE 1-actory overruns, used Sale service and
closeouts, first quality mer- supplies Financing availchandise OM sofas, Sealy able Suntanning Unlimited
and Simmons mattresses, sec- 753 9274
tionals, hceProcpm furniture, Variety of concrete pottery
some slightly damaged No Bird bath etc Call or see
prices by phone Wouskraf
Roger Hudson 753 4545
ters Murray, 1(!, Next to 759 1823
•
Kman
WOODEN storage build
NICE sofa and matching ings 8x16' starts at $1095
chair 753 9229
10,16 $142450 1224
$2395 Other sizes avail
ONE year old 4 piece bed
able Acree Portable Build
room suite Call after 5pm
ings 502 247 7831
759-9852

753-1713

Notice

1470 1986 BREEZEW
OOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish, nicely land
soaped on lakevew lot in
Panorama Shores
436-2672 after 6pm

19' COLOT TV bedroom
suit full size mattress and
springs refrigerator table
and 4 Chairs rocker
753-0315 753 6506

•-•CME based business
European skin care No de
,ery No inventory $98 to
Start For information ••_..a
707 876 '834

12x6.0 STAR Fully furnished with patio central
heatair Located in view of
Ky Lake 8 miles from Mur
ray Will sell to move or
leave on lot 901 587-3746
12.65 2br with double lot
474 0124

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4401 to
order

Appliances

100

Ward-Elkins

020

1S5

12x60 ATLANTIC (needs
some repair) only $14951
This week Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

MURRAY, KY

TOSHIBA copier model
aDD 3110 Low use of copies 753-7011
WATER heaters round
electric double heating elements 5yr glass lined
tanks. 30 or 40gal
$14999 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Suilivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152

TILLERS Front Tine Shp
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99, rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse 5hp $649 99,
Bhp $749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Parts
Open all day Saturdays

Owner As'SoTIN&
14211
Bnerli• 1:a`ma
Ks la la Ina
to: it34.2663
To•

270

Miniature Golf
Softball
Baseball
Batting Cages

SUNTAN booth 753-3488

_"s•

All Brands

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS Kentucky
Finance
and
Administration
Cabinet. Department
for Facilities Management. Division of
Contracting and Ad
ministration, Room
#158, New Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.

Lighted
Driving Range

MARTIN houses 6 room
$2699 12 room $39 99. 18
room $57 99 24 room
$69 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15tt 534 99
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

WOOD-CUTTERS with
own chain saw 753-8292
after 6pm
'

WANT a faster refund')
Why pay more for electronic filing/ Our prices
start at $2000' Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759-1425

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% off on doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road Mayfield. Ky 247 5936

TEN part time people
needed 1st five to quality
will receive free gift Call
Avon 753-0171

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest
gations Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales set
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800-248-4319

BROKEN engagement bar
gain, Get a real deal on a
ladies diamond engage
ment and wedding ring set
Call 753 3913

START $6 80 hr your
area No exp necessary
For
info_
call
1 900 990 9399 ext 644
6am-8pm 7 days $1295
phone fee

WILL do house cleaning
References available All
work guara-teed 435 4169

READ books for pay, $100
a ttie No experience Call
1 - 900 8 4 7 - 7 8 78
($0 99 M.N, or write
pASE 157P 161 S Lin
ccib hay N Aurora IL
60542

•t-er ca. :.•27-. *A,

ATTENTION Investors 87
marquise diamond, natural
fancy pink $14950 Serious inquiries only by appointment 753 8811 In
mans Jewelry

SOMEONE to babysit in my
home Non smoker References required 753-8530

Business
Opportunity

SOLOFLEX exercise ma
chine Excellent condition
1 year old $600 759 9931

APPLE Ilc computer In
dudes monitor and stand
AlphaPro printer and soft
ware $275 759 4676

SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious inquiries only 901-642 6927

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753 1016

,-

KUT &
KURL
now

RIVIERA Courts Mobile
Home Park is now taking
applications for all around
maintenance man Need
working knowledge of car
pentry plumbing. electric
painting, and other -chilies
as needed Apply in per
son between 8am 1 lam
Only , No phone calls

•• •
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510

Afar"
Zits
2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex $250 plus de
posit No pets 753 9612
after 5pm
2BR energy efficient du
plex New paint, extra
clean Central HiA, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898
3BR duplex
435-4214

AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
2br country home 5 miles
out $300mo 753-3187 at
ter 4pm

FOR lease to highest bid
der 5 69 acres dark fired
tobacco for 1yr 753 8848
before 8pm

753-9400,
370

3BR family room, fireplace
living and dining room
Central HA stove and refrigerator
No pets
492-8634
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br. at gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759 4703
nights
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat'air Appliances
Ridgewood $300/mo
753-8096 or 753-2633
FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609
NEW 1000sq ft apartment
Gas heat/low utilities Near
college Extra nice
$395/mo 753-8828

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your estate CaH Wilson Real Estate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144

livestock
& Supplies
HORSES saddles and
other tack 753-4545
759 1823
YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

3YR old female AKC registered Basset Hound dog
$200 OBO Call 753 7129
AKC poodles 6mo old 2
males, 1 female $75 each
Call 753-6490 after 5pm
FINE watchdog Male German Shephard mix Own
ers must move 753-0667
after 6pm

HAVE an obedient, well
NEW 2br duplex Ap
mannered, safe dog You
pliances. energy efficient,
train classes or we train
owner occupied 1821
Professional certified trai, .
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
ers serving Murray for over
TAKING applications for 12 years 436-2858
section 8 rent subsidized
Pegs Dog Grooming
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bed753-2915
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
140
Houses
COMMERCIAL building
For Rent
2800sq ft next to golf
4BR 2bath with utility room
course on N 16th and UT
Lease'deposit No pets terback Rd 753-0
521 or
753 0932 753 5898
436-2165 after 5pm

1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr.
North 4th City water/
sewer 1 lot in Grove
Heights east of Murray City
water available 753 5200
LARGE wooded lakefront
lot on main channel One
mile from Kenlake adjacent
to Marina 502 489 2455
LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months $100
a month for 30 months No
interest. 7c 4tIriO or
474-8826
LOTS for sale ,Gatesboro
area 753 0800 759 4577

Homes
For Sale

TRAILER house and cot
tage on 5 lots in Crappie
Hollow Well and septic
storage shed $17000
Good rental property
436 5005

at Kirksey. New 2story home. 3 bedroom, 3 bath. study.
family room, living
room. -kitchen/dining
room combination.
concrete
double
driveway. 2 car garage. Many more extras. Will consider
any reasonable hid_
489-2126 or
489-2387

1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
Gas or electric Call
437-4366

1976 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme Newly rebuilt engine $1000 OBO
492 8675 after 6pm

Boats
& Motors

1980 BUICK Century station wagon Good second
car, fisherman special
$750 753-4356

NEW and uSed t,rrs
Auto Parts Hwy '
753 5506

No city taxes!
9 miles from Murray

1974 CORVETTE Stingray
$6000 1982 Chevrolet
Conversion Van $2500
753 7629 after 6pm

YOU LL love the spacious
ness Of this newly built
home in western Calloway
1977 GRAND Marquis Call
County Large kitchen
Bob Wynn at 753-2975 or
great room master bed
room and spectacular mas 753-4333
ter bath will win you Over 1978 FORD Mercury Mo$105000 MLS 2787 Con
narch Good condition 6
tact Kopperud Realty cylinder,good as mileag
e
753-1222
753 9808
470
1979 FORD pickup 302
standard shift $1250 1977
ildtoicycles
Ford van 302 automatic
1980 YAMAHA 250 Cr, $1400 1980 Mercury Marquis 4 door $1250 1979
Needs work
$20;
Cutlass new engine 260
753-0667 after 6pm
V-8 $1850 1986 Chevy
1988 BLASTER good con
Celebrity Eurosport 4 door
ditipn 1982 Virago 750 $3250 See at 5 Points Auto
492-8617 after 2 30pm Or Repair 810., Coldwater
901 247 5137 be'D'e Rd or call 753-9181
2 30prn
1979 MONTE Carlo Good
2 HONDA Odyssey s
condition $1000 1981
electric start
Dode Miranda $1200 Call
mar 1,1
start 474-2344
527 9
YAMAHA Riva m7s,c,
1979 VOLVO 242bL 4
$250 436 55Y
speed, blue runs great
436 2174 evenings

ri20

1988 MONTEREY 19ft runabout cuddy cabin Stereo,depth finder. 1651/0
753-3682 759-4884

SUPERAMERICA

Egyptian Collectors Association Inc
Tables $20 00

llomeSellers

753-0375

Admission $2 00

Aubrey Hatcrte.
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran Gen Mgr

510

R.

Post Office Box 138
Centralia, Illinois 62801
Phone 618/495-2572 or 618/548-5
703

'AVB THOUSANDS
11011.11KSKI,LERS 753

WITH

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

------••••••—•wwwwwstwommiswewor••••
^.
--

TOYOTA
''S S

OF MURRAY
1 21!'
Pho•e
753-496 1

Campers
1972 2111 CAMPER Dual
axle gas or electric re
frigerator. 110AC, good
condition Will consider
trade for pop-up After 6pm
753 9827

.
e

• -• 4
'•. `•
• 6:1
.1
,•

ai‘•

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite..753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210)1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

-Al]

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

DECORATOR'S TOUCH rifitour,H
-poetess. like new home in Martin Height oL-L
a. Features
datum drapex. fireplace and
quahty
• nroughout. Three bedrooms, 2 baths,that can be seen
living room plus
room and utility Reducod to
$95.000

Kopperud Realty

711 Main

•

•s••.
,
SAO

OW

753-1222

Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.
Oak Sales & Installation

Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty!
Modern Dustless Equipment
Since 1954

-Call Don":

362-0160

Gilbertsville, KY 42044

Serving the Entire Purchase Area

Classified Ad
Sale!
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

FREE

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days

free)

The sale is open to everyone, as lon
g as
they meet the following requireme
nts:
V Ads must run three consecutive
V No changes will be made in days.
copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancel
led
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are
regular classified customer and your ad a
already scheduled for March, you is
will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage srmil
Of This
Sale and
1110.

-

•--•-•-•-•-••........swomme,"~wwwrwarroww••••
-•r;:1;7
. ' •
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••
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Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

•

•

tle... e t...

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Enierson-Brown

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo Open 9-12 1-5.
Mon -Fr' 753-0530

•. ••

.

'

.
r
•-•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
-;ervnce on ail brands. window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryer
s microwaves, dishwashers - gas &electric
ranges

RILEY'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Back from
Humcane Hugo. Roofing our
specialty 100x discount to
senior citizens Phone
4S9 2/193

• ..

• „•

01011111'
• s-J/W101111.11•"--.410/

PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging. wallcover
ings furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

•

1.

-Drop by 8 see our showroom

409 S„NI13,AY MuRRAY iBehird Burry
Bread;
753-5940

7to5pl3
4
9
1
6
ace your ad.

,

,• . .

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Call

-z
•• •• • • '•
• ••

All Types Of

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251

• .

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to smal'
474 2300

Custom Woodworking

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of rem.gdeling Phone
489-2267

. •.

WILL mow lawns and de
other yard work Will do
light haul ng 436 2526

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWOCIKING

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

installed for your specific.a
eons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

equalizer, KMC wheels
low miles sharp $10500
753 0724

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job toc
small 759-4401

•

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels re
sidential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

JIVA

mat area for your nes.
, home
'inderground utilities Johnin
Robertson
Rd
area

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

March Only

GUN SHOW

W(X)OGATE F.STATESI

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth l'Barnhill
753-2674

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

HOPKINSVILLE

Hopkinsville, Kentucky

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763 759-1823

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

Al TREE Service Stump
removal spraying hauling
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm 759-9816
753 0495

CARS
'90, Toyota Carnry 1t987
AMP
SUPERAMERICA •
19 Nissan lanna 13,417
SuperArnerca Group Inc
Grand Fta LE '1.987
2BR brick .1 car garage
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
'39Toyota Carnry,.....„ A$7
newly remodeled
SuperAmerica is rapidly expanding in
753-6633
the
19 ToyotiCellia GT 10,987
gasoline/quick service food store busin
ess and
2BR with appliances cell
offers real ground floor opportunities for
am19 Cressida
ing fan, carport fenced
16.487
bitious individuals seeking growth orien
ted
yard outbuilding Priced in'
careers.
3
Toyota Caall
$20s Coleman RE
Responsibilities include recruiting. hiring
753-9898
3
We
and
676
training store personnel, planning work
2BR
with
carpo
rt
Low
schedules, salary administration, emplo
3 Bicit Prk
yee
maintenance Near Univer
performance appraisals. record keeping
and
sity
753-3293
88 Toyota Cressida... 13.417
supervision of general store maint
enance
Several years retail experience preferred.
3BR 1', bath brick Panor
Must
'18
Cheri Craro,....,,, „7.987
be willing to relocate. For immediate conama Shores 2 car garage
sideration. send resume or write to:
'81 Toyota
many extras 753 6339
..... 1.917
7 WOODED acres with 3br
'88 Port Bonne. LE 7.987
1 bath home Between
17 Chrys.
Mayfield arid Murray
801 Coldwater Rd.
$29 900-i 362-4825
'87 81W
..114.417
Murray, KY
CONDOMINIUM ground
17
Chevy
Cc
'5,487
ATTN: Rod Blanton
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair acSUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL. iNC
'87 Toyota Corolla._ ....._1117
Equal Opportunity Employer KEN V
cessable For sale or lease
'87 Tauks ii Wgn..„„.., S7487
753-3293.
NICE 24x30 building on
16 Taurus LX
15,47
small lot Ideal for small
SURGICAL RN/SURGICAL TECH
'16 Nissan iltra S7.187
engine repair- or turn into
Lourdes Hospital has immediate opensmall apartment 6mi east
Chry. 5th An ....... _7,487
ings for Surgical Registered Nurses and
on 94 753-7151
CHIM Chim Chimney
vans
Surgical Techs working full-time, partSweeps has 10% senior ciu'86
Honi
Accad
DX
'6,487
SPAC
IOUS 3br house
time or PRN.
1986 CHEVROLET Astro zen discounts We sell chimCentral H'A, carport 8
'86 Port. Sunbird GT.. '5.987 CL
ney caps and screens.
mini van 7-passenger
shop Ready to be occup-.
Excellent salary and benefit package.
435-4191.
Loade
d
New
Miche
16 by. Caolla .............._i.987
lin
ied Great for first time own
For more information contact Amaryllis
tires low miles 753 6176
CONTRACTOR Portable
ers or retired couple
'85
Vols.
istia
Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1- $26 000 Must see to ap
buildings. pole barns, general home improvements
800-633-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-626preciate Financing avail'84 Loa Palt
Quality work for less Cusable Call after 5pm
5435.
14 boy
tomer satisfaction guaran492 8595
1287
1957 CHEVY pickup New teed Free estimates L E
SPOTLESS,like new home
'82 Toyota Corolla
'2.787 rebuilt
Williams 489-2663
engine Good for rein Martin Heights subdivistorin
78
g
3uka
$800
LeStre
437-4
931
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
1.987
sion Features custom
and Cooling Service Comdrapes fireplace and qualTR
UC
KS
LOURDES HOSPITAL
plete service on all central
ity throughout 3br 2 bath
cooling, all makes and
Irvingroom, plus family and
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
'89 FA Caveson VanS16.487
models Call Gary at
utility $90s MLS 1772
PADUCAH, KY 42001
1978 1 ton FORD truck
7.i9 4754
Contact Kopperud Realty
'89
Toyota
X•Cab
414...„.10,487 Good shape $1000
1•30E
753 1222
DAVIDSON Roofing New
89
Ford
Range
XL1
1,717 436-2448
roofs and repairs Tear offs
THE view of the lake from
1979 CHEVROLET Clean. and re-roofs Written guar
this waterfront home is gor
19 Chevy
.....
loaded Make offer John antee Local references
geous Brock bi-level den
Egyptian Collectors Association Inc
Presents
Deere 8hp Good condition
753-5812
18 Fad F•150 Van
with fireplace. 2 bedroom 2
753-3942
bath patio. deck and excel
LICE
NSED for electric
'18
Toyota
Runner„..... '11.487 1986 MAZDA SE5 4 cylinlent boat dock Nicely land
gas refrigeration Installascaped
MLS 1901
'88 Pryrnouth Voyapr
der, 5 speed blue Excel- tion and repair Free esti753-1222 Kopperud
lent condition high miles
mates 753-7203
17 Toy SS 4 Runner _10417 $2500 759-1693
Realty
EXPERIENCED and deWATERFRONT, Ky Lake
'87 Nazda
1987 FORD full size pickup pendable family business
subdiv
ision 4br 2 bath
(F 150) Solid white gray needs yards to mow in Mur
March 23 & 24, 1991
Toyog
covered deck 354-6006
interior fuel injection 6cy
ray area 437 4171
Saturday & Sunday - 9:00 til 5:00
4 speed New radials extra
16 Chtlry
FENC
E sales at Sears
dean and nice $5000 Max
HOMESELLERS
now Call Sears 753-2310
86 8uzu Two&
Parker 753-3153 office
GUNS * KNIVES * GOLD * SILVER * JEWELRY
REALTY
for free estimate for your
753 7900 home
MILITARY ARTIFACTS * CAMO CLOTHES *
16 Sulu
753-0375
needs
COINS
1989
ROLET S 10
AMMO * RELOADING SUPPLIES * AND MOPE'
505 S. 12th St.
16 Fad F150 XLT 44 1487 TopgunCHEV
GENE
RAL Repair plumb5 speed red ex17111 ST COMMERCIAI
cellent condition Low mi- ing. roofing tree work
Open to the public, be sure to
85 Dodge Ran 150 SE 'S/87 leage
'rear opporruniu, to
436-2642
$8000 753-7102
aparlifin! huviness Corner 0
bring your guns to
14 Toyoti
12th ni Sharpe In hest
1989 CHEVROLET SW8 GUTTERING By Sears
.74,000 Make offer 753-0175
BUY - SELL - TRADE
black
I auto. pstphi Sears residential and corn
'80
Toys
Pit;
____."3,417 pw, AM350EF
At Western Kentucky State Fair
FM factory digital mercial continuous gutters
HEST LOTS IN TOWN!
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Garage,2 1110els.S from university Mid $40s 753-1404
7536128

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Cal
474-2307

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

Al A T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Levies, roads, driveways.
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations basements,
gravel, dirt, and etc
753-0577

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free estimates 759-1683

LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

EBBTIDE 15ft runabout
with 100hp Evinrude motor
Runs good $1500 1982
30hp Mariner outboard motor runs good $400
436-2528

1983 CUTLASS Ciera
69xxx miles, V-6, loaded
ALPHA Builders - Carpen1982 2 8 ,Ite:t engme
with accessories Real
try, remodeling porches,
cellent cond , t.s^
nice needs engine work
roofing concrete, drive753-9808
$1650
753-4389. -ways
, painting, mainte753-5960
nance. etc Free estimates
1983 CUTLASS $1550, 489-2303 • •
_1980 Nissan 200SX $1250.
ANY remodeling building
9968 Mustang $1850 1966
painti
ng 8 roofing Free es
Ford pickup $550 1958
timates References
Ford pickup 40xxx miles
435 4632
$650 Financing available
and no credit checks
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
492 8884
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
1984 CAMARO T tops
in stock on my truck All
305 V8, beige $3500
work and parts warranted
759-9883 after 5pm
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 7532455
1986 'CHEVROLET Ca
price Classic Brougham,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
excellent condition clean
Kenmore Westinghouse.
89 Pont
Michelin tires, fully loaded
Whirlpool 30 years experi$5600 7537_7903 after
ence Bobby Hopper,
5pm
436-5848
1986 MERCURY Topaz
GS $3000 492-8617 or BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera901-644-0256
tor 30 years experience
1986 TRANS AM white with Septic system. drive-ways,
red interior T tops and hauling foundations. etc
tinted windows 753-6705 759-4664
1987 GTA Trans Am 350 BILL Travis trucking for
tune port. digital dash, lum- gravel, dirt, fill sand and
bar seats, 33 000, miles
white rock 474-2779
Like new $8600 1986
BREA
KING and disking
IROC 41 000 miles Like
gardens Yard landscaping
new $6900 753-3704
1601 Loch Lomond Will and bushhogging
436-5430
trade
1989 NISSAN with air BUILDER new homes,
54550 1985 Cutlass 2 door garages, additions, remodeling, framing decks, pa$1750 492-8884
tios solar green houses
CAR Sacral" Installation pole barns Experienced
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard carpentry Tripp Williams,
Music Murray's Alpine Car 753-0563 after 5pm
Atrdso Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from W.. CARPET ahd vinyl repairs
and installation Profesdorms.
sional service Glen Bebber
759-1247 leave message
405

Services
Offered

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery Murray 436 5560

14ft SEMI V aluminum
boat with good trailer 7 Shp
motor (checked and tuned
up Dec 1990 j $525
753-9818

CARPENTRY commercial
and residential work Remodeling additions decks
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm

1981 MERCURY Marquis
needs motor work Excel
lent body etc Make offer
753 2059

530

Services
Offered

Campers
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J. Higgs

Potato
Chips

Bubba
Cola

8 oz.

FOOD STORES

69

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

Turkey Hams
Turkey Franks

oz

oz

Country Brand Meat Hot Dogs
Hillshire Beef Sausage

oz

$229
65c
69c

TAV Sliced Ham
Turkey Franks

16 oz

$2
99

3 lb $2
"

Country Brand Thick Bologna
Country Brand Garlic Bologna

16 oz

$1 29

16 oz
$1 29

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage
Country Brand Variety Pack

16 oz

12 oz

TAV Thick Sliced Bacon
Pork Sausage

16 oz

'6 oz

$1 99

$1 99

$1

79

$1 C19

Fried Chicken
Ribeye Steaks

28 oz

48 oz

Chicken Nuggets
Fish Sticks

10 oz

32 oz

_

Prairie Farms

z.-214k-

Pepsi Cola

Buttermilk
1/2 Gal

12 Pk. Cans

2 Liter Products

89'

$

Dole

la link

RC

Bananas

3 Liter Products'3LITER

391b

9

109

$

•

Prairie Farms

It

Orange
Juice

4,

# Pepsi Cola
•

Ia

Margarine Spread

3 c

Cream Cheese
X-Sharp Cheese

0

10.1 ITO

69c
5999

12 oz

1)0:
3 0

Yellow Popcorn

Borden Cheese Singles

-

Nacho Chips._

• 2 oz

99c
79c
65'
990

12 Pk. Can Products

20 Lb. Bag

- $309

99

$1

•

J. Higgs Cheese Curls
Hard Pretzels

Si

0?

$309

-

Lettuce
Rome Apples
Tomatoes
Red or Yellow Delicious Apples

3

•

RC

t-t-s4Potatoes

12 Pk. Can Products

I

1/2 Gal.
$139

Russet

Bag

650
690
89'
$179

Plastic Cups
Paper Napkins

2,3 0, 89c

Paper Plates
Paper Towels

300ct

$"1 29

100 ct

99°

Economy Roll 43°

•
••••••.,.

Ubbw
Ubbw.

Pineapple

•
Cranberry
Sauce

20 oz.

16 oz

Pure

Apple
Ju64ice

Libby's Crushed

oz.

1°9
Pink Grapefruit Juice
Tropicana Orange Juice
Prune Juice
Cranberry Juice Cocktail
Tomato Juice

46

£402

Sugarless Fruit Cocktail
Libby's Peaches
Applesauce

40 oz $1 19

$13
'

Fruit Cocktail

79C

Mandrin Oranges

46 oz

4

7 ..`"" -7
• ;

•

•

- •

••

•

:

• •

.1.4‘47•••

•.

.

,
• •

•

.
•

•••
•

•

.'"
.•

69c
0, 99c
430

16 oz

29

16 oz

,

c

59

65'

0, 890
$19
'

48 oz

6

I
• •"

590

16 0?

0, 490

Instant Potatoes
Instant Rice
Dry Northern Beans
Rice Mix
Wide Noodles

Stuffing
Mix

69'

13-34 oz

28 oz

16 02

8 oz

10 07

$119

$1
35c
590
590

69

Macaroni & Cheese
Dry Pinto Beans
Fancy Mushrooms
Sweet Potatoes
Scalloped Potatoes

7-1 4 oz

16 oz

az
16 oz

5 5 oz

250
290
49c
45C
790

